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Heap i held in Wabhington, D.C. on January 24, 1978 - .

1 I
Sta ent of .

. II sld, William, president, Alcohol and rilg Problems Association 4
North America, Washington, D.G.; Ro K. Forbes, project direc.
, National Alprissment of Educational ogress, Education Coco-

on of th. States, Denver, Colo.,. and Bailey Jackson, assist-.
t professor, School of, ucation, University of Massachusatts,

Aniherst, Mass .:c ' 80
, Nolan, -general su inteidente Dallas Independent School

District, Dallas_, Tex.; James, D. Kasen, director, Center for Human
Development trinity University, San AntonioIreXo; Ituke Helm, ' '
assistant principal, DuSable High School, Chicago, Ill.;-and Donald-

, Sarman, Sergeant,Salt Lake County Sheriff's 011ice Salt Like City, '
Utah *

= '.... ..,. 28'1
* Minter, Thomas K., Deputy CoMmissionerior icbool Systems ategin-

ponied by Helen Nowlis:Director, Alcohol and Drug Abuse. Pro-
.

1
gram, U.S. Office of Washington, D.C.; William A.

. Blakey, Deputy Assistant notary for Legislation (Eidaofitkra;
. D. Mien L. Alford, Asais Commissioner for Logislatip, TT.S._

Of4co of Education_, Departiaeutof Health, Education Welfare 15,
. Przewlocki, Lester E., dean, School of Education, Boston. College,

Chestnut Hill Mass., and Lisa Sombart, teacher, Parjtarfe,Elemen-
tart' School, Columbia, Mo. . . . 1 68/

Prepared statements, letters, supplemental materials, et cetera- 1 '"
Alcohqt.and Drug Abuse Education Act. I
Butyriski, William, Ph.D:, president, Alcohol and Drug Problems

Association of North America, statement bf ' 92

. ftstrict, Dallas, Tex., testimony of . . 33-
, Nolan, general superintendent, Dallas Independent School

Forbes Roy !L director, National Assessment of Edupationaj. Pro-
Ifres;, Education Commission orthe States, statement of , 07

Helm, Luke, assistant principal, DuSable High 'School; Chicago,
Ill., prepared statement ,' - 57

Jackson, Bailey W.; III, assistaa professor, School of Education,
University of .MassachUseits, testirpony submitted by _. 101 1

liaxen, James D., director, Regional Training Center, Toinity Uni-
xersity, San Antonio, Tex., testimony of , 4 *. 46

National Alcohol and DrurAbuse Pre' entian Program, from ,Pcderal
Register, October 27, 1976 -

i. . ' 4.. Przewlocki, Lister E., dean, School of Education, Bosto College, i. Chestnut Hill, Mass., information submitted by. - --,..1-...._--. 72
6 Sombart, Lisa, teacher, Columbia,Public Schools: -

.. "H.I.P.: An .c.lternate Teacher Education Program,' report
entitled- -- . 83

"How H.I.P. Has helped Me,1 -,:..-article entitled---.,. 117
.. . .4APPENDIX.

V

. . L.Ilerney, Joe, University of California, Santa Cruz letter 1,0\Abairman
Brademas; d a t e d .January 23, 1978, enclosing testimony _:..,,,-.. - .. 105

Rector, John M., administrator, Office of Juvenile Justice and 1)elinquiatcy
Prevention, -letter to Chairman Brademas, dated April 13,1978 . 106
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ElergiN.lioN o;'THE A001101 AND DiliGkAHUSE ; °

. ,..- . : ' . IlltICATiO if ACT : ,
.

., , 1 ,

N.., A! TOESP AV.; aitilfA.Iii 24, 1278 r'
. ,. . .

.
, lipti2E dr RERESENfiaTIVES, ) .. . d .2

, otaisCOMMITE'r. ON SVLECT EDUCATIoNa
ICOMMITisES .011 EDIICA.fiL6N 'AN]) LANA,

' '"' Washington, p,' .
I The subcerarnitt4 'met it 9 :iiVit-rn., in roof H3e8, .the C pitol,

Hon. Jagil Bridenias (clutiviariUn, a ,thb*.sibcolviiittee) 'ptesidin : .
ivturnpers presenti RenregentatiurosaVradefilas, Biaggi, Jeffo e, and. ...

Pressife; ---F----___ ,

1 Mr. pn.iintzgiisp(The guhetanniitkee On ;fietect Ediicatia of tirti
'Committee on Enu.pation.and:Labor-wifi.poind to.ordar for tits' urpose

11, of receiving t4tigintonir oh tlii.):proRitaed extension, ot 4.,he Alco of and
r Drug Abuse'Mutation Act.. c - ... .

Without objection,, at this foincin itieareeord.l.wodk like insert .....,
ti tbo Alcohoraluf Drug Atku r.ducation Act and the applceabf rigida.-
1 tiois issued by. the Depart ent'of,HbalVi, Alucation, and'. afire. ' .
, [Theftlateral' referredlo olipsis:1 ..- , - .

ley,

,_fl
Act

. : :. I/ .. .
I, \ ...-; ALCOHOil AND Rua A.Btrsi AD' VICAT1911,,c? ; ,,

.
. ',AN AC.Vituthodzothe Secretary of Ircalth..Edncafiort., and Wel/tiro to natio pouts to conduct wool

. . cdueatt i.a.rograins and activities come/nun, the, tft 01 dnif$ and other Matd educational inIT0513:.
.. ' %

B. 14 enacted 41 tKt4.4.epoto and !House pf Represontatfoesof he iirdiedSialea of
Iftmorics in.CongtoolA,A0141 - . *, --, . -;

..>t, ..$t", . . f an ORi lill;T .4 . . .s. . / . '
: ASteriON 1. ThiR 4401'144e tiled ,as the-"Jilalhol add -Drui.AbuscEducation"

S
3 , .

. , . ,: , . .
.. s d'UTEMEKT or PURP.SE. . . ' ...

01, ,

.

) zo.-2. (a) 'Me Cohgress hereby finds and declares that drug and alcohol abuse
' di 'inishes the strength and vitality of the people of oupDlation; that an increasing -
nu bar of s tances, both legal sad illegal, arc being abused by increasing ' i
nu bersot4 ividuab; that abuse a any substance is:tomplex human behavior
wh ch is influe ced by many forces, inaltthin4 school *nilly, church, cvniraultity, ,
m tat and groups; and that prs.Kentbon, an & early intervention -ur such
belt vior reqpre cooperation and cootilination among all of these elements iti 0
atm glee design to respond to ciarefulty0Onepproblenis. .. '

,
( It g the p, ose of this Act to enconragethe ,development of new and tor- -

pro curricula the problems of drOg abuse; to oientorestrale, the us OF finch ,
cum la in model hducatifinal programs anti,,to evaluate the effectiVert-orthereof;
to d *minute curricular materials and significant information for use fn educe -' .:,
tiona programs thrughoue the Naton; t,apPrciride training programs for teachers, 4

. coun lots ; -law enforcemetit bifida ' an' other pUblic service and community
leade r_ and' to offek community, ucation .programs for parents sada others,
on alntse prolS1 s. : -.:' ' .

'
(c)t t Pi. fuother the'purgose of this Ace-to` provide leadership to schools and

other i ititutions in the community by sUciporting projects td identify,*valuate,
detuop trato and disrminatc effective strategies for prevention and cad), inter- '
venti and ';to, provide training and technical assistance to schools and other ,,
segmen a of the eomnitnittrin adapting such strategies j,* identifidd Weal needs. . '

f '. I ' . i.
. (1) .'
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, (20 U.S.C. 1421) Enacted bet. 3, Wit PITs:, 91417, sec. 2, Stat. 1383: ame Sept. 21, 1974, P.L.

see, 2,013 Stat. 11.54. '.
) - eff ii:

4' ' :ALConfOL AND DIWO 01:11321 zopetimosi,nnai CIS -, r . .9 . . .
... Sec. 3...(a) The Commissioner of Education shall cagy program ofjpa.king. ' / ', giants to, and contracts with, institutions of higher edu ation, State lot*

. educational 'sondes, and public andinivate education r community ,agencies,
institutions, and orgainzatiens to support and evaluat;demonstrption!projeets,

encourage the estataiihnient of such projects throughoutout the Isktion,-to train
catiOnal and community pelsonnel, and to provi technical assistance in

cigrant cieveloptnent, In citifying oat such program, e Commissionef of Edu-. .

,*02114:111 shall,gkepfioriey to school based programs an projects.
(bj,Funds appfopristed for grafts and contracts u,nd r this shall be available

,:for aetivit,ios, inchtding bilingual activities, such as, i
A . (1) projects, for the development, testing eval'dation, dissem natiop of

exemplary materials for use in elementary, secondary, adult, and community
education firograms, and or training in the selection %Incluse otluch inatcesiais;

(2) comprehensive demonstration programs which focus on the, causes of
. drug and alcohol abuse rather than on the symptoms; which, include both

,. ,schools ana the comm totes within which the schools are located; which
. emphasizes the affectiv as well as the cognitive approach; which: tefiett tie

. . .. specialized needs of co munities; and which include, in planning and devel-
opment, school persons) I, t,he target population, community repr#entation,

. and parents; -. -,
. (3) creative primary venti?at and ear* intervention programs in schools,

. . 4, utilizing an. interdicip ary "school team" approach, developing,' in educe.-
tiorial personnel and stu lent skills in planning and conducting comprehensive
prevention programs hick include such activities as training [drug and .

. .4 alcohol education speci ists and group leaders, peer group and individual
' counseling, and studc involvement in intellectual, culttgal, and social

alternatives to drug an alcohol abuse;
(4) preservice and i Mee training prograpis on drtig and alcohol abuse

prevention for teachers counselors, and other educational personnel, -law
. enforcement officials, an other public service and communityleaders and,

personnel; ^ .. 4 j 1
(5) community education programs on drug and alcohol abuie, especially

1,,., for parents and others in the community;. .. . -..,

(6) programs or ptojects to recruit, trap, organize, and employ professionals '
-and other persons, including former dg and alcohol abusers an fornier

'of
and sicohot-dependent persons, to organiz6 and participate in program,.

'Of public education in igug and alcohol abuse; and 1(7) projects for the dasemination of valid and effective school and capon-
pity drug and alcohol abuse educationat Programs. '11,

(c) In addition to the purposes described in subsection (b) of thii section, funds .II.
in an amount not to exceed 10 per CentitM of the stimeappropriated to car y out

. is Act may he made available for the payment of reasonable and necessary
expenses of State educational agencies for assisting local eddcational agencies in
the planning, development, and implementatipn of drug and alcohol abuse educa-
tion programs, including such projects as

(1) inserviee training-of education. persopnel,
.. ,(2) technical assistancc,to local school districts,

(3)lereative leadership in'programing for indigenous minorities, and
' (4) training of peer counselors.

(d)(1) Financial assistance under this seetion may be made only upon appli-
cation at such time or times, in such manner, and containing or'aceo,mpanied by
such information as the Commissioner.deems necessary, and only ii such appli-
cation . ,

(A) provides that activities and services fOr which assistance under this
title is sought will be administered by or under tho supervision of the
applicant;

(B) provides for carrying out one or more prcjects or programs eligible
> for assistance under subsections (1.4 and (c) of this section and provides for

such methods of administration as arc nceess.ary for the proper and efficient
operation of such projects or programs;

(C) sets forth policies and procedures Which assure that Fedefal funds
made available under this section for any fiscal year will be soused as to
supplement and, to the extent practical, increase the level of futids that would,

1
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.
in the absence of such Federal funds, be made available by the applicant for ..
the purposes described in subsections (19 and (c) of this section, and in no
case supplant such funds; And ,

(D) provides for making such reports, in such form and containing such
information, ses.1.1ii Commissioner may reasonably require, and for keeping
such records and affording such access thereto as the Commissioner may find
necessary to alisdre to correctness and. verification of such reports. -

(2) An application from a local education agency for financial assistance under
this section tnay be approved by the Commissioner oply after the applicant has
submitted the application to the State edacatipitar agency. The educational
agency -.hall, riot more than thirtytlays after the date oforeceipt of the application,
submit to the Secretary in writing its comments'on the application. A copy of
such comments shall be subtracted at the same time to the applicant.

(3) Amendment, of applications shall, except as thiCommissioner may other-
wi.,erovide by ur pursuant to regulation,he subject to the requirements set
forth in subsections id) (t) and (d)(2), ' -,;"

(OW The Coriimiswner may use funds'in an athdunt not exceeding I per
cenntm of the funds appropriated to carry out this section for a fiscal year for
irelipenitent analvse, and ei abiatkunof the effectiveness -of the drug and alcohol .
abuse education programs assisted under this, section. ..

(2).The Coninussioner shall, not. later than March 31 of caeh calendar ycar, . Ic>

submit an evaluation report to the House and Senate Committees on Approrri-
ation, the house Committee tin Education and Labor, and the Senate Committee
on Labor and Public, Welfare. 'Such report shall .

(A) contain the igency's statemedt of specific and Pctailed objectives for .
the program or programs assisted under the peretiops of this Act, and relate o
these objeetives.td those In the Act, . .

4B) inclu e statements of the agency's conclusions as to effeetiWneso of
the program or programs in meeting the stlited objectives, measured through
the end of the prheeding fiscal year, ' . .i(Cr-maltr recOiiimendatiofts with respect to any chenges or. additional .
legislative actin {deemed necessary or deairibio in carrying out the. program
or fll.ograw, f) ; 4

.,

(1.)) contain R-listing identifying the principal analyse s and studios sup.
Voi tang the tnajor conclusions and recommendations, and . ..

CE) contain the agen6-'s mutual evaluation plan for the program or pro-.
grams throitgli,.the ensuing fiscal year for which the bud et was transmitted
to Congresiby the President, in aecoiaance withAectitin 201(1i) of the Budget* .
and Acchunting Act of 021 (31 U.S.C. 11). '

f) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out the purposes of this ,
se on S26,000,000 for the fiscaloycar ending June 30, 1975, 30,000,000 for the
frsa1t.year ending June, 30, liatirand $34,000,000 for the fisc.1 year ending June
30, 1977. Not leas thakii0per centum of the 'amount apihopuated for a fiscal
year under this. section shall be used for drug And alcohol abuse edgcatiZAr pro:-
grams and projects in elerni)ritury apd secoriery schools.

(20 IOW) Tnaetd Dec. 3,1970. P l.. 9i-327, see 3. Slat. 1396, amended Sept. 21.1971, P,L. 97-427.
88 Stat. 1155,

COMM (DUTY EDUCATION PROJECTS
.me.

Sc,e 4 (a) Iteetipient of. Felicrai assistance under this Act, pursuant to
grants, suligrants, ehntraets, subcoqtracts, loans, or. other arrangements, entered
into tither than. by fOtiorli Advertising, mid which arc otherviisi authorized by
this Act, rhall keeil ,U010:00rdi AS the qtrninussioner shrill prescribe, including
record. which me amount And disposition'lq such recipient of the
proceed. rt( inch 4.-isi*eance, tetaf.cost of the projector undertaking in con-
nectitin with which such assista is given or used, the knouritof that...portion
of thetvst IA the project ur uncle ,ng supplied by tither 'sources; and such other
rciozds as will facilitate aneffectiV dit,

(b) The'Seeretaryind the Cu/not/ r General of the United States or any of
thiqr dull- authorized representatives, 1, until the exitiraii6ri Of three years

,- atter ctlFopretion of prirject or undeit 'rig referred to in subsection (a) of
wthis section, ha' access for the purpose o(-t1 ht and examinatidn to any boas,

document's, papers imifirecords of such projects, hich in the opinion of the Secre-
tor!. or the Corliptroller General may be related pertinent to the grrtnts, sub-.
grants,' contracts, subcontract,,, leans, or other. rangements referred , to M
subsection (a).

t,,
4
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C.S.C.103) Enacted Dec. 3, 1074, Pj,.41-827, sec. 4,84 SRA, 1387. amended Sept.21, 1974, A.L. :3- . s
cat. irpi. ,

. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 4

.
4

SEC. .. The Segretary and the Attorney General (on matters -of ,lawenforee-
nient) shall, when requested, render tecehnieal assistance to local educational
agencies, public and private nonprofit organizations, and institutions of higher
education in the del clopment and implementation of progranis,of drug and alcohol
abuse education. Such technieal assistance may, among other activities, inillude
making available to such agencies or ,m4ittilions information regarding effective
methods of coping with problems of Aug %nd alcohol abuse, and making available
to such agencies or institutions persoknel_of the .Department of Health, Edikca-
tion, and Welfife and the Department of Justice, or other persons qualified- to
advise .iind assist in coping with such probms or carrying out aArlig and alcohol
abuse education programs.

(20 u.S.c. wan Enacted Dec. 3, 1970, P.L. 90-527, see. 5,84 Stat. 1388, amended Sept.,21, 1974, P.L. 93-
422, 88 Stale H57. ,

0'. PAYMENTS

Sec. 6. Payments under this Act may be made in installments and in acli-ance or
by way of reimbursement, with necessary adjustments on account of overpay -
meats or unclerpaymenis.

r20 U.S.C. 18051 Enacted Dec.3,1970, P.1..91477;182 6.84Stat4388.

ADMINISTRATION ,
' .. . . .

SEC. 7. In administering the provisions of this Act, the Secretary is authorized
to utilize the services and facilities of any agency of the Federal Government and
of any other public or private agency or institution in accordlince with appropriate
agreenients, add to pay for such ser% ices either in Jelyaocc or by way of reimburse-
ment, as may be agreed upon.

izo U S.C. 1000 Enacted-Dec.4,1970, P.L. 91-827, sec. 7, 84 Stat. 1388. ,

DEFINITIONS
Sec. 8. As used inthis Act
(a) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare.
(b) The term "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of education.
(e) The term "State" includes, in addition to the several States of the Union,

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, Guam, American
Samoa, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

t' S.C. l097) EnActed Dec.3,1970, P.L. 91-527, tee 7, SI stat.1388, ajnended Sept. 21,1974, P.L. 93422,
88 Stat. 1157.

N

Ir

I
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40 (Front the Federal Registers .. 27, 1976

DEpARTMEIT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND I'VE' 1,FARg
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

NATIONAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM

TITLE 45Perstic WELFARE
-

CHAPTER IOFFICE OF X DI:CATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
*ELVA RH

PART MRNATION* ALCOHOL AND DRUG AllUSE PREVENTION_PROCIRAM

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published on May 18, t976, at 41 FR
20416, inviting public bornments on peophsed regulations of the Secretafy "of
Health, Education, and Welfare, prescribing certain policies and requirements
with respect to carrying out programs for the pre% ention of and early intervention
in arc hol and drug abuse under the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act,
Pub. j,. 93-422 (21 U.SC. 1001-1007).

Th Office of Education, under the NatiOnal Alcohol and Drug Abuse Preverf-
tion Progitam, will make ?undo available to local public and private educational
agencies and community-troopd public and private nonprofit agencies, institutions,

..*
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and hrisaillzacions to defray the cost,of teacart atOreling regairlat training centers.
a

Tonal
to.learn low_ ,eo develop and adminisfer ilcohol aid rug iibtoe prev isation and
early intervention programs. After training at tlYe rcipotial tongues centers (sup-
ported by' the (J. S. Whew of Educiftion), the teams will return to their respective'
schools and communities to cagy our programs to meet lac:Paced; ` .

The development tic the Naftonpl Alcohol tind Drug Abuse Prevention Program
has lienedtted from tonna' participation In the deeisioirmalung pi ocess. State and
laen1 education personnel, community representatives, the N3tional Action Corn- 1

s [imps, for Drug Education and other professionals hi the area of alcohol and (hug Is
abuse prevention have Assisted in Molding the basic concept of ?school and coin-
munitY team training and have participated ilk the implementation of the pro-
gram'. objective.. I

Also, interested persons have be'en efforded an oppoquiiity to participate in the,
development of these regulations by submitting comments suggestions And erne-
eisms on the ialicc of mope-ell ruli'lliaking and slue et 011,1415Ist at ton has been given
to all the arguer' comments,receiv V41. After the s.utittlialy of each continent below,
a response). set forth,,,tating the efianges which bane been made in the regulations
or the reasons why tut change is deemed appropriate. .

oltatENTfi

Several commentars.ohjected to 4lie fact that the single State agencies. es'tab-. lobed pursuant to section 100ic)(1) of Pub. L. 92-255 (Drug Moot Office and
Treatment Art of 197?), hive 'wen given no voice in the selection of teams of edit-
cational.porsorinel to participate in training progiAms. These commenters have
suggested that applications for the _grants should be toiertA by the ghtgle State
alcohol and drug authorities because there agencies provOc for cootdmation of

- drug prevention pioicres Sinot single State Agencies often implement and fund I

ehao1 and community prevention joogianis, the Office tit' Education :should re-
quire coordination with singleState agencies in order t4 avoid duplication of
effort. .

RESPONSt. f .

-1 1,,
These'conYnients have not been adopted. In We. first place there is no statu-

tory provision in the Alcohol and, Drug Abuse Education Aa .(Pub. L. 03-422)
which requires the 4,111 011111,4411 of applications to the single St to agencies estab-

- listed pursuant to section 490(0) (I) of the Drug AbusesOfileo mid Tieatment Aet
, of 72 (Pub L. 92-255). Secondly, although F. ertion 490of 'Pals, Is. 92-255 provides'
formula:grants 40 states for drnirsabulse prevention programs, thttflott-se Committee
on Education and Labor balm! that the major emphasis has !well Ott treatment and

. rehalsilitatihn, rok on education progiam. In *Istklition. the Coanisittee expressed
-s concern that the overall elfoits on Mug abuse 'in evention education programs on

the part of the Special Action.011ice for Ding Allure PreventionAnd the National
latitutyof Mental Health were greatly limited. In order to stimulate p npr,v
prevention Is Wein if ,I4 programs, Congress eonchnied that the effective tiliple Nita- k

o' tion of'itleohol and drug abuse edlicationactivities must be directed by the G.S.
.,' Olpee of ducation's Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education.,"Because it is ,,

Adminittered lky the Office of Education, the vrogram has credibility with State.
r and local education agencies" filonse,Repoi t No. 93-603 to accompany 11.R. 9456

Page 2, October 231973). Therefore, instead of iequiring applicants to submit
' comments throtlith Cho angle State Agency, seetioq 31!d)(2) of Pub. L. 93-422

(21 USX. 1002) requirist applications from local educational agencies to be
submitted to the State educational agency fur comment. This requirement is
setforth in § 1624 13(d) of the regulations: Although no change has been made in ....
the regulations, the Office of Edileatiou's Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse

., Education encourages local educational agencies to rend (aspics of the application
to the single' State agencies, "Chi. single Stato agencies, in turn, are encouraged -(
to submit their comments to the Office of Education.

.
' COMMEs.

Several eorrimenaers requested that additional monies be pro vided aitcr train-
ing in order to implement the'rictiv ita-; in both the schools and the eomintiiiities.
,There commenters st)tite.ted that minigtants for the school and community pro-
gram would not be suffiewnt co snake a signifieMit impact. (;tiles-..additional funds
were mathe available, somelocal community groups would lw unmdihrto absorb
the cost of the program because municipal governments, in many instances, are
redneing trial elitainating alcohol mid drug abuse programs as well its other pre-
vuouily existing public and private services.

s
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No chtinge has been made.in the regulations. The express pur'pose of the hool-
based and community program, as set forth in 0 182a 11 and 182a.21 of th regu-
latiops is to provide leadership training to teams n order that they might de% clop
and implement effective programs. Due to the limited appropriation for this
activity, there are no funds available to suppor the implementation of the pro-

, gram after the teams rot n to their respeetivb school and communities. One
facet of the training pro am, however ineludes 'instruction on how teams luny
successfully secure atidi nal resources to operate programs. For example, formufa
grants ar7.availabre through the single State agencies. ..

COMMENT

A commenter suggested that the less costly and more prudent approach to
effective impact prevention would be to train health or treatnient professionals in
the health service fields. Without a nucleus of competmt health trainers, the
prospects for significant success is limited. This commenter also...zsconimended
that serious attention should be directed toward this pro% ision of more gra luate

4 programs at the intermediate and advance levels for those already functioning
in the field. . .

RESPONSE. if
This comment has not been adopted. The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education

Act has as its major concern, primary prevention programs for students in el-
. cmcntary and secondary schools of the, Nation. Therefoce, in carrying out iictivig
- des under the Act, its primary objective is to inform, edueate, train and prepare

educational professionalsteachers, administrators, counselors, health educators
and.school nurses to plan and implement schocil-basA programs whose goal is
the prevention of destructive behavior, particularly destructive use of alcohol
and drugs. It dues not purport to encompass the whole field of prevention:educa-
tion but rather to improve the effeetiveness of schools and educational personnel .
in creating an environment and developing skills that will promote /positive
growth' and prevent behavior that is destructive to self or soci ter. Thevkleohol
and Drug Abuse Education Program is designed to train edjsA tional personnel
to do. 'their 'job better in terms of m g the developmeitttal.needs of young

'* people and to work more closely with o er segments of the community. Other
agencies within HEW are charged with training of health or treatment
specialists. .

. - , COSffiENT

A commenter questioned whether Indian tribes are 'eligible to.recei%e assistance
. under the school-based program. -

...RESPONSE ,,
4 .

'Parties digiblh (o receive funds under the school-based program are public and
private educational agencies. Section 100a.1 of the General Education Erovi-
siotis Regulations defines' public agency!' as "a legally constituted organization of
government under public administrative control and direction." Since Indian., tribes hav't been viewed as municipalities prov iding governmental functions, tribes
Would appelr to be publiegencies for the purposes of the General Education

.. Trovis.lons 'Regulations. Accordingly, tribes which perform governn ental type,
services. of an educational nat , such as providing educational functions to
tribal 'Members in tribal schor, can legally to regarded ds public educational
agencaa for the purpose of the ool-based program Wm. the Alcohol and Drug
Education Act.

CONI4EXT
to 4

A commenter exttessed concern about thiiimphasis on education of youngsters
in schools rather t an for ,fierspris of all a nil in 'all community settings. Not
until adults in, all institutions arid systoms are educated in the area of alcohol
and drug prevention 'will t education of the young be assured. A failure to re.
direct resources to the edu don of adults demeans the value of education, AS.S.
demodratic social-chartge too . )

. nEseops}: . ,

No change has been made fn the 'Section 3(a) bf the governing
. . ,..

statute d'iiii. Ii. 93 -422) provides that the'Com 'salon& of Education-shall give
Priority- to"schodi-hafied programs and projects. 'therefore, the objective of the. ,

% e
6 -

.
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school program (Part 13) is to train and prepare educational persongel to imple-
ment effective kicohol and drug abuse prevention programs in the schools. The
"Help Commuillties Help Themselves Program" set forth in Subpart C; how-
ever, is desigped to include adult target populations.. .., '

. COMMENT
. ' .

A commenter objected to the exclusion of proprietary treatment programs fiom
the school-based program because these organizations frequently devote both
time a'rid resources to educating the public about problems of alcoholism and
drug abuse. t . I

.
RESPONSE lei'

No change has been made to the regulations. The complete 1144 of organi-
zations eligible to receive financial assistance under- the alcohol and drug educa-
tion program }.s set forth in section'8(a) of the governing statute. This enumera-
tion does notzin ludo proprietary institutions. Furthermore, the school-baled
program focuses primary prevention for students in eletnentarrand seco'hdary
school and is of designed to cover the actual treatment of victims of alcohol
anil, drug ab e.

. orisa GRANGES

Cert n m inor and technical changes were made in order tO correct olnissionS
and pographical errors prirfted in the proposed regulations. Several editoriah
eh ges'wcre also niadt to add clarity to the regulations.

, . . .
EFFECTIVE DATE .. .

Pursuant to section:431(d) of General Education Provisions Act, as amended
(20 ti S C. 1232(d)), these regulations have ,been transmitted to the Congress
concurrently with th`c publicati90 in the FEDERAL REGISTER. That section pro-
vides that regulations subject thereto shall become effective on the forty-fifth
day following the date of such transmission, subject to the proyi ons therein
concerning Congressional action and adjournment.

It is hereby certified that this proposal has been screened pursuant t E,&cutive
Order No 11821, grid doe not requirc'an Inflation Impact Evaluation.
(Catalog 91 Federal DolDsstie A.111$taile0 Program No. 13.120. Drug Abuse Etliicatton.) .% '

.Dated: September 8, 1976. k. - WILLIAM F. Pimas,
. , Acting U.S. Commissioner's/ EdUcation.

Approved: October 20, 1976. ' , 1

.D'avto 2ATIIEW ,
Settlearil of ilealth, Ectuention,and W fare.

, '
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SIMPART AGENTRAL

§ Mad Scope. or,
'fa) TheConimishorar is authorized to carry out a program of making grants to

and contracts a ith itistittitions of higher education, State anti local tif ucationol
'astute:A, and pulthe and private education or conimlinity agencies, instittitions,/
and organizations to support and evaluate demonstration project, to eneourag
the eStablishment of these projects throughout the Nation, to train education
anti conatitielity personnel, and to 'Vol& technical assistance in program 'ley 1-

' tom nt. In carr mg out such p program, the Commissioner of F.4 cation %dive
priority to school -laind programs And projects. ../ .

II.) Programs and prolects authorized 'undee" this part may inc ude. . .-
II) Project-. for the detloprnent, testing, evaluation, and tie.s cs a ionof ex-

culinary materials for use in elenie.ntary, secondary, adult,.-ttro cot:outlay etilleAv
Lion programs. and for training in the beleetton anduse of these matetials, .

() Comprehensive .lenionstration programs $vhieh focus on thecauses of drug
401 alcohol alatie rather than on thy symptoms. ninth include bath schools
and the A ornmunities where the schools are located, a hick emphasize the affec-
tive as' a ell' ilb the cognit it, e approach, a Inch t eileet the specialized needs of
euntniund it s, awl, a Melt include, in .planntng and tic% elopment, school per -
soDnel, the, target population, community representation, and parents,

(3) Cres.the printary pre. ritiun and early intenehtio.n prdgtaens in schOols,
utilizing an interdisciplinary "school team" approach,. developing in educa-
tional personnel ,and students 'kills i lanning And conducting comprehensive
prevention programs ahteli include a ittes such m tiaining drug 'and alcohol

4' education :pemaltsts and group Ietulc , peer group and indiv idual courheling,
and student involvt. liti.nt itkintellect ual, cultural, and sUt:till alternatives to drug
And aleohol_abuse; .... . 6.

(4) Presentee and inseo. tee training programs on drug and- alcohol, abuse pre-
vention for/IA/ambers, counselors, and other educational personnel law enforce-6.

'mem officials, and other iyablie see.% ice AO community *leaders and permnnel,
(5) Coniniunit4 eduention prugranis on di ug and itlebhol abuse, especially for

parents and other in the community:
:

0..
iti) Pinins n project p recruit train, organize, and employ profrssionals

and otfle?Tmison-, Including former ding and alcohol abusers and former drug-
and alcohol - dependent' persons, to organize said participate in pnigrams of
public education in drug and alcohol abuse, ark v .. ..

. (7) Project- for the dissentinatatti of tuba and effeet4e school and eoinmunity
ilrugiind uleolibl altusq educational progt anis."

.e) Progrants and projects authorized under this part may include bijingpal
activities. . P .

id, Assistance provided under this.part is subject to applies .provisions con.
tamed in Subchapter A of this chapter (relating to fiscal, rutstrative, prop
erty,, management, recdRikeepingrand her matters a CFR Part 100a)-. ,
(21 1. 8 C. 40014007) - .

§ 182a.2 Definitions.
(a) "Connettinit)" nieans a group of individuals within itiotetiftalite geographic

boundaries with common needs, goals, or purpose.,. A conununit,y may include a
Wan, mighborhood, rural area, or a ehool distract, college eamps% or military
base. I

(.) "Drug" means any chemical substanek which affects a person M a war as-to
bring about psye hologiettl, emotional, or behaVioral change. .

(c) "Alcohol and drugabuse ethicattuh" means a broad range td concerted activ-
ities uhtch Attempt to maximize opportunities for the intelleetnal..emot onal,
psychological. and phy;tolugmal 111.%clupment of individuals, and UtiCit involves ,

the total educational Process embracing both eviese antralfeetiva domairts, and ;
a Inch focus. on the rout causes of alcohol and dr abuse instead of the symptnnts.

ft!) "Prevention" means a construptive prpeetra designed to pcevent physical,
mentalror social impairment resulting from the use of chemical substances, and
to prufnute personal and social groailr to full human potential as a means of re-
ducing the probahhity of destructive drug use 0,

tee "Local educational agency" means a board of education or other pub-
. lie auth..ritx legally constituted within a State fur either administrative control or

direction of or to polorm a tier% ice function fur fuddle elementary or secondary
schools in a city, count), walk:hip, school district, or other political subdivision
of a State, or such eontionatioritaf school districts and counties 'at are recognite4
in a State au) an administrative agency fur its public elementary or secondari

12 .
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, schools. The term also includes any other public institution or agency having ,
administrative control and direction of a public cienrentary or scowlers- school.

(0 "Private aducationtil agency" means a school o,r schools which,are con:
trolled by other than a !lbite authority, and which either comply. with the state,

. compulsory attendance laws or are otherwise recognized by soine procedure
customarily used in the State. . .

(21 U.S.C. 10021 0 ,. . .
182a.S Technical assistance., .

.I .
(a)(1) The Secretary will provide, if requested, technical- assistance to local

educational agencies, public and'prtvate nonprhfit organizattor, and m, itutions
of higher education for the purpose of developing and implernetittng ale ihol and
drug abuse prevention'education programs. ^' . -

(2) The Attorney General Will provide, it recictested, technical WA tance to
these agencies, organizations,and institutions on.matters of Jaw calor, 'tient in
the area of alcohol and drug abuse. .

(11) Technical asskance rear include providing information regardin efftetive
method. of coping with problems of aledhol and drug abuse and providl ig person.
nel of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Dew rtment of
Justice, or other persons 'goal:fled to twig& 'in coping with theme 11 °Wentz or
carrying out tileoliol and drug abuse prevention education programs.

! . .
421 1.t.S.V

, .
1004) .

. . .. I
SIMPART B.Coft01. AND DRUG .1.iivsti pnEvENTfoX AND EARLY iNTDpvgxTop:

. 0a0GuAst Poi( itLiMENTAleY AND' S1 CN:D.1,111 -,SCI1001. *T1..;oEXTS AND ZDUCA,-
. ioNAL mr.o.sostxti ' - . ),

' §.18:2a.11 Scope and purpose of training. . ,
The, purnolDrof this Winn isto provide training and teeltnical assistance to

local public and, pnvtite educational agencieS. to enable teams ,of educational
personnel from these agencies to pargeipateln training programs so that they
may effectively deal with alcohol and drug abuse problems among Ottrients.in
grades 5 through 12, and to enable trained team members to assist in thp develop-
ment and unplementution ofaleahol and drlig abuse prevention and early inter-
vention pf °grains. The training that:thme tearmembfrs receive will emphasize
theunderstanding of aleSbol and. drug use and abuse problems among students
and nprirbachea for dealing with these problems, in' a school setting, .the develop-
ment of communication and leadership skills, tifiernptives to alcohol anti drugs, ,

'7, needs asseosment and utilization. of local resoirrees, awl team bitiltling. This
training trill be without cost to the participating teams. .

. , (21 U.S.C. 1402) , *.
.i 182a02 Eligible applicants. . .

Local imblic and private educational, agencies are eligible to receive 'funds",
under this subpart. . .

- (i'il.S.C. 1002) *. .
.

.

i 182a. 13Applicatidsrequirements.v t 1 .. . .
(a) Eligible applicants shall submit appaations forxaistanCe to the regional

training centers simortydby .the U.S. Office of EdUcationliefore the closing date
for such applidations established aimunity by the Commissioner. The regional
training center will evaluate the applicationp on the basis of the enteria set forth
in 4 ,I82a.14 and will make recommendations to the Commissioner as to which
applicants should be selected to receive training. . -

. . (b) Eligible applicants shallopbmit applications for assistance which contain
the 'following information antirtether inlormntion the Commissioner may, from
time tostime prescribe. ..: , .:. ..-

,, (I) Aileseoription of the applicant agency's size, nunibec Of-students, and-num-1i
tre. r of shfibotsr.

'Ili terms of:
,._ (2) Adnofiprion isf.the community inAit the applicant agency is located..,

- (i) (ographic size; . . -
(ii) Whethei it is tirban;Anburban, or rural;'
(iii) Niaitilite and types cif ethnic grout's residing the area;; -s .

,

-..^:pv) The, number of _persons with limited English-slienking ability residing in
, the area; and: ;... r . .

..' 7- (v) ComBannieysociocconomit.prohle. .
v., __2_,_____rIPitr _ - 4 ''I A :P.4- -,----- ..----.- .ilr .. ' A - -

St'
C A ''. ' . Alto11 o
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(3) An assessment of the extent of the-alcohol and drilg abuse problem in the
schools and community 4 be served;

. (4) A description of the applicants present alotitol and drug absuse education
program;

(5) A list of the group; or organizations which will participate in 04 imple -
mentation of the'progfam; - . (

(6) A description-of the team members including their current tochitions and
experience which will enable them to carry out an &leo" and drug abuse pre-
vention program electively; .

(7).A description of how team members will be utilized after training to- de- .

an
velod p a new or modify an existing alcohol and drug abuse prevention progPam;

. . .

(8) A description of the support; both administrative and financial, Which tho
applicant will make available'to the team to facilitate its alcohol and drug abuse
prevention activities after training. . _

- (c) Applicants shall, assure that: ' .
. (1) Team members will iv available to participate on a team basis in the

s development and administration of school alcohol "and diug abuse education
program1 in the local school district upon comple'tion of training at the regional`
training centers; .i

(2) Reports wilt be submitted containing information which the Commissioner
may reasonably require; . . .. a

(3) Records will be maintained and made accessible ,,to the Conunissiondr to-
assure the correctness and verification of the reports; arid ,

(4) Federal funds made available.under 'this'subpart will be used to supple-
ment- and. to the extent practical, increase the level of funds that would, in the

. absence of the Federal funds, be made available by the applicant for the pur-
poses of this program, and in no case supplant these Nape -

(d)-An applicant local educationalagency shall subrnd a copy of its application
to its State educational agency...The State educational agency shall, not more
than thirty days after the date-t1 receipt of the application, submit ifs written
comments on the application to the Commissioner and to the,applicant. .

.. . '
'421 Mae. ,1002)

§182a.14 Funding criteria. -

(a) In addition to the criteria,set forth in 45 CFR 100a.26(b), the Commissioner
will utilize the following additional criteria in evaluating applications for funds
under this subpart:

(1) The extent of the alcohol and drug abuse problem in the schools and local
community to be served; ,

(2) The extent to which.team membership includes persons who have demon-
strated leadership capabilities;

(3) The extent to which:the proposed alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
early intervention program activities of the applicant are addressing, or will
address unmet alcohol and drug abuse problems in the schools and local communi-
ties to 'be served;

(4) The extent to which alcohol and drug abuie prevention and early inter-
vention efforts by the applicant will be coordinated with related .efforts in the
schools and communities served by the applicant;

(5) The of the applicant's .commitment to support and facilitate the
alcohol 'and drug abuse education activities of the team after training is corn- `
pleted as demonstrated by the applicant's stated ihterit to support these activities
administratively and financially; anti

(6) The extent and manner in which the team will be utilized after training in ;
the developnient and administration of alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
early intervention pro in the schools of the applicant educational agency.,

03) In the awarding of fUltds under thiasubpart, the COmmissioner will take
into consideration the extent to Which the funds will be distributed throughout
the Nation among school syetime of varying ChtliacteWitle-8 fte68rAlb1e
size, ethnic composition, concentration of, persons with limited English-speaking
ability, an8 socieeconelnic factors in urban, suburbari and rural areas.
(21 U.B.C. 1002)

1828.15 Composition of teams. . . .

(a) Teams to receive training in .alcohol and drug abuse prevention and early
intervention at regional training centers supported by the U:S. Office of Education
shall be composed of educational personnel including school miininistratdrs,
Counselors,- teachers, psychologists, scho61 board members, paraprofessionals

.

14
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and other persons. providing educational services in the school system on a full-
, time basis regardless of whether they are employees of the schoobsystem.

(b) Five persons shall constitute a team except that a six-Member-team may
be permitted if one of the persons is a sehoolboard member. ..

(c) Each team shall include at least one administrator, one teaclrels,akd one
counselor or school psychologigt. Team members may represent various schools
within the educational agency. i

(d) If a person selected as a team member itAinable to undergo training, his or
her place shall be fallen by an alternate witirsintilar attributes and experie4ces.

- (2i tf.8.-C.1402)
1128a.16 Team activities. ..

After training, teams shall develop and carry out alcohol and drug abuse
prevention programs to meet local needs in their school districts. Programs devel-
oped_hy_thelearaa enaki includeactivitilmsuchaer....counseling, individual -
'counseling, inservice training for teachers, workshops for parents, alternatives to
alcohol and drug abuse, community education workshops, alternative education .

activities, curriculum developthent, corrstunications skills and problems-solving,
workshops, referral services, drop-in centers, fund raising and resource
mobilization. / -

.
( if tf.s.c.1o02) - a

41821.17 coordinator.
One team member, who is a full-tinie employee of the giantee, shall be designated

as the program coordinator. He or she shall: - .
.

(a) Coordinate the planning and implementation of alcohol and drug abuse
and early intervention education programs in the school or achools of the grantee

. Spey;
(b) Serve as liaison on matters relating to the implementation of the program

between the regional training center and the grantee; and -
(c) Submit to the training center quarterly progress and final technical reports

so that the center may provide appropriate technical assistance.
(21 U.S.C. 1002)

31824.18 Allowable costs.
(a) A local educational agency may use funds received under this subpart tj:o pay :
(1) The cost of travel of team to and from the.U.S. Office of Educap

tion supported regional training centers;
(2) 'The cost of providing substitute achers, 'thereby permitting the teacher

members of the team to be trained; --.. .
(3) An amount to be determined annually, by the Commissioner- not exceeding

$6,000 to permit the grantee to pay for part of the salary of the coordinator and/
or team members to implement the program in the grantee agency for twelve
months following trelifing; and

(4) Hardship expenses for individual team members deemed to be reasonable
by the Commissioner; i.e., expenses which, if n reimbursed, would prevent a
team member froni participaking, such as baby sting expenses. }

/b) A private edqe,stional agency may use fund received under tag 'subpart to
pay:

( I) The cost of travel of team members to and from the 1I.8. Office of Education
supported regional travail* centers; and

(21 Hardship expenses for individual team members deemed to
by the, Commissioner; i.e.,. expenses which, if not reimb arsed, wo prevent
a team member from partiematingosueh_as baby sitting-expenses.
(21 U.S.C. looi)

.3

SUBPART C- --HELP COMMUNMES liELP THEMSELVES PROGRAM .

I 1820.21 Purpose. .

The purpose of this su part is to provide leadership training anti technical
assistance to teams from local eommunitiei in order 'that they may develop and
implement alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs to deal effeCtively with
alcohol and drug abuse prqblems in their communities. The training will be with-
out cost to the participating teams. The training that these team members receive
will emphasize leadership, communication and planning skills needed to:

(a) Assess alcohol and drug abuse, problems in their communities;

13
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-0i) Mobilise community resources; and \ .
(9) Develop and. administer coordinated community programs..

' pi ly.tet nen '' '. .
I 182a.22 Eligible.applicants.
`Community-based public and privatnonprofit Etudes, institutions, and or-

al O.S.C. 1002)
1182a.23 Selection of hpplicatioris.

(a), Eligible applicants shall submit applications 'for assistance to the regional
training centers supported by the U.S. Office of Education before the closing
for these applications established annually by the Commissioner. The regional

'training center will evaluate the applications on the basis of the criteria set forth
in §1.821.25_and_will make zebommendations kn the rammisioner. as to which
applicants dheuld bb selected to receive training.

(b) In the selection of applicants under this subpart, the Commissioner will take,
into consideration the recommendatiOns of the training Centers and the extent to
*Nob the applicants' elected refiice a distribution throughout the Nation among

- communities of varying characteristics such as geographic sire, ethnic composition,
concentration of persons with limited English -speaking ability, and socio-economic
levels io urban, suburban, and rural areas..
(211.7.S.C. 1002) '
§ 182a.24 Application requirements. .

... (a) Eligible applicants shall submit applications for assistance which contain
the following information and such other information as the Commissiontr may
from time to time prescribe:

(I) A description of the applicant agency in terms of its organization, size, and
capability to administer an alcohol and drug abuse prevention program.;

(2) A description of the comrwity in which the applicant agency iclocated in
. Wins of: . .

0) Geographic size; I . .

a (ii) Whether it is urbnit, suburban, or rural; . -

' (iii) Number and types of ethnic groups residing in the area;
(iv) The number of persons wits limited English-speaking ability residing in

the area; and -
(v) Community socioeconomic profile; .

.
(3) A description of the alcohol and drug abuse prolflemin the community and

a description of the activities of the organizatiqns, agencies, or institutions which
, are dealing with the present alcohol and drug abuse problems; .

(4) A list of the groups or organisations which will participate in the imple-
inentation.of the program, following the training of team members;.

(5) A list of the population groups within the community which would be .
affected by to implementation of alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs

:by the team.

ganizations are eligible to receivefunds under-this sub part.

(1.-

. 0)- A desCription of the testi. member* including theiricurrent positions and
their experience and leadership capabilities which will enhble them to carry out
an alcohol' and drug abulereVentioti program effectively;

(7) A description of how team members will be utilited after training to develop
a new 'or modify an .existing alcohol and drug ab e. prevention prograM ,-. and

(8) A description of the support, both admini relive and !bonnet,' which the
applicant will make available to the team to fa,facilitate its alcohol and drug abuse

sprevention.,aetivities after training.
(b) Applicants shall assure that , . / .,:
(I) Reports will be submitted containing information the Commissioner may

reasonably ;require; and
(2) Records will be maintained and made accessible to the Commissionei to

rifivatierrofitio-c.eport
(el tr.i.c. 1003)

f '
.1 182a.25. raiding criteria. .

In addition tb the criteria set forth ini f 45. OFR 100a.26(b), thofollowing ad-
ditional criteria will be utilized in evaluating applications for selection under this
subpart: - ,4

(1) The extent of the alcohol and, drug abuse problem ip the local community
to be served; " ''S.1..:(2) The extent to which teas membership includes persons whn hate denten-% .
strafed leadership capabilitiesr'

(3) The extent to which the propoied program activities _Ai:Idris' it unmet alcohol
and drug abuse prevention needs in the local community to be served'.

;1
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(4) The extent to which alcohol and drug abuse prevention efforts by the ap-
pheant will be coordinated with related efforts in the scholis and communities

. served by the applicant; - e
(6) °The degree of the applicant's commitment to support and facilitate-the

alcohol and drug abuse education activities of the team after training is com-
pleted as demonstrated by the applicant's stated intent to support these ac-.
tivities admmistratively,and financially; and ,

. , 4()' The extent and manner in which the team will be utilized after training
in 'the development and administration of drug abuse prevention prdgrams in

....;" " the 'community. .

"It -.- 1.7.S.C. 1002)
,.

iel 182a.26 Composition of teams. . ?

" (al Teams to receive training at regional training centers supported by the--"
.. V.S. Office of Education shall be composed of five to seven members represent-

ing a variety of professions and experience, who are representatives of the corn-
. infinity and are capable of functioning together se a team within the community.

(b) In the selection of team members, priority should be given to persons who
have demonstrated leadership within their community prior to selection and
whet; in the past, have dernonatiated concern for or interest in aleohbl and drug
abuse _problems.

(e) Ea& team selected shall have t .
(1) One member who is directly involved with ,elementary, and secondary edu-

A cation, preferably in a decision-making capacity; and
(2) At least' one but no more than two youth representatives, who are not Inathan

than 1$ years of age. . . .

(d):Ppieapplicant organization is responsible for the selection of team members
and 'Eaton's:le team members. If a person selected a,s tiAcam member is unable to

a

training, his or her place shall be taken bran :alternate with .similar
. attributs-and experiences. .., -4' .

(e) Each nerson selected by the appicant organization shall be available to
Work with' the leadership team in the development and administration of an

. alcohol and drug abuse education program 'upon returning from the training
.sessions. .

ifh The applicant organization shall designate one member of the team as
liaison 'between the applicant organization and the regional training develop.
mental, resource center, and between the applicant organization and the Office of' . ideation. . r

.
(21 u4;.c. 1044
f /82a:2? Team activities. ,

7 N

Lion programs to meet Joeig needs in their communities. The following types f
After training, teams shall develop andcarry out alethol and drug abuse prevetfy,

activities may be carried nut: Community education, . workshops, drop-incenters,
group and individual counseling, parent workshops,/ alternatives to alcohol and

teacher train g,', interagency. cbordinatioit, student training, referral. services,
drug Mae, crunieation skills and problem- solving workshops, court diversion,

.--- fund raising and resource mobilization. ", .
.i. . (21 U.S.C. 1002):.

f 182a.28 Aligwable costs.
The Conimiisioner will Phy the following costs through the regional training

centers: ,
(a) Travel of team members to and from the regioria) training centers: and
(b) Hardship expenses for individual ttar members deemed to be reasonable

by the CommissAmer; i.e., expenses which, if got reimbursed, would prevent a
team meinbei from participating? such as baby sitting expenses.

. :

IPR Dom. 16 -31411 Filed 10-26-78; 8:45 ainj

_Mr. IlaiktE . Young, people today lire frequently caught in the
maelstrom' of rapid social change. Global interdependence links. their
'fate to eyalit:q;thAusands of miles away. Alconomichange frequently
dislocate them_ and upsets their' career plans. There are new ,attitudes

,.toward "the family; sex, rides, allocation; eligion, and government, to
mention only a Ow.

.

, 24.04 0 .76 t
',it
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The young person living in this las,t quarter of the 20th century is
faced with both extraordinary challenges 'and demands. This-, riling
person often must cope with these challenges and demands-without
the security and support of the social institutions that gave individuals
a clearer sense of direction in earlier times.

In sum, you people are buffeted by change and often lack the
beacons that will enable them to navigate the alwa difficult years of
adolescence.

One Symptom of this, situation is young people often seek an escape
through the abuse of alcohol and drugs.

The abuse of alcohol and drugs by young people exacts a terrible
. toll in young lives stunted or even ended.

. The Alcohol aid prug Abuse Edtcation Act.is obviously not a corn-
- t prehensi #e solution to this problem. The problem in its broadest sense

requires making our society more hiuriane. To deal more specifically
with alcohol and drug abuse demon& the effective contributidns of
health care institutions, taw enforeiment agencies, and mink other
institutions in this society.

However, the Alcohol and DrtigAbuse Education* Act does Make
important and, in my view, unicinecentributions to this effort.

First, this program emph zes4revention, deterring our, youth
froth socially. and personally truetve behavior rather than mopping
up tare casualties when it is of n toagate. ,
. Second, this is an educational 'prograrri,, and it is administered, by
the U.S. Office of Education. This. .program has credibility with
educators and ties to the' Schoole::This linkage aleciher and drug
abuse prevention with the schools ivliere our young peoplii spend wick
of their tithe is vital in an effective overall strategy to deal With
this:problem. .

'At
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educed& Act authorizes the .p.g.

Office of Education to award grants and contracts for developing
teaching materials, training teadhers, and offeribgl, courses" in ele-

. mentary and secondary schools on 'al of and drug abuse prevention:
The act also authorizes,comlnupity Olucolion programs. Trie- act was
,orienally'passed in 1970 and was reauthorized to I:974.

We look forward .this morning to wring frem ivitnesses who can
ihforin uslecovettiing what' this ,progfam ha3 been 'doing, 'what it bias
acsomplished in recent years and ligat it has not done,. and what
im"p_revetilenCs should be made inAbilegislation.

We are very pleased to have as ourfirst witness Thomas jc. Minter,'
Deputy Conmussiiver for_ School Sydtems, the U.S. OffiCe of Educe.- .

and Pr. Helen Nowlik, Dixecteiaf the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Education Programs of the U.S. °see of Education..

I would also like Co welcome Mr. William Blakey, Deputy Assistant
Secretgry for Legislation; and Pr. Albert 1> Alford, Assistant Com-
missioner for Legislation, U.K Office kof gdu

Mr. Minter?

-
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vs STATEMENT OP, THOMAS K. MINTER, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR
SCHOOL SYSTEMS, ACCOMPANIED BY HELEN NOWLIS, DIRECTOR,
ALCOHOL ANDt gRuG, ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM, U.S. OFFICE

-.:0E EDUCATIO;WASHINGT`OSI, D.C.; WILLIAM A. MAXEY, DEP-
UTY ASSIStA SECRETARY" FOR LEGISLATION (EDUCATION);
iiiiVALERT .L.IALFORD, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR-LEGIS-
LATION, U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION, H,iON, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,* W HINGTON, D.C.

Mr.
1Murex. It is\ u pleasure to appear before your subcommittee

this morning to Aiscitss our activities under the Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Education Aetland the administration's recommendations for
renewal..

When the Office of Aducation e' tyre() the drug abuse area in 1970,
. eoncern id3out young people's use f ugs was at a high, II not panic,

level. .Requests-lor beln,in respom came from every corner of the
Nation. Although the 't,l,rug pro m . is no longer considered the.,
Nation's No: 1 problem, and mos current studies indicate that the/

ion of alcohol and marihuana, is
ctly involved, students and their
tem,.
across the Nation, when asked

blem facing their generation, 27
No.:1, 20 percent named getting
med alcohol use and Ouse. No
n',6 perCent.

lie4ttittides toward the 'public . .*
advance in gducation will. come . i,e .

as it, win. Parent of children in theme
he idea Of offerings courses to parents
ool ,system. When asked whichof 16
gheit, 'what to Oo about drugs,

smoking, old alcohol" was mentioned ino &often thion any other b_oth
by parents whose eldest child was 12 a dAhose *hose eldest child
was 13 to 20_ It is interesting to not t at improving ,parent-child
relations was listed as No. 6.by patenti b 1 No. 2 by teenagers.

In 1970, we already knew that Oh traditional seat* techniques did
work, and there was increisirlg evidence that even objective

information about dru p. and the eff t of drugs was not sufficient to
deter drug use and abuse in many oung people. There was even
beginning. to be some evidence that's-tt reased knowledge may lead to
increased curiosity and experimentation; of ten in those most susceptible
to the, risk aid danger of drug abuse', 1.,' . . .

, Faced with the ineffectiveness of most widely used "education
programs" that put major emphagis on 'fuhstances and their effects,
And sought simple, universal* applic4le approaches, the Office
of Edvcation.prograin made We decision ;to shift the emphasis from
ubteances, to people, people who decide. to use drugs and alcohol, -

--.o well as People who decide not to use thedi, and to the many psycho-
togisarand social. factors that influence ttise decisions,

.:.

abuse of most drugs, wit
no longer increasing, thos
parents, still consider it a

In a 1977 Gallup poll 0
what they consiC red the b
percent named tig use an
along with paren , and 7 p
oth'er problem **As listed by

Another 1977 Gallup poll
schools concluded that the ne.

.when parents and teacherls, ittor
public schools approved 4 to1
as a regular part of the public pc
possible offerings they rated,

the exce
most di
iajor p
teenage
gest n
abuse

rcent
ore t
f pu
gee.

';
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We defined use and abuse as human. behavior -Wet serves some
function or would not persist. We turned to the social. and behavioral

. sciences as a.basis for tlesigning programs. We sought guidance from.
research in learning, in motivation, in growth and development,
in comtnunication, in education, in organizational development,
and in the nature of deviant and destructive behaviors of all kinds.-

We designed a program based on this inforMation and on the
assumption .that the most effective way to discourage destructive
behavior is to engage the majorinstitutionslhat influence the develop-
ment of young people in promoting maximum positive growth and
development. We then set up a self-corrective system,that provided
continual feedback as a basis for correcting or,improving the program,'
its assumptions and its strategies. .

The program has made some further somewhat unusual as-
.: sumptions:, .

Each comraunity's problem is different, and each must assess its
own problem and enlist its own human,;cultural, and financial re-
sources in prevention efforts; . .

People cid be given the skills to, solve their own alcohol and. drug
problems;

Local programs usually, involve doing differently things that are
already being done and need not represent an add-on to an alrelidy
burdened systerh; , - . -

Effective prOgrams require change. Lastin change can 'come only ..

from within, and all segments of the institutionadministrators,
teachers, professionals, students, and parents---must be involved.

-4 Based on these- assumptions, the program involves six elemehts: .
. One, five regional,resouree centers which between .them serve the

entire United States, each hovering an average of 10 States;
. Tveco, project teams, 'trained and supported with technicalsassist-

ante by the centers, in over 3,000 school districts and corhmunities;
'Three, a central data base in Chicago to compile, and dOtribute

information on the entire system; , . I.
Four, a National Action Committee, a nationwide 'network of

- top consultants on alcohol and drug problems and on education,
who can be deployed as needed;

.. Five, demonstration programs to train teachers-to-be in colleges
of education. Funding for these 'projects ended September '1977;

,. however; all are continuing with support from their own institutions.
Six, a small central staff in the District of Columbia to provide

overall leadership in planning and maintenance of the entire system. i
WOrking together, the parts of this national system `provide train-

ing and followup technical supRoketo local schools and communities,
- - to colleges of education preparing future teachers, and to Stati-de-

partmenrs of educatisM and other agencies.
Since, akthe ciirrent funding' level, the training of school teamst-and

g ram activity, the remainder of my remarks '
folloWup onsite technical assistance through the five training centers
represent the major pro'i _

will be confined to the training centers and the teams they have
trained. . -.

.

The five 'centers represent interdependentnterdependent network, shanng
experiences, supplementing each other- with unique skilWearnings
from each other's mistakes. Each center 'serves approxiintetely 10
States. .. .

.,..

..-

e
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t VI 'Centers enter into a. yearlong contract with a school, ideally
2 years when ,resources are available. This begins with an onsite visit
by:center Staff to initiate a needs assessment andlo gather information
abotirthe School,add the team members that will be used In training
that team. Training itself takes 10 days to 2 weeks, and is tailored to
.meet the distinctive needs of each team.

Teams loarh: To assess the needs and expectations of the youth
Llopulation to be served; to formtitite realistic objectives -for meeting -
/hose needs; to identify human and financial resources, in their school
and community for supporting a prevention program; to design an
action prograM addressed,to their ,carefully defined problem, specific
proj4cts to which the team is committed; to evaluate the range pf
prevention materials and methods available andrtco adapt those that
are appropriate tools for its particular school district or community;
and to build in feedback and- evaluation so they will know what parts
of their strategy are working, fend why, and how.

Training is followed by onsite technical assistance or postgraduate
training designed- to facilitate the impleinentation of the action plan

- and teach the team to solve problems uniquoo`that team.
, _Through this system, teams have been trained anksupported with
technical assistance in every State and territory, the number varying
from 164 in Califoinia, 157'in.New York, and 125 in Texas, to 15 to 25
in small States. This a:torlts out tb. some .3,000 schools and scbool-
Communities, and-involves approximately 16,00d 'educational per-
sonnel, stuilerits; and out-of-school youth and- personnel from law
enforcement, health, and social. service agencies, civic and church
'leaders, parents and State and Federal liersonliel. Programs set up

-6 by. these teams 'reach approximately 1 million individuals annually.
These Was have formed networksdnany times under the leader-

- ship of the' Stlite ;education department or other State agencies for
drug/alcohol abuse and mental' -health. They 'share expensesisland .

expertise. In addition, teams have raised local and State funds to
support their own programs. In the.jast1/4.04,L alone, teams raised
over $3,670,000.

Teams do function once they get back into their comniuna.
They set up programs that win the support-tot schools and conaniW-
ties. These programs do change institutions,payticularly schools,'and
thereby-make a significant difference in tkie lives of youngpeople.

Mr. Chairman, I am now going to .giy.e several examples of the
iayvin which the teams work,-

With the enthusiastic support of the local school board, the Aber-
dem S. Dak team has developed a comprehensive program which

4-invofves a "new- model me" lirogranT in the high school/a !`families
. ',aro responsible" program Tor parents and youth, and a series of work-

shops on "humanizing the classroom."
Repdrts from the school and community peilonnel wiortartic.ipated41;

in the workshops indicate learning in:a nuiwkdr_of areas: num' own
skill development; student'behavior-

'
self-behavior; and future needs

for skill developmerit.Teachers report that they are "tuning in" more
to their students asipsrsonsoand not objects; they,are getting to know
their students better and are lore, aware of students' feelings. The
students themselves feel much more Omfortable in the classroom and

- are more considerate of each other. Discipline has greatly improved as
haver student listening skills. '

41.
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. A school team fiOm a predominantly hi ac k midwestern high school.
,in Willow Run, Mich., setup a sttidedt services center s+ith a vigorous
outreach program that identified the need for further pro ams ad- "gr
dressed to drug problems. A second team was trained to dress this
need. The second team expanded, the original team's peer' istening
props= into' all junior and senior high schools add, with the combihed

. skills,and resources of team members, studentst parents, and district
. Personnel, developed a K through 6 curriculum which is being adapted

by three other School districts and is used by w nearby university in
-the training of student teachers. . .

o

. Although Jl of us row subjictively quit we.have seenrchanges in
the students, those changes'are now being measpred.

What starts as a school district program may .spread out to psi of
the coMmunityriesulting in communityWide impact. Per example, a
'team from alight schoolp industrial Gary, Ind., population 175,000,
developed a courisel4alidLtraining program fol. its own students and

. those from its feeder junior high school designed tolelp.both students
; and faculty develop and utilize effeettre life- coping skills to make

drug use hiss. likely. 'Twenty-five of. 750 students and 12-teachers
trained in comminucation skillb positive self-concept development,
and alternatiires to destructive iiiehavior. were employed _}.1:t e city ... ,
manpower administration to work with big* xqungsters in the 1976

. summer -youth program. . . .. . a .
The total trained group set up a peer counseling program for 1,600

. 'youths enrolled in. school or in the ci$,y'S mahpowen program n the
summer of .1977. , ,

_ . i
Three teams of school pergoimel from the archdloicese or a large,

midwestent.metropolitan area not only developeira 4-year substance
abuse curriculum for the high school, conducta tvorkshops for students,
staff, and parents, set up a .peer counseling program, and identified
available alternatives to drug/aIcohol abuse, but alsh deieloped
an interface with 'similar programs' in their feeder schools. . i. .

The three teams hav,ebecome the moving- force in a diocesawide
umbrella organization that pr,ovides sources of information, education/ ,
training, counseling, referral, and coordination with other agencies .
for the prevention, early intervention, treatinenti and aftercare of
clinically'dependetit persons. -'

Their target Aopulittion inclucres 5,000 familieland 8,700 students.
Over the pest 4 years, the group has raised 8145,416 .from` Elennipen
and Ramsey Counties, the Minnesota Single ,State Agency, and the
archdiocese. The original OE investment was $5,187 phis technical
assistanc'e. , , , q

A school community. taw often eombincs wrath; %school teani to
. develop programs that "have a major impact on a whole community.

. It would.seem that once skills have becn developed; a.iul 'they have
been used successfully in one venture, there may be no limit to the -
ability and willingness, if not appetite, to attack other problems,

so)

'Beginning in 1972, in Bergetit
,of 33 by000, a community team, followed y a

and
leani and a .

4ald,'N.J., a lower and middle income %

police team trained at police department :expense, have combined
forces and expanded their membership to inelude300 people.

Together, they hive developed a drug. prevention curriculum
and accompanying programs. for all schools, grades K thrpug.h 12.
They lave hired a full-time social worker, with C ,ETA fu n&-, to

..

s ,. . .
. .

,
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,
set up a crisis home system for court-bound youth' Twenty-eight
of 30 youths were successfully diverted. They have received a grant
from the State LEAA to traii 13 other communities in setting up
crisis home systems. They: have conducted an annual outdoors
activity program for yOuth in dtffieulty with school or policeNThey
have conducted workshops for teachers, counselors, administrators,
and school board members to define problems. in the- school syste
and work jointly to solve them. They have established a cows in-
tervention team to handle seridts adolescent suicide attempts.

They have trained senior citizens to work with students in ele-
mentary,. middlt, and high school classes. They have served as f
consultants to innumerable othettcommunities and police department&

Police report an 80 percent re-dUction in vandalism. Merchants re -'
port a dramatic reduction in loitering. There have been fewer criminal
arrests among young people, fewer. disruptions in schools, greatly
improved relationships among schools, police, community members,
youth, and parents. Alcohol and driig abuse have been decreeded.

In the 4 yeari from 1972 to 1976, the program trained 3,000 teams-
from a variety of settings, most of them, however, from rural, suburban,

, and small Ind medium size city school districts. In fiscal year 1977, ae
resources available to the progrIm decreased, the decision war made to

. concentrate on the challenging problem of alcohol and drug, abuse in
large urban:school districts. Prior experience With large urban school'
districts indicated that a critical mass of trained teams and concen-
trated technical assistance not poisible under the generally focused
program are necessary. .

;;_,.."- Accordingly., is fiscal year 1977, the program experimented with
clusters of four schoolleams from definable segments of large urban
school districts such as a high,school with its feeder junior high schools
or fink schools from a regional division of a larger system. Forty
clusters of four schools each in large urban areas were supported for.
training and followup onsite assistance.

In Ascal.year 1978, emphasis will be on using the existing trained
',urban clusters to develop if local 'training capability. so that potential

ongoing districtwide preventjon/eaucation networks can be estali-
lished. .

On the basis of repeated reports that successful aleahol and drug
abuse prevention programs often redike vandaligm, dropouts, truancy
racial conflict, disciplinary problems and other destructive behavior,
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration suggested a cooPmtive
'effort with the alcohol and drug abuse education program utilizing its
system and strategies on the 1...p.:&..)lein,,of prevention of school crime s.

and violence.
The Office of Juvenile Justice provided $1.2 million in fiscal year

1976 and $293 million for fiscal year 1977-78 for this effort. Training..
and technical assistance were provided to seven-member teams from
81 schools in January and February of 1971 under an idieragency
agreement. In November 1977, this was extended to support& the train-
ing of 35 clusters of four school teams-130. teamsfrom major urban
school diStriots in the 1977-78 school year and an additional 20
clusters consisting of 80 teams in the 1978-79 school xear,

An additional challenge involvis a current. prevention, not remedia-
tion effort as part of the Commissioner's reform of the urban high

I,. r,
. 4 4..%
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school initiative. Already trained urban school district ely.srs will be
specially trained to develop basic prevention programs in their
feeder elementary schools. The goal of these programs will be to facili-
tate the development of positive self-concept and to foster the develop-
ment of personal and social skills in young people essential to effectife

. cognitive, emotional, aid social growth.
r. Chairman, I hope you will conclude from the aboVe testimony

that we are pleased with the results we have obtained from our
programs, in alcohol and drug abuse to date. We believe that the
approach weire,taking is .paying very handsome dividends, and we
have been able to do this at appropriatiOn levels substantially below----,
the authorizations in the existing legislation.

As a-consequence, we plan to continue our activd.ies.along the lines
indicated in, this testimony. We are inclined 'to think that we could
carry out our activities under a somewhat simplified authority over
what exists. However, we can operate under the existing Alcohol and
Drug Abuse' Education Act language and would like to see a 1-yeai
extension of that authority to avoid difficulties in the 1979 appropria-
tions process, and allow an opportunity for further review of this,
program in relation to other administrative initiatives.

We thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present the
administration's views. Dr. Nowlis and I will be happy to t ry tovrer
any_questions you may have at this time.

Mr. Satirise/As. Thank you very much, Dr. Minter. Dr. Nowlis,
haveYou any, comments you would like to add?

Ms NowLis: No. A ,

Mr! BRADEMAS. I am grateful for your testimony, Dr. Minter. This
isyoUr first appearance before our subcommittee, and we welcoqie
you warmly to it.

Mr. MINTER. Thank you.
Mr. BRADENIAS. I have a number of questidns about your' testimony.

am a little puzzled by your recommendation of just a 1-year extension.
I do not see that we are going to hatre-airly- difficulty with the 1979
appropriation process, because it is certainly my own intention, if there
is support in the subcommittee, to report legislation reauthorizing the
act before May 15.

Now, I do .not know how long yo all are taking to-get yourselves
itogether down there, but we have a lot of work to do in this. subcom-

mittee, and my own attitude is we are not about to sit around and
wait for you to decide *hat your views are before we move, and your
suggestion of a 1-year extension, in your words, "to allow an oppor
umty for further review of this program in relation to other admix's-

. tration initiatives," implies you will not have your recommendations
ready in time for us to act before May 15, %without the benefit of.
your views.

Do I misrepresent what you have saidt
-Mr. MINTER. No. There is discussion going oh now between the

White House and the Secretary, and it may be that our recommenda-
tion would be that this program be a. part of the Education Qu'ality
Act, but that is the extent of the discussion, and the reason'for the

;recommendation.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I am puzzled by that also, because you say in your

statement, and again I am lust quoting, you say the approach in .this.
prograrais "paying handsome dividends."
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Mr. Mitrrzn. Yes; it is.
Mr...BRADEUAS. In plain English, that sounds to me as though you

think there is something to be said for it, and you go on to say that it is
paying handsome dividends with appropriation levels substantially be-
low the authorization in the existing legislation. Well, that iswh at you
say. I take it that is what you mean. It that is the ease, why did you
recommend for fiscal 1979 only $2 million, which is a real reduction,
given inflation, from the amount appropriated for the current fiscal
year?

Mr. M1NTEIL I am going to refer that to pr. Nowlis.
Ms. Nowus..The amount appropriated for the current fiscal year

. is $2 million.
Mr. BRADENIAS. Yes?
Ms. Nowi.m. And it was $2.million.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Yes( you are recommending for fiscal 1979?
.Ms. No-m.1s. $2 million.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Given Illation, I just said that is a real reduction

in funds for the program, and if this is a program that is paying
handsome dividends, why are you asking for in real terms less, money
for it? t

Mr. BLaxpv. I will try to help with that. I will not try to justify
it Mr. Chairman. I will say this, though. In connection with the
discussions going on within the Department about reauthorization of
this and other programs as well as a number of other programs under
what is now known as the Special Projects Act, a somewhat more
flexible authority is being considered for proposals which would allow
the Commissioner, with thii program as well as others, to add addi-
tional moneys so that although there would be the $2 milliork as is
recommended in .the administration's fiscal Year 1979 budget, there
would still remain the. possibility that additional sums under a
flexible 'authority granted the Commission in proposed legislation,
that additional money could-be added to it.

So, although you alre7-orrect in terms of a, real reduction, there
would still be the outstanding possibility that additional money
could be spent in this program.

BRADEMAS: Mr. Blakey, I do not want to cause you distiess,
but that sounds like the rhetoric we have hard in this subcommittee
for 8 years under Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, which was a
smokescreen behind which they hid, in order to oppose this kind of
Legislation. T must say I do not understand how you can on the one
hand tell the subcommittee this is a

iprogramithe.t.
deals with an

admittedly very grave social pro5lem n our country, describe it as
"paying landsome dividends,' and come in with an appropriations
recommendation that to repeat, in real terms less for" the next,
fiscal year than Cong4S-has appropriated for this year, and then
tell me that you wanf4iiiore flexibility with the illusory hope, if I
understand you, of getting still more money. .

ft would have been more straightforward, it seems to me, for you
to have come in and said, this is a program that is paying handsome
dividezfdt; therefore, Ate want to have more money for it. That is,
logic I_ can understand. I really do not understand your logic at all
from what you have just said., Do you follow my question?

Mr. BLAKEY. I follow yourqUestion.

I
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Mr. BRADEMAS. If it is. se good, why do you not waist to continue ,
it and expand it? Whydo you want jukt a 1-year extension? Why -.
do you want less money?
- Mr. BLAKE The reason for the 1 -year extension is simple, as
Dr. Minter indlksted.,There are discussions still going on with respect
to this problem as well as others within the Department, and thkt is
the reason why the administration has suggested- only a 1-yefir
extension at this time.

An the budgetary question, it is my understanding, and! was not -
here during the Nixon -Ford yearsAhat they have never made allow-
ances, tiff Office of Management and Budget has never made allow..
Daces. for inflation' in terms' of :making 'decisions with respect to,
recommendations.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Dr. Nowlis, could this program' effectively use ad-
ditional funds?'

. Ms. Nowus. The problem is great. The need is great. rthink 4,0
have arrived at a point that has taken a long time, where we do have
an affective approach, and we can respond in terms of what is avail -w
able. In 1972 and .1973, we,were training 800 and 900 teams. This '
year we are training 140 teams.

Mr. PRADEMAS, The Census Bureau tells us thcre are 215 Million'
4people in this country. Thii.is really a drop in the bucket. What is
.tile incidence of the use of diogs and alcohol' in eleinent.%and
secondary public schools in this country? . .

Ms. Nowus. There are a number of national samples whicii,d not
, all agree. Whit they do agree on is that the use of alcohol -and the
uset:of marihuana are defimtely increasing at the upper levels Of -the
elementary schools. However, it is not the majority of young people.

. About 20 percent arensing. The majority are not deeply involved in
d use. In other words, it is not too late ito intervene fairly simply.

r. BRADEVIAB. How many childten would that hg? How many
ye* people would that be in real terms dis distinguished from
percentages.? . .

Ms: Nowus. All of our data are based du national samples and
su rveys . ,

, Mr1RADENIA8. Well, extrapolate.
Ms. °wt.'s. I would need some help. .
Mr. BRADEMAS. rarOtiltrehinkyOU could giVelis that rather quickly.

This is your universe of responsibility. You ought 0 be able to tell us
not only, in percentage terms, but certainly you ought to, be able to
answer the queskion,. how _many young' people are using drugs and .

alcohol, extrapoliting from the samples .to which .you have referred
in public elementary, and publiesecondary educational institutions in
this' country, and also give us some indication from those .samples,
which I take -it from your answer you Tould be able 0. 'do, whether
they are seriously involved or not so seriously involved,, or whatover
categories are regarded by you,as appropriate.

Ms. Nowus. I would like to sopply that for the record, if I may,
. and check with the latest surveys from the National Institute on
Dreg Abuse and the National Indtitute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism. ,
Mr: BBADEatAa: I W011ifi like you to tell us also once you have given

us that extmpolatie#, and I want you to be as ecientific and objective
about it as possible-1 dot not want any. political answers. I do not

too. ..`
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. want.any smokescreens. I want the facts, as they say. I want yqu to
If,' us wh,at total apprepriation. Wouldhe required fully to implement

ia prcrent!. programs that you are undertaking, that is, the kinds of
programs you are presently undertaking, and then what appropria-
tiotla would you require fully to implement ths programs that are
authorized by the legislation, which is, of course, a different question.

. You s4 I .am quite.shoc.ked that you come_inhere and tell us this is
pan Offeetlye program, paying handsome dividends, and please give us '
Wmoney, and don't extend the prggram except for 1 more year. That
is just not the rational response, arid then to say, well, they arc talking
it over downtown, that is the kind of stuff we have heard in this com-
mittee for the last decade.

Ms. NOWLIS. Senator Brad'emas7,--.:
0**Mr. BRADEMAS. Congregsman.- .

Ms. NOW1.18. I am sorry. Con&ressman Brademas, the legislation as-
it current!), exists authorizes,i number of things which no longer seem
to be as effective as some of the things we are doing. So, to implement
everything in there would be a massive problern,.,and in some areas'

-, not as effective as some of the programs we have developed. ,

I think we have learned a great deal in the last 7 years.
Mr. BRADEMAS.J do not want to be" gratuitously combative, but

for you to tell me that some things don.% work as well as other things
is a statement with which no one can quarrel: You are the people
testifying that, the program .you are operating is paying handsome
dividends. It is your rhetoric; not mine. If it is so good, why .cen you
not continue it and expand those programs? This is a big country. Do
you u erstand what I mean?

Fide ears ago, Dr. Nowlis; 6 years ago, I put these same kinds of
question to you in oversight hearings on thii legislation in 1972,

'and We em to be having a very hard timegetting any sortof hard
data, really have to tell "ou I think you should.be prepared to'come
in d 'answer questions like these before-a subcommittee. They are
do unfair Questions. I simply ask you, how many young people in
our hools are involved in using druts and alcohol. Is thatnot a
reason ble question?

Ms. owLas. Yes; but: the answer is not always as clear as we would

. Mr. BRADPIAS. I understand that, but at least you ought to be
able to give us some rational ballpark reskonsirto a/question like that,,

_ yod take surveys, which you have indicated you di) and samplings.
I mean, we to know with whit waltre.d4alind if we are piing to
make intelligent legislative indgments: Yliu are Che exerts in this.

--We-are-not;
You see, I am very distressed, because it is my impression you are

telling us the same thing the last two administrations did, .namely,
that you do not want to invest.serious money.in coping, with a grave,
almost scandalous pro4hfuOrom everything we canread andoider-
stand in the popular press.

So rli must tell you, am disappointed with your response: I must
say, I am struck .by the fact that the Law Enforcement Assistanc
Administration seems 'to havetthe.judgmfmt that what you are doing
makes some sense, because I note .on,page 10, Dr. Minter, or your
statement; ,the:Office of Juvenile Justice prOvilled $1.2 million in
fiscal 1976, and nearly $3 trillion for fiscal years-1977 and 1978,Ifor.
the 'effort in which you have been engaged.
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Nfiw, there is another agency of the Government with serious re-
4 Sponsibilities. the lavenforcement field that seems to have some

confidence in what you are about. I assume that they think what yeu
are doing is effective also.

Let me ask you one other question before yielding to 'Mr. Jeffords.
We amepded tbe.act in 1974, as you know, to include alcohol abuse
aswell as drug abuse in your mandate. With your experience since
1974, do you think that this was a wise step, or are the problims of

'.,alcohol abuse and drug abuse, at least so far as they relate to educa-
tion, sufficiently different to require significantly different programs
and app_roaches?

NoIrme. We feel very strongly that the same approach works
for both, and in some communities the major problem is alcohol abuse.

44e.
some, it is drug abuse, d in some-it is a combination of both,

. WhiCh can be even more diNn rous. We have always defined alcohol
as drug, and have always Inv ved both, and would like to continue

-,to do so.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Just one other areas if Mr. Jeffords does-re it mind.

If there have been evaluations of the alcohol and drug abuse pgrath,
can-you tell us -what those evaluations have shown, and do you think
those evaluations have been fairly accurate representations of the

'veness of the programs or lack thereof?
-NowLis. The evaluations of the program have been far less

th we, A, had planned, and B, had desired. At the time we initiated
the sc 1 team program, we Initiated an evaluation, because we feel
very a that you evaluate as you go along. You do not just wait
until the end of something and then impose on it as a collage an
evaluation. We did the same thing Awn we initiated our preservice
education, - her-training program.

In 1974, th legislation included for the first time a subsection which
said tbanot .10 than 1 percent of the appropriation might be used

- for evaluation. Now, if ib were 1 percent of the authorization, it would
, be far more than enough, but ;1 percent of $2 million is $20,000, .and

* you cannot evaluate in any scientific sense a nationwide program for
$20,000.

Mr, BRADEMAS. Do you work with the NIE at all?'
Ms. Noma's. We work closely with the NIE. They have not seen

fit up to this time tcr evaluate our programs.

them
Mr. BRADEMAS. Whatdo you do,Anno,wben you work closely with

? .

'Ms. Novms. Help tberii i'dentifillemqnstrationtnrogra6s that they
will fund and evaluate, keep in very close touch ixith them in terms
of the research %sults that they *duce; particularly this new Safe
Schools Study Act, which,- interestingly enough, comes out with
recommendations which are very similar to what we have been floing
in. terms of 'the need -.for changing the climate in schools, trillium
teachers,. improving relationships among teachers, between leachers.
anti adhunistrators, steacliera and students, and teachers and parents.

. Meng of. the recommendations are very congruent with our everi-,
ence.

to Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, Mr. AffOrdea.
Mr. JEFFORDS. It is difficult to rdllow yout questioning, because you

have asked the questions 1 would like to. ask, being a pirt of the
rainority: Mr. Chairman, but yof did it very effectively, and I st,-
ryciate

tw
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I mould like to say that I am also deeply concerned about the
testimony today. I do not think there is any question, at least frond
theffgures I have seen, that we are dealing with a most serious heal
and social problem. I know Bill Butynski will be testifying later. Ne
and I worked in theseareas when I was attoiney general of Vermont.
At that time, about the time that this legislation was passed, it
seemed that the 'best hope of being able to stem the tide and reverse
things was through'educational programs. We tried to get the stutents
and children at a time when perhaps we could influence them, not,
only because of ttfe temptations to themselves, but also to assist in
reconciling the family problems and the alcoholism in families.

I look at the histOry and see the diminishing appropriations in this
area, so I share the chairman's concern. I know how much funding
OMB gave you. What I would like to know is, how much did you

.request?
Ms.-Nowtis. As you know, we wire in &zero -based budgeting phase,

and came in with a minimum and a second level and an optimum, and
my memory isthat the minimum was $1.8 million. The current was
$2 million, and the optimum was about $6 million. -

Mr. JEFFORDS. So you felt that if you bad $6 million, yOu could do
the job as you saw it ought to be done?

Ms. Nowt's. We could certainly 'do a much better job than we are
doing, both in terms of our responsiveness to need and in terms of
developing some other areas which we think are rather important.
Our demonstration projects are really a sort of first step, from ythicb
welearned a,great deal, and there is a lot more followup we would like
to do in the preservice area, and we vtbuld like to be able to respond
to other than just the large urban school districts.

Mr. BLAKEY. Mr. Jeffords? , -
Mr. JEFFORDS. Coming from a.rural area, I cannot agree with that.
Mi. BLAKEY. If I couidlust add this, I am not an expert on how

ZBB works, but that $6 millionion figure would have assumed a Federal
education budget in the $14 billion range as thkfigures escalate, the
waythe system works. Everything would have gone up, because that
would have'been very high in what is referred tkas the "band."

Mr. JEFFORDS. I would presume that somewheila someone would be
assessing priorities, and my question is, if this is as serious a health
and social problem as I believe, it.seems to me it might rank higher

Alan othar jumps in other educational programs.
Are you telling me that that would havq required the Same triple

jump and 300 percent increase in all educational programs in order for
' you to get your $6 million?

Mr. BLAKEY. The way this system would have worked would have
meant funding under P.L. 94-142 might have been at thefullf20 per-
cont. The title I would have been funded at a much higher level than
the administration's budget reflects. -

Mr, JEFFORDS. I am not sure I understand it, but I will accept it
anyway, Also, I am Concerned as to where we should, be going with
this legislation. If this testimony had been given tame a year art a
few days after the new administration had coma in, I might have under-
stood it, but to be told Lyear later that we are still talking about it and
thinking Ind rethinking it, and want a 1-year extension, concerns me,
as it does ths chairman.. ,'
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I do not kno-w just what You had in mind. You seerkto suggest that
you .havasome amendments you would add like to the present act, or
you would like to sort of mold it into the Education Quality Act,
whatever it is. Wben do you expect you will have firm recommends-
tious for us on that? At least as to amendments to the present; act, it
doesn't seem that that should be a very difficult process. Of course, I
can understand more difficulty in making decisions on switching' to It
different act, but I do not understand why you could not have decided
what amendments you want in the present act.

Mr. BLAKEY. One Of the several options being reviewedthe answer
te your question is, 2 to 4 weeks, probably shorter rather than 'the
the longer. When the request came from the chairman to testify,
obviously, we had to appear today, and those decisions just have not
been made at this juncture. Two to four weeks.

One of the options would be, obviously, to extend the act, with some
minor revisions, in its present form. Another of the options would be
that it be considered as part of the _proposed educational q\iality.

Mr. JEFFORDS. I think that is all I have, Me: Chairman.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Just two other questions. What advantages would

p there be in including it in what I take is some overall kind of grab-bag
bill; phis quality education bill, as distinguished from the present pro-
gram which has been paying such handsome dividends?

Mr. BLAKEY. OK. I believe that the advantages are.these. First,
an ability on the part of the Commissioner or whomever is administer-
ing the program to institute or initiate ograms. For example, if all
the progirams were combined under the PAposed Educational Quality
Act, and for the next year or two there were priority heeds, for exam-
ple, in local schools in the area of drug abuse or .in the area of metric
education, the 'additional amounts of mbney could be spent in those

. areas during those periods. of time of -high priority. That flexibility,
tbi flexibility which the Commission would have to add additional
money to those programs, either from newly appropriated funds or
funds from other prqgrams, would permit the Federal Government
during certain periods of time to take a greater role in a particular area
because the need was there.

That islpne hason behind the proposal. The other is to simplify the
administration of a number or relatively small programs dollarwise
within the Office of Eihication.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I do not understand that answer, hfrAlakey, at all.
Mr. BLAKEY. OK.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I do not mean to be unseemly in my response, but

if you admit there is a grave social problem with the abuse of drugs and
alcohol in the schools of this country, and I guess yOu have said that,
hay% you not? ' .

Mr. BLAKEY. Yes.
Mr.,BRADEXAS That there is a very serious problem?
Mr. BLAKEY. Yes.
Mr. BRADEAS. Then why do you not ask for more money to carry

Olt what you have already testified is a program payingfhandsome
diiidends, a successful program? For you t6 say that you want to
fold this into some grab-bag approach under which you know very well,
as well as I do, there is just ho serious prospect of reaching out and
taking money away from metric education, for heaven's sake, and

I
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putting that into substantially increasing the funds available or this
program. That is not a real -world alternative in Washingto , D.C., in
1978. .

. Mr. BLAKEY. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that was the thrust of
what I said. What I said, was, additional money would be available-
to the Commission at a time when ;there was a greater' need in the
program. For example, when wego to metric conveysion, there would
be a greater need to spend additional money in that.program.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Let's forget metric education. There is a great need
in respect to druW and alcohol abuse education, is there not, right now

Mr. BLAKEY. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Why are you waiting for some greater need for

metric education? What does that have to do with this program?
Mr. BLAKEY. I am not emphisizing that, except hopefully to make

a point. Both programs have needh. They may not always, however,
remain at the same level. So, if there were some flexibility for the
Commission to add additional' moneys to those programs at a time of
great need, then that is one of th purposes of my suggestion.

Mr. BRADEMAS: Dr. Now lis, do you see any time in. the next 10 ,

years when there is going to be, given the present state of law enforce-
ment and health care and education, a radical geometric reduction
in the use Of alcohol itnd arugs by young people m our schools?

Ms. Nowms. I think it would take a very,ina]or revolution in the,
attitudes and values of society as a whole in. order to bring about a

"drastic-reduction. I think what" we have to do is to help develop. in
young people the understanding, the information, the coping" skllts
that will help them learn to liv,e in this very complex, increasingly
complex society that we are headed for.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I happen to think you are right, and unless Secre-
tary Califano and Coranissioner Boyer happen to be aware of some
very major revolution coming around the corner in the next few years,
and I must say I have not been privy ,to that forecast, then 1' think
it is really shocking and fundamentally irresponsible to coma in and
ask for less money for this program for the next year than we Wye
appropriated for this year and I 4D) verfdirstressed by your testimony.

Mr. Biaggi?
Mr. BIAGGI. No comment, Mr. Chairman. t 4.
Mr. JEFFORDS. May I ask a Tollowup quOtion related to thitt? .
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. hfrords? .
Mi. JEFFORDS. I must say I have beenless in touch with this than

I was when I was attorney general in Vermont in the early seventies
when t_hntbiorizetion figures were established here, and I would

~.-'guess it some verY-r-itiottel-objectiye.Skin mtell me,
amount of money we are talking about %Ed auifio a ton of $34 .

millionhiL that is all we had to spend, and assuming we had that =eh ,
to spend in this problem, is there any other placo it would be better
put than in the area which this act authorizes?

in other words, is there any other.place you could put that amount
of money to better help prevent the problems of drug and alcohol
abuse? I know sonieone could say we could take $50 million or $100
billion and solve the social prOblems of the country, and perhaps have
a better chance, but I ani talking in terms of the money we have au-
thorized here.

f
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Ms. Nowus. I thinl we'baVe finally come 't& terms with the fact
that this is a complex problem, and there have to be complex solutions.
Schools alone cannot do it. Law enforcement alone cannot do it. Treaty
merit alone cannot do it, and I think there neeils to.be a balance.

I also believe that increasingly we have &age to the realization that
in the long run, efforts at prevention, whether Iy be of diseaie or
destructive behavior or deviant behavior, will be. more .economical,
but I would not like to see any one approach overemphasized.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Then you think the education' is adequately em.
phasized now with this present,appropriation of 82Iidlion?

Ms. Nowus. d think there is a 'great deal more 'that could be done
if we had more resources. I am not sure that I would want the $36 2
million. .

Mr. JEFFORDS. How much would you want?
Ms. Nowus. I think that we could respond with the demand that

we now have, the mechanigiis we now have, the program we are now
mounting, at the, oh,- $6 million level: If we Want to Move on tb other
approaches, then it could take more. ti

JEFFWEIS. Do you have any idea how much 4ore?
Ms. Nowiliel- I hare been too busy doing what r am doing to start'

.desi.gning programs that may or may not get funded.
Mr. BRADEMA.S. By way of conclusion, I would just say that I hope

in order to give the Cottimissioner more money to play with at his.
discretion, you would not torpedo a program for which you yourselves
in your own testimony have made clear there is a very profound need
in the American society, and the Commissioner is alvery good -friend
of mine, as you know,

Thank you very much. .

Next we shall hear from four persons, Mr. Nolan l rtes, the general
superintendent.of the Dallas Independent School District in Dallas,
Tex., James D. Hazen, director of the Center for Human DeVelopment

Trinity University, San Antonio, Tex., Mr. Luke.Helm, assistant
'pal of the Du Sable. High School in Chicago, and Mr, Donald
an, sergeant, Salt Lake County sheriff's office,-Salt Lake City.

h. -
We are very glad to have you with uS, glattemen; and just have

;eats and proceed. Mr. Estes lean old friend of this committee, going
back over man years, and we are very glad to see you. I ant especially
pleased as the Representative in Congress of the Nation's No. 1 foot..
ball team to see a couple of Texans in here today.

STATEMENT OF NOLAN ESTEN, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT,
DALLASINDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, DALLAS, TEX.; JAMES
D. KAZEN, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT,
TRINITY UNIVERSITY, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.) LUXE HELM, ASSIST-
ANT PRINCIPAL, DU SABLE HIGH SCHOOL, CHICAGO, ILL ; AND-
DONALD HARMAN, SERGEANT, SALT LAKE COUNTY SHERIFF'S
MICE, SALT LAKE. CITY, UTAH,

Mr. ESTES. 'Yes. Let me say at the outset I would like to make the
record den. Coming, from Dallas, I want this committee, and pal..
iicularly the chairm'n, to know that we hold no animosity toward
what the visitors from South Bend did on January 2 in Dallas. We

. .
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want to make perfectly clear that we are aware /of the fact that
accidents do happen, and ugnetimes some people have all of the luck.

I am Nolan
happen,

the superintendent of schools in Dallas, Tex.
We have 181 campuses, 352 square miles. We hive 13,000 people
providing' an education for some 140,000 students on a budget that
exceeds $250 million.

I am also currently serving on the Council of Great City Schools,
re resenting 28 of the largest city systems, some 5 million boys and
girls. Abbut 3 million of those are minorities..

I would like to thank the members of this committee, and par-
ticularly the chairman, for your delidership in the field of education.
Mr. Chairman, we in the field are very much "aware of the fact that
we have no finer friend on Capitol Hill than we have in you, and we
appreciate your statesmanship, your leademhio.

Particplarly, I would mention that the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Educatidn Act, P.L. 94-142 will go down as one. cif the best laws
passed by Congress. It has more potential for bringing about change
in Aftierican education than virtually any other bill we have seen come
down the pike. We want to express our appreciation to you for it.
We .are aware of your leadership in the Elementary and Secondary
School Education Act, along with Carl Perkins. We know that you
are the father of NIA) and we appreciate this leadership.

I think in the next decade the National Institikte will come of age,
and we will see some significant gains as ikresult therefrom.

xz BRADEMAS. Thank you.
Esfra,I.plussingouts of my testimow. I will not

reaMitVit ii4dI right with you. TaThaver-the4ae&ies,rquaLik,-....---
South Bend, for deciphering' and decoding, so we will let you read that.

Lest me summarize quickly, and if you have questions, I would

belled
to answer them.

As you stated in the beginning, drug use and abuse is not a new
phenomenon. Obviously, it is one where we are constantly meeting .

some severe problems. Both young and old turn tp drugs for a variety
of reasons, as you are well aware. We really consider i a people prob-
lem and not.a substance problem. We think it ought to be defined
in terms of people jiving in a complex society rather than a pharm-
aceutical problein.

It has been our experience that nondrug users choose not to use
drugs because of positive feelings rather than negative.feelings. Former
drug users have stopped using drugs because they have found some-
thing else superior,to continuation of their drug lifestyle rather than
legislation, fear of imprisonthent, or other masons.

This being the case, our program in Dallas is one built on a,positive '

prevention concept. We think that that ,holds great hope to -helping
spl.ve the dilemma we are facing. Drug abuse prevention effort* ought
toseel to improve the quality on nondrug life experiences, 'and of
COWS. we are moving in that direction.

Very briefly, our program started in 1970. We had a blue ribbon
citizens' committee, some 50 individuals from our community, made
up of psychiatrists, medical doctors, ministers, other professionals,
as well as lay citizens, do a rather intensive and extensive study of
the problems we were facing.

They recommended, among other things, that we develo a rather
innovative, creative program that would provide a preventive a roach

I A
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to combating the increasing use of drugs in our city. The resulting
program was a schdOl-based effort that emphasized underlying psy-
etiological processes 'that lead to drug abuse.

Of course; our model' does provide a grelit deal of information.
However; the main thrust is on teaching personal adjustment. It
emphasizes pretention in four ways. One, it provides alternative
coping skills for young people. It trains educators to help young people'
in developing appropriate life skills. It uses peer influence under care-

. luny controlled situations, and it is designedlaid I think this Com
mittee will appreciate thisit is designed, to phase -out tire need for
outside support,.

The heart of our program, as Torn Minter mentioned a while
is, of course, our 42 prevention and intervention teams. These were
financed initially by the U.S. Office of Education under this a . Of
course, they-are being funded under local educational agency fun

Incidentally, this does re_present the largest concentration of trained
intervention teams in the United States, some 42 different tetuns.'We
have a team in each one of our secondary schools, both junior high
and senior high. The team generally on the average consists of about
10 people. We have toprincipal, we have two or three counselors, and
we have a department head, a resource teacher, as well as other
teachers, involved.

Thus 'far, we have trained almost 500 of our professionals in the
school distract, over 80 counselors, 40 administrators, over 300 teachers.
First, of course, they.gO through a 10-day to 2-week training session.
We follow that up With a 4-day session. Thus far, over 90 percent of
our 4,000 sceondary school teachers have been in a training session
led by these people who have been trained this far. It has impacted
on 70,000 secondary' school students. This year we willove down
into the,c1cmcntary schools. -

As youknow, drug use and abuse is occurring at earlier and earlier
ages. -

.We have, in addition, in our program now trained over 500 high
school students to provide training,land this year we are focusing on
training of trainers. That is, we are now becoming self-sufficient, re-
quiring .less and less outside funding. We have -30 trainers on our
staff now who are competent and equipped to train trainers in the
program.

I would say that indeed there is an abundance of evidence that
suggests that we have not had any program that has providedlgreatk
dividends than this program: There are several phases that I wonI6
mention hurriedly.

One, our 10-day training sessions, as has been indicated before,
,involve, of course, all members of the team working together. It

V , includes 10 hours of action to provide training on conflict management
k and crisis management, as well as li qlps our teachers learn to cope

with not only their Own stresses and problems, but to work with
others. The key, of course a team of professionals from each of
our school campuses pooling; their resources and skills to develop
strategies for handling problems in their focal schools. There is a
broad range of ,activities provided by these teams.

Then, in our local sdiools, including, -of course, counseling, both
individual and ,group counseling, peer counseling, introduction to . a
variety of alternatives to drug abuse, training (Or purposes of clarifying
values and improving,communication and providing drug information.
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We do not
hav14.01111e4.

definitive evalua on, results. It is very difficult, as
you know, to measure scientifically e results, but our teachers, our
principals, our comiselors, and, others diciite' there is a significant
improvemadt in attitude toward 'drug us and abuse, and particularly
in overall behavior in general..

Inaddition to-this sort of improvement in\attitude, let me s$y there
are a number of spinoff values. As this committee may know, April 7,,
1 year ago, the Federal District Court handed gown a major massive
desegregatio6 order in our school district. It involved transporting
30,000 students-on motorized attendanCe modules. It involved trans-
feqing'a quarter ofihe faculty, opening 12 near schools, total reorg_ani-
tion of the entire district. The Los Angeles Times asked the U.S.
Justice D'epartnient guile end of the year how we had done in Dallas
with "regard to implementing the desegre_gation order. ..The Justice
Department Says, it is unparalleled in ths'United States. Our Federal
District Judge said, it is unbelievable the progress we bevelled.

We attribute, that tolthree things. One, we have a landmark decision.
It is an educationally sound courtziorder..Second, the business coin-

. munity believes-the schools repress. the flagship of the comin "t
and wherever the schools go, the unity goes with them. Thi
our intervention' tearls played a k role in bringing about our suet
cessful transition in the desegregation effont, I wauld say f...there was.:
any one thing that helped us to star, it weather:442 trained teams that
assisted in bringing about peaceful' and very sycoessful desegregation._

There are other spinoff values. The intervention' teams in local
schools represent, I think, the best strategy for bringing about change
at the local level that thave seen. If there are problems with discipline,
the teams provide the leadership. If there are prOblents with decision-
making or individualization, or in one case one school had a problem
with tardiness, the intervention team provided the leadership to help
solve that problem.'

We do have reduced disci line problems. ur discipline problems
are down by 30 to.40 percent. The suspension ra is down sigfdcantly.
as a moult of this.jt has even served as a model to develop our new

$ Magnet school program for human services. Again, no program, in my
estimation, has been more successful.

I think the future, the potential for-this program is extremely grecit,
Our recommendations "would be that the Federal Government con-
tinue,, not only continue, but hopefully expand.the funding of this
program, Maintaining and expanding our regional training and resource
centers. It seems. to me if we have the money to put a man in outer
space, we ought to have the money to put is feet, if I may
paraphrase. .

A $500 billion budget ought to provide more than a measly $2 million
.for such an important program. J think there is an abundance of

`evidence suggesting that this program has been successful; nob-only
successful, l think it is cost effective, and the $6 million mark that was'
suggested I think would be a Very good beginning, providing itheri is,
discretionary funds earmarked a high priorAy of use by the

- Commissioner.
We would reconnhend you provide forward 'funding for this pro-'

gram. I do riot know how ourtitle VII staff in San Antonio has worked
as effectively as they have. Indeed, they have provid d the stimulus.

Jim Kazen has done unusaully fine work wit s in providing
the leadership we needed to move in this dire, ion. I don't know

.4
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how they have worked as effectively as they have, piing from,month
to month not knowing what the funding level was going to be. So,
I would recommend very highly that we put this- on a ,sound basis
and provide forward funding, making sure that local educational
agencies have optimum authority to assess needs, assibi priorities,
and provide assistance for continuing the prograni:once outside
funding is no longer available. E

In summitry, then, let me say that I think it is somewhat tragic
that probably in the bowels of thawbureaucracy, GS--14's and G
14's are developing position papers aboit the need for a ilrdkram such
as this, redefining the need, reanalyzing, rediscovering the wheel,
w)ien we have for several years now mounted a very successful effort,
and unfortunately, it appears to me that we are goini, to have in-
adelluate funding in order to continue it.

I would' tirge this committed to take aggressive 'action in moving
forward as we undertake to sole one of our Natioh's most difficult
problems. -Thank you, sir.

Mr. BRADEMAe. Thank you very much, Mr. Estes.
[The prepared statement of NOlan Estes followhj ,
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"- Testimony on Alcohol and Drag Abuse Education Act

Subcommittee on Select Education

January 14,..194.8

end Superintendent

Dallas (Texas Independent Sufuel,Distritt

Intioducticul

11P.
Although the use and *buss of drugs is not a new phenomenon, day, perhaps

mote than eves before in the history of man, we live ins drug using society.

Young and old *like turn to drugs to meet a variety of medical. psychological

and recreational needs.

It is little wonder that drug and alcohol abuse is vide- spread -among youth

when many parents and other adult role models rely heavily on drugs to get to

sleep, to wake up, to loges weight, to curb nervousness, tol); social. and on and

on. Television commercials also suggest that there's a pill to pop to solve

every problem a human being might encounter. Soap operas, TT series and movies

also glamorise drug and alcohol, usage, making it appear to be ths "In thing"-to

to. Add to this the pressures' and stresses of today's complex society coupled

with always prevslent peer pressure. and it's little wonder thst many teenagers

and even Younger children become involved with end dependent on druggrand

alcohol.

'Actually the drug problem is really a people problem rather than s substance

problem. It should be defined AP terms of people living and growing in a complex

society rather than in terms of drugs as pharmacofogicel, agents. Research

suggests that non-drug abusers chodse not to abuse drugs because of positive

feelings about themselves and their lives rsther than negative teenage, such

441 fear of brain damage oegstting busted. Veneer drug users stopped using drugs

O
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because thjy found sosething else superior to the continuation of the drug

lifestyle rather than legislation, fear of imprisonment or failing hesiih

due to drug chess. 4.

Since this is true, it followi that a positive prevention program

provides the answer to the dilemma. Drug abuse Prevention efforts should

Beak to improve the quality of non-drug life experience and make'Tg use

seals a less appealing option for the Ccesumer. Simply ptI it should lead

' the young person to decide for himself that a straight life will be much more

satisfying and rewarding to bin than a "stoned" life.

TheAILIS PrOltaM

The Dallas program had its initial beginnin6 in 1970 whedan ad boa

ioemattse for drug prevention use established by the cititens %I Dallas,

The committee recommended that the Dellaa Independent School District-explore

the poesibility of creating an innovative program that would provide a long

rails preventive approach to combat the trend toward increased drug abuse

amass young people.

Preliminary research revealed that:

1. Drug edutation efforts that stressed factual infordstion about

drugs had little veluedadeterring drug abuse by Young people.

2. Young people freqdently had eoreinfbrmation, and misinformation,

about drags available to them throbgh peers 'end street knowledge

than, that provided by teachers.,

3. Dwbueleg young people frequently turned to drugs because

they had run out of viab1 options or siternatIveiln adjusting ir

to their life stress.,
);

6'
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4. Pear Influence was e sajor-courributing factor in drug

arperimpustion and drug abusety students.
/

Aro/4614th chased.etc, the Dallas Independtat Sthool District developed

usehoorbased.agroodLior she provention.of drug abgee.which.emphaeilew,theA3

underlyingitrydboLogical processes that laid to drug abuse. While the Della:70.

School Team Modal isipludes fa tte shout drugs, the sain thrust is on teaching
. .4. 4 ".
personal edjuetnent. 0'

Tha program provides &model that alphas es prevention is the following
f

fourVst
c

1. Provides young people vie a greoter variety of sltarnatives ink

Z.,

coping with tbsir life stresses.

2% ,TrainvAchool administrators, counselor.; teacher', and support

Personnel in technique. designed to assist young people in
4

expanding theii life 'kills%

3. Uses the racognited impact of pear influence by developing twins

. '

of students to conduct youth to-youth sessions designed

provide positive and constructive peer influence.

4. Mikes provision for gradually phasing out the neceseitysfor

external funding and assistance by developing local school

. -district rsiources of personnel and students. The program is

not only Scalped to perpetuate the innovative approftgee

,already'developed but to expand the drug prevention efforts

through vire of local resources,

4
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At the helm ofthe DISD pressen, financed by the O. S. Office of Education :

sad local funds; are 42 school-based prevention and intervention toads, which,
go

incidentally. tepieseim the largest couCentration
A

of trained teams in the

. . .
United States. ' % 1.

The
:
average team

".0
has 10 professionals, including two counseloss,ons

administratof and seven teachers. In all, sops 80 counselors, 40 administrators
0

and 300 teachers hiVe been involved in 40-day'ts4nins programs in retreat
. .

settings and 4day.tolgowup sessions. APpresinstely 90 Petcent of all

secoAnrY school Staffshave attended team- sponsored staff development sehsioes.

About 60',000 or 30 percent of students enrolled is eetoniery schools dating

the past thtee testa have been Impacted y the tomes. The program is projected
e.

to reach 63,648 secondary wheel studen during the 1977-/g school yeat and

about 1.500 elegant1 4y students during the 1978-79 school year. In addition,

approxinately 300 high school students have been trained to work with their

pasta and younger students.

Psoilen-Solving Related Training

intervention progtan ttaining teaches participants, first of 111,,to

cope 'end deal with tbeir own problems tad then wish tjui problise of other's.
.

t
1

Professionals learn and conquer Gillis to both nodal and utillte while teaching

. . .

others. The-10417,cIaining cyCle retreats include st least 10 hours in wins
a .

,0 _

planning Procedures. On...solos action planning, then, berms, a natural pats of
/ ,. no .*

t

%
intervention team Procedures. Since db entire roan goethrougb craleins

together. 'embers learn to work°eifectively as spit and to utilite the =Owe

resources of each teas nenbet in solving Problems. Also included is specific

training in conflict resolution end confrontation skills.,

1.
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a- Team members teceive basiccrainisa in needs essessmeqt, pro011p
.., . '1. . .

Identification, resource development, ginning and evaluation techniques.'
.

Communicatioa and.sroup dymnic principles are also presented. Teamsare
. ..

assisted in applying their newly acquifeesklls in developing A to -entry

plan of action to initiate the program in their home school. setting. -T4ey
1.

identify itrateglis for entry or access to all school populations end

aab-groups. They tetura armed with a plik of action with a contemns of
r 4

purpoie.and a reasonable probability of success. _

t

Alcohol peen eduqatj.on teams learn to specifically teach decision-
.

..

.
asking skills to middle school students. problem-solving and decision -

making skills have also been implemented in the 'health curritulum.

An important elepait to the overall program is tbst each team oversies

as an independent entity in its unique schOol tatting. This arrangement is
.

. .
Conducive to Oa development of creative approaches to Meet the ogodo of the

particular student body. ,
. .

. . .

Continultd4roioth is Accomplished through an overall organizstiahlbet

.minits and encourages coordination ofkiffores smog separate school teams.
4414, r ° -.44440's°7/044r"

Mutual assistance is incoursged. auLthe_oppertunity...for.--mois-fer
. . . ,

Of ides* and talenis across trims and schools adds a ,great dealsof mutual

mupport;,,,pncoaregt4, and: haring of workable ideas..

. 4
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The Program ' .

.
The overall purpose of the school ed leadership team is toaddresa

the,edFattlossi end devel iiltpeenneedst youth. Specilicelly.,the goal ,- *

of this program is to train and develop early Intervention and prevention

programs for secondary students. Ultiaately, the sits of the program is to

prevent self- defeating and disruptive behavior, particularly drug abuse

behavior among young people. r
s

The program includes a broad rang. of activities:

1. Counseling for student groups se well as individuals

'2.
,
Peer counsellagtrith appropriate leadership training

$ 4 0

3. Introduction to a variety of intelleetual, social, cuitusil,,

reereationais career and other alternatives to drug abuse

4. Training for the purpose of clIrifying valusemkoving

communitation, coping.and problem-solving skills

3. Drug information service for teachers, students and parents.

including teacher and adult education

An example of the effeceiveness of theyrograi is demonstrated by the

case of a young man who wee heavily involved in dfugs. Be wee no artend14

sebool and separated from'his family. As a result of being involved with one

of the teams workin n life skids, hi got off drugs and established some

realistic and win eL goals for his life. Currentlyhe is s ;mphssers in

college and is cLively involved in his community while pursuing a career in

,social Work.

.
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Another example is that of a family experiencing numerous problems

because of a lack of cosmaimication. After Jatking with a team that held

earrings after school hours for parents and students not only vets family

lumbers able to solve their own ptoblems. they are now working with other

families in improving home taIatioushipe.

Impact On Other Areas ."

Results have been elating is observable changes in attitudes. More

students are involved in constructive community service-type of activities,

recreational and structutes extra curricular activities than ever before.

Although team members have not recelfred any additional pay, members stay

with the ptogtam because,they believe it is worthwhile and is also helpful

co lam in tbeii itally,classroom wotk. Dallas has also provided
6

a nodal with

0 petsolumel from other school districts writing for information and

coming to visit -to see the program in action. While success isxdifficult to

Imams* scientifically (hairdo you prove a etude= 41d not get involved in

drugs as a stink of the program?), ptincipala counselots and teachers report

noticeable imptovamente in attitudes covetd drug Aisne and behavior in Seneca'-

. Also exciting is the fact that benefits of the program spill over into

amorous other areas. y
A case in *tint is the Dillas schools' Affirmative Action Program. A

federal court order instructed the school district to eliminate all vestiges

of institutional racism bothin the school district and in the community.
. ,

Fortunately the intervention program was already ,in effect and yrovided

workable approaches in striving coward rhle g oal.

r
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the program also arms assch promise iri assisting in reducing $4

discipline problems, s nation-wids condom.... Worthy of mention in this area,
4.

are thrhi programs'currestly being developed in the DUD. 'The Status

Offender Program icomection with the State Cr1e4vol. Justice program is

designed to assist students who sr. chronically absent or runaways. A LEA&

.

'great. in conjunctiva with the Law tafgreement AchintstratiereAgency and at

the Dallas County governepnt, will provide Nods to work with students to
)

'warthog out of the criminal juktice toys,: The third area is the

esstabliabent of a model school community guidance center which will work

vigh-Atudents anywhere from one day to a month in affective and cognitive

skill development to get students back is mainstream education and divert

them from crisinsIlhehablor.

. .
*

- parioup departments . have requested training sessions. Sessions have

been conductedor.centrel aLaf.submisistrstore, principals, counselors'and

student teachers. .

Some exasples of programs developed by individual schools include,

--communicat` ipn courses for all sophomores st David W. Carter High
w

School.

- -Pear counseling at t. m. Broglie middle school

--School Ruddy System st"4. B. Casten Middle School

Psrenttelsident groups at J. L. Long Middle School

The philosophy of the proltrWhen bogie reflected in the proSiammatic

aspects of the /Imam Apices Center. a meglwet high school which opened is

the fall of 1977. r,,.

'
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Impl cions For Tutus* Direction! In Iducasion

This program has significant peilicatione tot tutureditsektons and for

M1V4ng currant problem in education.

1 1. The Intervention Program Resource Center provides DUD personnel
'

1 with the latest drug Int ion and the latest developments had

resources in to affective tion domain.

ft The program encourages teems and schools to develop setivities

and strategies to ptovide students with alternatives.

The program trains personnel to deal wish discipline ina poelt14146%%,

manner.'

4. lThe proven stresses the concept shat faculties are "committee"
.4 ;

'iand that they have tremendous resources withtn'eath school to deal

with stboolr.related problems.

5. be program stresses ruining for teachers in the . affective domain

40 that rhey can teeth effecilve living skills to their students.

6. The program has been Alveloped and is toatinuing to develop

chrritulus teetered *round detleionlnaking, communicatiOn and

,..problem-solving skills.

,

Recommendations !ft The Role Of The Federal C;vernment
*ID

The Dallas program is a refreshini example of howtederal dollars can be
r

effiirively!used as seed money by siltdeol, districr ut develop an) implement

A .0
its own seltifustelalag efforts. This le-in liei.of relying on increased

federal spending that supplants local initiative and eftorterarhor rhea

supplementing it. The Dallas promo is not depinant on outside funding for

its continued existence, and this is as it should be.
.*

c4h
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I believe it is critical thit the role of the fideral government in drug

and alcohol abuse education include the following provisions:

1.'Yederal funds should provide

(1) Regional training canter:tat

(2) Resource centera.`..'
5

2. Legislation should provide continuous and advance fundingin order

that long -range plans any based..

3. Local officials must be Wen the authority to identify need} and

plan program* to meet the ggpifis, local sit:edge.,
a4

4. School districts should be assitrea a$ encouraged 'in developing

programs which will be self-perpetuiting and can continue when

,federal softies are no longer available.

-0`
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Mr. BBADEMAS. Mr. Kazen?
To reiterate, gentlemen, if you could summarize your statements,

that would be very helpful.
Mr: KaisN. Mr. Chairman, I am James D. Kazen, the regional

director of the 'Region 7 Center, which is funded by the Offiqe of
Education, of Trinity University. I am going to summarize my state-
tient,. of which I think you have a copy. I will direct most of my
remarks to the regional training centers, which I am representing ,
here today, al ough I might at tunes draw on my years of experience.

I began de with the problems of drug abuse and alcohol abuse
as aV enf went officer. r moved from there to funding treatment
centers, and for the last 7 years I have been involved in drug education
and prevention. I have never seen an approach work as successsfully
as this, and foraly benAfis, for the morale of those of us who work in
this field and 'have been fighting this forest fire with a bucket of water
over the years, I don't ow what ontribution I could make to your.
decision this morning, b t just hearing you gentlemen speak in as
your question has don more for my morale and for the morale o
those to whom I will o back and deliver the message. It has.made
our tn_p worthwhile.

As Dr. Estes said, think we have gotten to the point where we
can explain this problem from every kind of conceivable angle. I have
even heard people quoting me on things that I said 10 years ago,
that I discarded 10 years ago.

There is a prokram that works very well,- and it is funded through
this Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act. Through it, we have
been able to give the skills to literally thousands of people to solve
their own problems. The power originated with the passage and ex -
sion of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act, and I t its
future is too important to be described-in clever, confusing,- subtle
terms.

'would like to quote Hubert Humphrey, who said ajEfout people
who borne and are not clear about what they want: .

They never quite,get around to saying where they are or who they are or What
they are, what they want, where they have been, or where they are going. We have
to make judgments. We just can't keep waiting for more evidence.

I. hope when this panel concludes you will have a clear idea of
where we have been and what we need. This program is different from
others. I think there are statistics I quoted in the paper which show
just how cost effective it really is. With a very small amount of money,
between $5,000 and $7,000, we are able to impact literally thousands
of students and teachers.

The facts, of course, don't prove,much, but thertare some implica-
tions which can be drawn from them, and I would call your attention
to my written testimony of the numbers of people and th moneys
that have been raised locally by school teams and community teams.
In one period alone, in excess of $3 million they raised to fUnd them-
selves. Most of the important experiences, I think, that truly educate
are predicated on sound ideas, and this program is no exception to
that..! think there is only one way a person acquires a new idea, and
that is by the combination or association of two or more ideas he
already has into a new juxtaposition in such a manner as to discover
a relationship among them of which he was not previously aware.

0
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I think this program can be described then through a number of
these ideas: That we are not helpless in the face of this problem un-
less we choose to be; that a team of individuals of complementing
strengths are more effective than individuals working alone; that there
really is no such thing as a drug or alcohol problem; that there are
problems people are having with drugs which makes it a people prob
lem; that good drug and alcohol prevention is really good parenting,
good teaching, and good modeling in whatever we are about; that
drug and alcohol abuse, crime in the school, child abuse, in fact, all

iComplex human problems, begin with an individual who is unable or
unwilling to cope with what is g on in his or her life; hat coping
of problems of disruptive bebavi r do not affect two orMiree out of
every five persons, but one out o one.

If I were to answer your question, Mr: Chairman, about how many
oung people are experiinenting, I would say it is one out of one.

ere are extraordinary possibilities in ordinary people.
urther; that when a family or school or community cannot solve

th it own problems, it is not likely.to be solved by Government inter-
:ye don; that we serve as guides to the young only to the extent our
own rhetoric and behavior are consistent; that soluticIns to problems
of human interaction begin with a sense of .community, that each
man, each woman, and especially each child is capable of fantastic
growth. -

These ace not ideas you will find literally in our training designs,
but they are ideas we hope to convey to people who come into train-
ing, People Who have come to us for training are not really prepared
for what they receive, I do not believe. When they first get there,
they think they Will get some answer. Instead of getting an answer,
the first thing we ask them to do is focus on what they are doing
there, what they are going to be doing as helpers ih this problem.

You are very well aware. that historical) 3r alcohol and drug abuse
prevention in the sense we pre defining it this morning-has never ob-
tained a very high priOrity. We talked about budgeting this morning,
and I have( Aid in the past that from the standpoint of the centers,
we have moved from zero-based budgeting to no base budgeting. We
don't know from year to year exactly where we are.

I have seen trained staff members take 2 and 3 years to really
develop into a fine trainer, have to be cut for lack of money,: We have
ridden on buses to get to teams because there is not enough money
to fly there. We have had people in teams and communities say they

iwill come to the training and pay their own way.because there is not *
enough money to fund them.

The State of Utah alone in'l year submitted over 200 applications
for training-200 applications for two possible training slots. The pro-.

gram, when it shifted to school-based teams exclusively from commu-
nity "teams, in.=:our big task's/is to convince superintendents of
big schoordistricts and educators that this-solutiiin 'Would realty.work.

I think if thereds any important testimony to .be heard, it is from
the superintendents and principals in this country who are standing
in line saying, this progra really does *arkWhat we and the schools
together learned, regional' training centers and the schopls, is that it
does not take much strength to do things, but it takes great strength
to decide what to do.
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The focus of our training in the 2 weeks is to develop an action
plan, to go back home and do soniething, to do something about the
problem, to begin with oneself as a teacher, as a role model, and do
something, and from there impact the students for which we are
responsible. For many, teams, then, the first step was, and I think still
is, to focus on improving their own skills is teachers, counselors, and
administrators. I don't believe many of us are still looking for single
answer to this problem. What the training centers really represent is
not the answer but one answer. There is always serendipity, and the
story of the three princes who went out to look for,.some thing and
couldn't find what they Were looking for but found things just as
val uableapplies.

When our budget restrjetions were restricted, we came up with a
clustering of teams- We Sad to do it. We didn't have enough money
to reach the teams, so we combined large school districts into clusters
of four or more teams, and we were able, as Dr. Estes pointed out, to
be very cost efficient and to impact niajor urban areas.

When we spend 20 days in the field away from our own families,
our own families begin to deteriorate, and we forget, I think, as helpers,
while we are out giving the rest of the world, the problem is very real

. in our own families, so wain the regional training centers developed
a family 'approach, how to get our own faddlies involved hat it is
we do, and out of that came the National Family D stration
Program, whiCh we were not funded to do, but we have s' trained
500 families to be the basic preiention units themselves, to impact
other families in dealing tvith life.

Always our goal has been to provide the skills to schools to soles
tbeir own problems. We are not interested in developing dependent
relationships, and I think Dallas is a be dui example of what
grew out of one team is now 42 teams with our own group of trainers 4,
that .we even borrow to train fit the regional level.

A modest amount of money invested directly,,at the nt lines of
battle enables local people to solve local probjertis wit out a lasting
dependence on outside assistance.

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act, in my opinion, must
be given. new life. It should be expandea to improve its effectiveness
to a liirger number of people. I wish the majority of families and
schools could provide children with a safe,: secure environment, and
the means to make the positive decisions about their future lives.
That is my wish, and I believe we are never given a wish without also
being given the power to make it come true.

You and I, however, ma ,y have to continue to work for it. There
is still an ample number of bad ideas forlltering one's central nervous.
systeln. Ideas will not go to jail. In the long run, the only sure weapon
against bad ideas are better ideas. The legislation contains better
ideas, and there are many of us who have tried faithfully to adhere

4 to it.
I think the job has been done well for the iasj7 oars, in.New .York,

-Chicago; Miami, Calif lit, and Texas. We seek the greatest reward
for doing this job well, the opportunity to do more.

,. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairpian.
Mr. Brademas. Thank you very,muclr, Mr. KaZen..
(Prepare statement of 4ames,Kazen follows:)
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TESTIMONY OP 1AME8 D. KAZEN, DIRECTOR,.REOIONAI; TRAINNO CEN-

TER, TRINITY UNIVERSITY, SAN ANTONIO, TEE. ..

.
My name is James D. Kasen suet am the Director of the ,

Regional Training (enter funded by the Office.of Education

under contract to laity University in San Antonio.
Texas. The Trinity Centet is one of BA regional centers

created in 1971 by monies appropriated under the Alcohol

and Drug Abuse.Educa1ion Act. My remarks today.will focus

on the .activities of the USOE National Training NetwOrk

and will also include observations formed over fifteen ,

years as I have moved tram designing enforcement asrategies,

to treatment modalities, to prevention and educhtioni

-
The subject of alcohol and drug abUse still.commands a large

share o£ emotional rhetoric,

of the sixties has subsided.

and opinions on every aspect

although much of the hysteria

There are now so many svdies

of the causes and prevention of

this problem that we seem to have reached the point of

explaining everything end understanding nothing. Sometimes

eveksxpertCopinion is contraditiory and confusing. I .;

don't considermyself an expert -- only one who his gained

certain knowledge from working at implementing an idea.

realize that any piece of knowledge I acquire today his

ue at this moment exactly proportionally, to my skill

deal Over the.paststven years..at every Level,

we have acquired hew knowledge and developed xte skills to
°

go with it. These skills hive been passed through
t

training to thousands sdElpwiple. We now have the power
.

e
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not only to endure the problem, but to prevail. The

power originated with thl.passage and extension of the

Alcohol and Drug Abuse EduCatoin Act and ite future is'

too important to be deicribed in,cleaver. confusing or

, subtle terms. Wahtever my Contribution to your decision

may be. I wish not to be included in the group of people

Hubert Humphrey once described, 'They never quite get

around to saying where they are, or who they are, or what

they are, what they want, where they have been and where

they aret4;11n6. We have to make some judgments. .We

just can't,keep waiting for more eviderice:"

,

The philltipphy of the,National Training System is best

articulated by Dr. Helen Notilis who came-to the Office of

Education from the University of achester. Her concept.

was to deveroir a system of resource and training centers
r

which could respond nationally to thousands of rural and

urban communities.

These Centers were staffed by-people who saw their jobs'

as a seritt.of great opportunities brilliantly disguised

as insoluble problems. Utilizing an interdisciplinary

'school team' approach and an agressive on-site support

program, Cen er- trained teams oil five to seven individuals

began in 1972 to energize entire communities to action.

The National Data Bank located in Chicago, has ficts and

statistics on what happened to those teams after training.

7
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Of course,_ impressive as they may be, facts as such,

never settle anything. It is the implications.that.can

be drawn from facts that count. Consider then the '

implication of these statistics gathered during only one

period from July'1976 through March 1977. During this

time, a total of 66,214 parent/adults were impacted

nationally by 322 teams for an,average of 264 parent/

adults, per team. burins the show period, 433,422 youth

and students were impaCted. With an average per team

expenditure of approximately $7,0 (which includes travel

and peeaiem for two weeks of sidential training at the

Centers), these'teams were able to generate project funds

at the local_level totalling in excess ofk$3,000.000.

Considering the innovative programs developed locally, the

number of people impacted andche costssinvolved, this

effort is a great national bargain.

Most of the important experiences that truly educate are

predicated on a sound idea. What really separates this

Pat.14nal Program from other efforts is the total commitment

by people who witnessed the birth of this idea and made it

operational. In a human relay, the idea has gained strength

so that what was said by a few is now repeated by many. "

The onesidsa contains many ideas. After all, thire is only

one way in which a person acquires a new idea: By the

combination or agsociation of two or more ideehe already
zt°

has into a ny juxtaposition in such a manner as, to discover

-
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a relationship among hem of which he was not previously

aware. The idealo..'.

that we are not helpless in ,he face of

thip prob lem unless we chose to he , s

' - that a team of individuate of complimenting

strengths are more effective than indV4iduals

-

working alone,'.

that there really is no such thing es a.

drug or alcohol problem,

-:-.that there are problems PEOPLE are having.

with drugs Which makes it PEOPLE problem,

-- that good drngtend alcohol prevention is
m

really good parenting, good teaching and gobd

modeling in whatever we're about,

that dru\and alcohol abuse, crime in the

schools, child abuse - -in fact, all complex

human problemsbegin with an individual,

who is unable oic.unwiliing to cope with

what's going on in his or her life,

-- that coping with problems of disruptive.

- behavior do not affect twd or three out of

every five persons, but one out of one,

that thire ar extraordinary possibilies in

ordinary people

that when a family oi:a school or a community

cannot solve their own problems, it is not

likely to be solved by government intervention,

ti
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th t we serve as guides to the young only

to the extent 4rown rhetoric and,tbehavior

is onsistenn,-
-

t at solutions to problems of human'inter-

action begin with a sense of communitY.0

that each man, each woman and.especially

each child are capable of fantastic growth..

, This, essence, is our message to participants. How

eloquently they interpret the idea isbest left sotheir

own testimon
,

-

Historically, alcohol and drug abuse prevention has never
- _

attained a very high national priority- EaCh year,

appropriations for thielprogram have become more scarce,

even while results conteued to show the effortwas0

effectively dealing wi h t

staffs weds reduced ah laZiound ourselves

lahger scopes of work with less resources.

ning varied from zeroTblre budgeting. to no-base b

The demand for 'training and technical assistance,

grew in

b

4

cans k_g_the_mblea. Center

implementing

-612%.41.
Advance plan,

ing.

ver,

Se

spite of monejoimitations. The Stet of Utah.

along submitted over 200 applications one year -- that

po 260 requests from schools, and communities Competing'

with each other for ,two

,

.
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P;When the progrim shifted-to repponding to.sehoobased
-.4

teams exclusively, our first task was to vin,the confi-

dence of the public'school administrators. By 1974. man,

of these administrators were vearyof innowatite solutions

and highly skiletital'of any training that required their

parlcipation. There attitudewai understandable, .

Schools were taking the risk that governments end other

-institutions could not assume. They were expected to

- seek new ways of.attacking 'basin human prohlems.

Unforturiatelf, in too man quarters, schools were being
. .

thought of as publically supported child rearin&ANDJWL__,

Nervois parents; law enforcement Officers, pressured

government officials at all levels Were demanding that

schooLs 'find some words to the wise on the subject of

drug and alcohol-abuse. ,Alas, ap the schools knew by

now, a word'IO the wise is not enqUgh if it doesn't
- . .

make any sense. .Most distiicts had tried every approach Ly
4 '

that experts and well-paid consultants could recoiinend

expensive films. scare tattoo, end a parade of ex- dddicts

to tell war stogies; to the children. Nforgot.
ao.

Warty Truman's warnint You don't, set -a fox to watching

the chickens just because he has a let-of experience in .

.4

the henhouse." The old strategies, while having limited

success., were,mostly counter-productive, The schools =

and the Regional Training Centers coltaborated in the

impleitentation'of theridea and a new page in prevention

-
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ami written. What we suidthe schobl teams learned,
:

together was that it doesn't take much strength to do ..
. .

things, bgt it requires great strength to decide what
. .

'to do. 1 am'not an eduational theorist, but / think,

in education, the closeness of students to a good man

or'wonah is the best we can offe'i 'our children, 'For
. 4 ,

many teams, then, the first step was and still is to .

.

4., 4

T focus on improv ing gheir ownskills as teachers, counSeacrs

and_administratOrs. c-
.0

-ar-e-ot471-1--leol,ing-ior-e-- .

single answer to? this problem. What khiva been desgribing
..,r

.

here is not answer,Amt AN,answer. There is always
. . k.

serendipity. I remember'The Three Prince, of Serendip" ,

'( - ,

who went out looking for treasure. They didn't find what

thexfoere looking for either, but they kept findirig
.

e things just as valuable. That'll serendipity; and dUr

bgsinesiis fullof it.. Whengbudget restrictipns reduced

1 the numbers of schools we couldi4act. we concelipeated
.1

t .,
.,

. our efforts in large urban school'districts and detloped.
. . ....w., .

4

a new-applvaCh of training clusters of teams. When i'
. .

, the demands of the job tore it the fabric of our own
. . .

families, we developed a family training design thai
.

stabilized Our situation and produced a national
,,,, 4 :

demonstrationTiogram aimed.at,tralning _the'lamily as

the basic prevention unite,
4. . %
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Always our goal has been to provide the skills to

schools to solve their own problems. We are not

interested'in developing dependent relatiOnships.

One major urban district which has developed full

capacity for handling problems of disruptive behavior

is the Dallas Independent Sctool District. Beginning

in 1972 with one team, the district now has active

4 teams in 42 secondary schools, a large cadre of

trainiss trained by the Regional Training Center. and

a delivery system all its, own. That is a true success

rymi-d- One tyWir. of 'this program. A modest

amount of money, invested directly at the frontline of .

battle;eqabking local people to solve local probleks

without a lasting dependence on outside assistance.,

The AlCohol and Drug Abuse- Education Act must be giver(

new life. It should .be expafided to prove its effegt:-

iveneas to a larger number,of people. I wish Fhe majority

of famtlitas and schools couldprovide children with a

rsafe, /secure environment and the means to make the

'positiv% decisions about their future lives. That is

mv; wish, and / believe we are never given a,wish with-
.

out.also being ilven,the,poyet to make it true.' You

lnd /, *fever, may have to continue to work for it.,

N.. There are still an ample number of-bad ideas for

arteriirg One's central nervous system. Was won't

4 /
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go to Jail. In the long run, the only sure weapon

against bad ideas are better ideas. The legislation

contains better ideas and there are many, of us who .
have tried faithfully to adhere to them.' I think the -

'jbb has been done well for the past seven years in

'haw York, in ChiCago,.in Maxi, in California and in

Texas. We seek the greatest reward for doing this

job well -- the opportu4ty to do more.

.
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Mr. BRAtEMAES. Mr. Hellos?
.

Mr. Hut, Yes, \Mt. ghairman, Congressmen, thank .you for the .
Invitation. to be here:

I *ould like to sa4that I differ from my colleagues here in that
this is. our first experience with the program in Chicago, in the _ghetto

.-district, 13 are 106 rcentl hla kkA few statements which characterize

area. We are fro the largest housing project in the world, Robert ,
Taylor project. Al of ourschols, of which there are. some 16 in our

some of the things which grab there, in terms of powerlessness, de- ( ,
spell-, oppression, make our ch dren easy prey for alcohol and drugs.4

, We have a particular problem ih..g_iat the pimp and the pusher
re resent material wealth; power, and tole models for identification.

We took 22 teachers, cophselors, and administre,t,orsto the region 5
.training center back in Oct6ber. Our district is 1throunded by_ a
numhei of universities. We have been ,studied, reitudied, under-
studied, and overstudied as.to what the black child is like. Therefor%

fkittersity of ,Clucago.-Z-heydorte- , ..-thortlort
I took some 'very cynical teachers with m y °nit, like thd

other groups who have stUdied us and given us ',answers. - *
Here, being on the fro ti line, I-tell you right now the use orktrugs

'fr`-`*-' in.our community is down, thduse of alcohOl is up. The 'reason is, our 4 .

-Children cannot afford hard stuff, but they have learned how to cut'
their pot with embalming fluid. They have learned to do some very l .

inventive things to incre 'that particular high. On f the things we
got out of our training ession was that you C04140 cinnot-Ttake
something from youngst rs that is by way f prevention, drugs or

, alcohol, without replace itivith ex! alterna,tDe. ._ 04,0 ,
The key to the enti program ea alternatives. We'are about, the

business of providing a ternatives for our 'Idrtin; using our .own4 ,.

indigenous resources in our communities. E h one of our schbols,
are 4, al high schools some 2,700 youngsters, and 3, of which they.

elementary schools comprising 1,100 to 1.200 childrdn each, which is
Vin my statement, sir. I

Our children .and our teachers have now become involved in the t
formulation and carryihg out of programs. We met with our com-
munity resource agencies and asked them to ante up. We found there
ate a lot, of things being done in terms of people working at .cross-
purposes and duplication. of effort. We have attempted to stratify
that: That is also in the statement,ir.

As cluster director, I am responsible (or coordinating that team of
foul' schools, One of which has a preschool component. We came up ,
with something we didn't learn in region 5,. and that is, if we get;
them before they cam don:it:near walk, ,we have a better chance of
prevention, period. ,c, . .

I We finished out training in October 1977. Our teams are moving
. forward with -the programs. We have taken n;iusic programs Which w

are no longer funded, and teachers, and. attiirated.them on theinooirra
(- time. Elementary school.s, which used to have intratfiural baketball

programs, which are nOw 'defunct, have peen reactiVated through
the activities,of our teams. We did learn that if leadership is not prq-
iided, and alternatives are not provide(1, weelhavel.g.iven our children
up to the pushers, and since none of us is equipped in that particular ,
area to go -grab a pusher' out of his. car and bier him up, we

,e. .
1 V

. . t
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have decided that maybe our approach, * approach we learned
during training, is the best one to go with; that is, the provision of
alternatives.

That requires a great-amount of work, and the work,-would-say,
that our teams are floing is in coming up w.ith creative new ideas based
on what is already available in their district.

I would urge .you, sir, and the committee, to help us in terms of
fulading us to carry on our work. We just started in October, and we
just got into this. I am concerned with what is going on in Dallas. I am
concerned, and I think it is remarkable. However, we have 6,000 chil-
dren, and that is just in four of our schools, 6,000 children in four schools,
and we have, as I said, 15, and that 15 in one district in Chicago. Ire
are very, very large. I am sure you are aware of that. This is a drop in
the bucket, but 1 want to take that drop in the bucket, develcp-it,
refine it, hone it, ind maybe .we can come up with something that
Dallas has.

s you ow, in e city o icago we re er to our board of educa-
tion as Puzzle Palace, because they have been sped, reseed, and under-

. sued. We have integration and everything else. We are in what I would
consider to be a time of turmoil in terms of teacher integration. No one
knows what is going on or how it is going to happen. We don't know
if we are gointto have the same teachers today. we had yesterday in
our schools. 'I at is part of the pi* blew. I would like to talk to who-

* ever said something about integration of faculties, but that is neither
here nor there.

art - You asked, sir, in your original questioning --I am sorry. You
asked me to summarize, and it would have been batter if I hid read
the statement.

Kierieral laughter.]
Mr. BRADEMAI. You are doing all right.
Mr. HELM. You asked about some numbers. I would like to give

a.few. In our high school, we have at least 1,050you said extrap-
olate, and that is what ram doing. We have at least 1,050 youngsters
who are either using or have experimented with some drugs and/or
alcohol. Around Chnstmastime, it dOes smell like a vineyard. In our
elementary schools, we have alcoholic youngsters at the age of 9,41Q,
12. Comprising the four schools, that comes out to about 600 youn-
ste oprs. I can give y some percentages, but that% hilt* here nor
there.

In summary, I can wrap'the whole thing up by saying the program
we learned was:to (lee with the problems we have using what we've

,got to work with and presenting alternatives. The best statement I can
make with regard to the hole_ thing is to reiterate one thing. You
cannot take a piece of candy from a baby unless you give him some-
thing else to become inv"dlved in and,in. terested in. That, sir, isvhat
our program is' all about, and I thinV you.

Mr. BRADEMM6Thank ry much"
(Prepared statment of Viik elm follobl

I
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Its
PREPARED STATEMENT OF LUKE HEI. t, ASSISTANT 1)/IINCIPAL, TittSABLE

HIOH SCHOOL, CHICAGO, ILL.

I appreciate the opportowity to speak before tilts sub - committee. Hy

na tsiiiike Kelm, and I am assistant Principal at OuSable High School

in Chicago, it responsible for coordinating the Board of Education

District 15 Drug and
,
Ale6Rol Abuse Prevention Program,,, sponsored by the

e. f
U.S. Office of Education. This pcipram encompasses four schools serving

6,000 students ranging from pre-school'throulli high sc'ol ages. Approx-
II,

imateiy 80% of the student body, which is 100% Black, is drawn from the --
Robert Taylor Homes. This eight-block Wea-isaiii;b7y rmbile, !ow- incase

area constituting the largest public housing project in the Uliithd Sates.

The Drug and Alcohol Abuse Preventioti Prograni is carried out in four
41

schools by-22 teachers, counselors, administrators; and Parents. These
I

"teams" of people were trained during October 1977 in prevention and

education nethods'at the Region 5 Training Center of the U.S. Office of

Education's Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educatiop Program. Schools in District

13 have had hig.h incidence of alcohol and drug problems causing disruptions

in classrooms, hallways, and cafeterias. These disruptions take faculty

time and energy away from educational functions, necessitating their

, Involvement in crisis intervention. In my teaching and administratilie ex-
.

perienCes in District 13, most efforts to cope with drug and alcohol
.s

problems have been limited, usually consisting of referrals to counselors

on a crisis basis.

7.

1
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. Since the training and d elopment of our prevention and education

action plans, the trained seams from these four schools have initiated an

.overall thrust to provide alte \ tives to drug and alcohol abuse, withrn

the underlying belief that something better must be available to young
1

people if they are to be deterred from destructive drug and alcohol use.

That "something" takes many forms, i luding improved relationships.

better feelings about tgemseives, havi g rewarding activitiesio pursye,
. .

and possessing rational decision -making\skille, all of which make for

a better quality of life. Among the kinds of alterelbriTigl*----
1.

mented in District 13 are peer counseling,\music, sports, parent edu-

cation, and coordination with other'agencieit In the community.in an effort

to provide more adequate services to the student:

'A A' Peer programs allow students to help fellow students solvelroblems

ormake decisions. Students, trained to be peer counselors in programs

across the country have demonstrated greater interest in school, better

attitudes toward themselvis and otPersl, decreased problem behavior. better '

communication and understanding with p!rents2, and greater achievement and

initiative in academic irtatters3. At one highnchool in District 130a 4-

group of students Kaye formed an organization called "Alternatives".

Their obJectives are to bedome trained peer group counselors, to helpiwith

teacher in- service trainingin the,area of prevention, and to raise funds

;v

for such programs.

.

1Counlap, V., "The Development and Analysis of a Peer Counsmling:Program at
Patrick Henry High School." Walden University, Naples, Florida, 1973.
2Hamburg, B. and Varenhorst, D., "Peer Counseling in the Secondary Schools,"
_American Journal of Orthopsychiairy, 1972, 42 (0:466481.
3Rubin, L., "Evaluative Reporrof Peer Counseling. Project ", Niles Township
High School, Skokie, Illinois, 1975.
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In two other schools within our district, music and sports are being

IP
used as catalysts to draw students into self-awareneSs.programs geared

toward prevention of deictructive alcohol and drug lAhaviors. One of

those schools had no basketball team until the Region 5 trained team

spearheaded its formation as a mechanism to reach otherwise disinterested

youth. This has become a, true alternative to drug and alcohol problems

for youth in the area.

In a third-school, a group of eighteen parents n meeting to

learn their influence upon children through their.0 y for and corn-
.

munica on patterns. They are using a personal .self-a ness program

to enhance their relat/onships with their children.

Through* the district, working links have been established with

various groups th ugh the Network of Community Agencies, so that coor-

dination of.preventio.efforts can occur. Included in the Network are

social services, hosiiital child-care and health services, the park

district, police department, toban lepaue, Girl. Scouts, Job Corps, and

many others. .

The efforts of the Distrioct 13 teams gave directly affected 125
u......a.

students. 182 faculty members. and 108 parents in t e short time these

1program5 have been operating. All f8Ur schools hav the suppOit of

their re'speCtive administrati ons to proceed with these and other pre-

vention activIties.

This, is..the first concerted effort in District )3 of,thetChicago

...

\)

'

.

. Board of Education to prevent alcohol and'drug abuse; Several scattered



efforts among, teachers have been tried iii the past, some unsuccessfully

because participating teachers had no continuingsupoort. This program,.

by virtue'of.having inierdliCiplinary teams cd.faculty from four schools,

keep the enthusiasm, intereit, and skill development alive. Aside from

the support among teantonembers, the relationshipwithAheRegion45 Training

Center for technical assistance services will enhance the success of our

on-going prevention efforts, This is one program where, when the federal

funds run out, motivation to contituc prevention activities will be sus-

tained because of the 'technical assistance back-up and because teachers,

administrators, counselors, and parents were brought together for training.

Our efforts are perceived by faculty *nd parents as. concrete and

realistic.. In contrast to tome other altr istic programs with high aims

of rehabilitating all alcoholics and drug a users, the effort ollthe

District 13 program is on preventing those robldms from arising,in-the

first place_

Not.only are we fortunate to have access to training and technical

assistance in preventidg drug and alcohol abuse problems, tut we also '

.belmoo ieve that the particular mode of program offe y. he WS. Office

of Education is exceptionally effective in he)pi us des1 nd ample-

ment appropriate prevention strategies in our dis ict. I hoa that other

_schools_ districts may also have the opportunity t same:

.
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-Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr.-Giteirman7-1-must leave to go to another com-
mitment, and I want to thank the witnesses I have already heard, and
I assure the witnesses to follow that I will read their testimony. This
is an area of deep concern to me, and I would ask that you pay special
attention to Bill Butynski's testimony. Bill and I worked for a length
of time on this problem in:Vermont back in the dark ages of this
legislation.

In particular, I would point out his testimony on page 2, which
quotes President Carter on how Much emphasis we should give to
prevention and education. I think it is a very fine quote.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Very good. Thank you very much, Mr. Jeffords.
Mr. Harman?
Mr. HARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee.
I choose to read my statement, since summarizing it seems to take

twice as long. It seems that these people have talked about the pro.
grams in schools. I would like to talk about the effect as a participant
going through a mg= and some of the expanding effects it has had
on me.

My name is Don Harman and I am a patrol sergeant with the Salt
Lake County Sheriff's Office ..)ti Salt Lake City, Utah. I am here to
testify about and voice support for the program of drug prevention
education. ,It is sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education, Drug and
Alcohol Training Resource Development Assistance Center.

In 1973, I was working in the Narcotics Division of the Salt Lake.
County Sheriff's Office. I was asked by a representative of the State
Division of Drug and Alcohol to participate in a training program
that was sponsored by the Office of Education called Help Communi-
ties Help Themselves. This training was to be held in San Antonio,
Texas. lit that time the Sheriff's Office had been actively involved in
drug prevention education programs in schools and in the community.
So, was very eager to learn new skills and new techniques to deal
with the drug problem, but more paramount at that time was the
opportunity of going to a 2-week training school at San Antonio, Tex.,
where I had visions of golfing, riding horses, swimming,. and maybe if
there was some time, to learn about some programs that other people
were using successfully.

When I arrived in San Antonio with my other six 'team members,
it was a rude awakening to find out that we had come to work.

Our training program started at 8 o'clock in the mornil and finished
at about 10 o'clock every night, and even more outlaish, the bar
closed at 8 pm. In the past I had gone to numerous training schools
and seminars sponsored by State and Federal agencies. So, my first
feeling was to rebel. After the first couple of days, I knew I was in a
training program different than any other in which I had ever been
involved.

Lkept asking myself, "When are we going to start talking about
drugs?" Aethe training program progressed, I soon realized the prob-
lem was not with the drugs, but rather why do people use them.

The first night we were there the trainer told us we were going to
build a community, and build a community we did. The team from Salt
Lake was all white. We were teamed with seven members of the Weber
State University of Utah, and they were all black. This in itself was
one of the greatest learning experiences of my life. The events and
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frustrationsthat were experienced during those 2 weeks were too'
numerous to mention, but at the end of the 2 weeks, we were a com-
munity: .

After I returned home, I knew that I had changed, and I liked the
new me much better than the old. I never will forget a banner that was
placed Irrthe-iivetingroom. It said: "You are responsible for your
on learning." In all my school years, no one-had ever told inc\ that.
I always thought that this-was*e teacher's job. ,

'r team had designed an "action plan" suggesting that we imple-
ment drug prevention education programs in our schools. We soon
found out that it wastriuch easier to.talk about this than to do it We
found out that programs are generally not successful when imposed on a
a school system from the outside. A. change to be effective is bebtei
initiated by someone who is a part of the system.

The Sheriff's Office has a lot of clout' in our community. So, we
approached' the school board and asked them to support us In h drug
prevention education program designed for counselors and health
education teachers. We also contacted the Jaycee's and asked for
their support inthis program,

Their community involvement program that year was "for the pre-
vention of drug abuse in the community." We theireontacted the Uni-
versity of Utah Continuing Education Division. Through them we
developed a class which provided 3 hours of eredit. After using this
approach, we weresupported by the school district, and they even paid
the registration fee for 50 teachers. This was the first comprehensive
drug education program that had been sponsored in our school dis-
trict. It was so well received that we were asked to present this train-
ing for two other school districts in the State of Utah.

Afteithis successful' endeavor, I was asked by the State division of
drug ana alcohol to assist in conducting workshops throughout the

?State of Utah. As some of you may be aware, when one leaves the
Wasatch Front area, ilhich includes major cities of Ogden, Provo, and
Salt Lake City, theStM`of Utah is very rural. As I traveled across the
State..1 observe Ccemmunittes seem to go through stages. As crisis

d op; the community seems to follow a particular pat-
tern: one can rye the signs of apathy, growing concern, direct con-
frontation, alarm, oek, and panic. The community reaches first for a
quick and 'simple,S Lion. Latma treatment focus, then a prevention
focus, and finally the'community model approach.

As Nook back on the training that I had received in San Antonio,
I remembered how we had learned to build a community. Recalling
thie experience: I realized the only way you can solve your Problems
sufrtessfully is in your community.

A lot of the training tfiat I am presently doing is with police officers
and persons from the criminal justice system. One of the first questions

am usually asked when talking to officers about drug and alcohol
prevention education is: "Am Ito be a police officer or a social work-
er?" In days past, the worst thing you could call a police officer was
a social worker, but the police mission of today calls for: one, the
prevention of criminality wo, the repression of rue;s three, appre-
hension of offenders; four, recovery of property; nd five, regulation
of noncriminal conduct.

In order to work successfully in a community an officer must look
at the prevention of criminality as No. 1. One o the 'Ornery areasof
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the primary areas of concern is the abuse of drugs and alcohol. It is
my strong belief that a police 'officer must receive oftepsive training
in human Cautions skills to work with people effectively: This is
especially true of substance abuse, and when one looks closely at the
drug and alcohol problem, it is usually found to be a "people problem"'
and not a "chumical problem."

We are often asked, "flow can you measure prevention programs
successfully?" In response, I have to stop and think of many incidents
like the 19-year-old boy that I saw last month, who held a fully
loaded and cocked .22 caliber pistOl to his head and threatened to
kill himself. After a full 28 minutes of talking, .this boy finally put th,
gun down. It took another hour to convince him treatment could help".
I wonder what would have happened or what might have been the
outcome; if I had not had the training to deal with such "people
problems" in a sensitive and critical situation.

One of the most successful communication and interpeonal
led, the Narciso

models My first exposure to thiswas at San ntonio. Since then I
have listemdto Dr. Narciso on several occasions and also have Teed
his book. I try to apply these concepts and skills in my everyday.fife.
The model is called ."Deciare Yourself." It was this approach that
I used in the incident with the hoy. I feel I was successful in reaching
him nt a critical point in his life.

In the U.S. Office of Education Training program for region 7, most.
of the facilitators have at one time gone througli 'aa training partici-
pants. In 1977, I was asked to return to the training program as a
facilitator and to work with four SaIt Lake teams that were going
through training at that time. It was like a culmination of 5 years of
hard work. We were now training school-based teams, 'reaching the
people in the. system who have the clout to make changes. We had,
administrators, teachers, counselors, community people, and students.
After training, the team's fromSalt Lake returned to that community.
They are doing some exciting things. Dr. d Parker is the- cluster,
coordinator for the district and he's the fell ,ppfIrt of Superintendent
Don Thomas. A cluster is tour teams, consistingw five to seven
team members:

About a month ago I had thg, opp tunity of talking with Dr.
Thomas at a meeting in which I was in dueed as one,of the facili-
tators who had worked with the Salt Lake City teams. At thbt time
he made the statement:

I don't know what you 'did to thoie people back at that training, but I have
never seen a group of people return to work so excited and so enthused and
ready to make changes to provide and improve a system for effective drug pre-
ventioneclucation.

Since then three other comments that Dr. Thomas has madfhave
been called to my attention, Due'to time, I will not read those. I
leave those for you, but I think it is critical that you read those.

This type of support from tr superintendent assures ,the success of ,

a project:It is extremely critical that these programs should continue.
With the new, cluster concept, each team reinforces the other team

and as the team expands in their school those problems that-once
seemed insurmountable to a small group Of .people can no* Wake=
lively dealt with using ,the community model apprr)------
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In closing, I would like to i.ead a poem that a 19 year -old boy wrote

approximateliiia month bdfore . lie committed suicide. It is called
,','Sometimes Life." i ;.

Sometimes life )usitain'rworth the beide . .
It's B e using a ray to break down :resale.

Some.' es-life is fu ,a bugs . .
An you wonder why I take my drags., . ...

Some mes when I.9sk for help . . .
o say, eat some health food and smokesome dope.r

O

Sometimes life is so tniseried ,
I wonder if I walborn or really died.

Sometimes you say,-kam really lying
But deep down inside I -ant really dying.

What you see ain't do lie
I may seem happy, but I want to die.

This poem was written in the Salt Lake County jail and was fowl&
in his room after be had, committed suicide. `I have to ask, wilt
would-have hap
the co unity could have helped is boy at list earlier age? Perhaps
someotti could have given him some different skills to cope with life
and some Of its problems. That is the only way you can,place a alue
on prevention education, is to place a value on a persons life..

!Thank you very much for the honor of testifying before this sub.
Committee.1 urge you very strongly to support this type of program
which is working successfully in our community.

Mr.. BUADEMAL. Thahk you very much, Mr. Harman. Indeed-
ihntlemen, thank all of you for, I think, extremely illuminating and
valuable testimony. There are many questions I could put to you, butt
I will make a general conclusion.

yourYou have all endorsed the program; and given from your own ex- a
perience examples of the effectiveness of the program. To what'aitent
have you carried on your programs with funds under this statute or,
let us say, with Fe'deral funds, and to what extent do you get *thee
State or local talc dollars to help you mount drug and alcohol abuse
education programs? Maybe each of you could briefly respond to that
question.

Mr. HalastaN, I would like to begin. Exact percentagewise, I could
not tell you, but what happens in the State of Utet is, the teancomes
Wick to you. Don wants to prose& a program. We work with the State'
Division of Drug and -Alcohol. We generate funds there. We work
with the board of edueatioii. We generate funds there. We work with
the board of education. We generate fundt locally in the community,
add we design a program. I,

I am chairman of the board of the Community Drug Ciisis Center,
which is funded by the United Way, city, county; and State kinds.
We initiated a program in the West, igh School called the peer court-
cil program. This program is completely funded independent of the

. school district, end yet it is a part of their action plah that was de-.
signed in the training program at Trinity:University.

The exact percentage 13 don't know, but we reach for any area of
funds we can get. I . - .

r. HELM. Within ou district cluster of four schools, the only thing*
tha the Fed_ Goierrlaient has paid !Or has Wen the training of our
teat rs. T t was the 10-daylwocess conducted from October 2 to

.
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October 11, 1977. Everything else in terms of time, our teac is meet,
after school, before schbbl, and on weekends, and it has been sir own
time.

The communiffy agencies indigenous to o ur community have met on
a

outside ti es to help us dig up some of tliesOhings. Even in the poorest
of the do munitiet, it is entirely possible to tome up with funds. VGAe
are in th process of training peer group counselors, kids to help kidg.

' likorder to pay for their trip, their retreat, so to spetk, their going out.
of the city of Chicago for training in this area, they have given dances
to raise money on their own. They have sold cand?, and engaged in
otherfundraising activities to do so.

Qur entire program depends upon how well those high school kids
fUnction, to get back into the elementary schoolsior their peer group
program.

My last comment on that funding business is, everyone here is dif-
ferent, and we are, of course, no exception. I have been told that juts
outside -Chicago thete is a place :called Illinois, 'which is first in the
country in ternis of the production of corn. I would.like some of that

-corn money to help my kids. Thank you, sir.
Mr.

is over
We: get less than half our money frail outside sources.

There IS over $300,000 a year in.our program. About $140,000 is from
the State, about a dollar a pupil, and from the resource center br train-
ing center we get $5,000 to $7,000, or at least baiis..in the past for
purposes, of training. Our big focus now is on family training efforts.
In fact, we are going to put $10,000 into a family *raining model at

, the end of the school- year, but we desperately need the seed money to
ihelp us move ahead in this area. .

Mr. KAZSN. As a regional training center? moseof the money we
have to-operate on comes from a contract of the Office .of Education,
so front hat point of view, it is-100percent. What we try to do is show
the teem members anti the participants how to raise money on their
own when they get: back.

This program 'has been successful to the extent that schools are
willing tcipay theirc,vn way to ttaining, and I hive got to find a way
to expand the limited amtunt-of moneys we have for staff to staff
them once they get there. -In the last training we conducted, two school&
districts paid their' own way to the training because there was no ir
enougnioney.in the grant to get them there.

Mr. BasbEmis. Gentlemen, thank you all very much indeed. To
reiterate, you have been most helpful with your statements. Oh, I be
your pardon. I want to recognize Mr. Biaggi. Forgive me. He is hiding
way over there on the other side. We may call him as a witness, becalbe
he has had a great deal of experience as a law enfoicoment officer in
the lamest city in the country in,this area, and I suppose is as knowl-
edgeable as any Member of Congress about the problems we have
been discussing. Mr. Biaggi? ,

Mr. BIAGGI. You are generous, Mr. Chairman. I. am closer to the
fount. That is why I sit here. .

IGeneral laughter.)
Mr. BIAGGI. I gather from. yckir testimony, and f would like a brief .

response to it,.an affirmation or denial, that apparently what we have
been' doing is not ufficien.tIg- effective.

Mr. EsVEs. I thiiik we areisaying the opposite. :`

4
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Mr. BIAGGI. I am not talking about what you are doing, what you ."
have testified today. I am talking about. what Government has been
doing heretofore, exclusive of your testimony. .

Mr. Etrrss. I would say generally, what. the Gov'nment has been
doing-is too little too late.

Mr. BIAGGI. That is a very diplomatic answer.
Mr.-HELM. Sir; did you want a response to that from.me? .

Mr. BIAGGI. Sure. .. : .
Mr. HELM. I would not only say too little too' late. I would say

behind and not up with. I guess I do differ in.terms of the fact that I
am on the front line walking the hails in the high school, and involved
with the students. I find that this program is a successful program,
end I find that it is interesting that since I have been in Washington,
very few people seem to know anything 'about it, and that is my

a comment. ..
'I world not only say too little too lite, butwkwould say funded but

not up by.. .. .;

Mr. BIAGGI. I have heard' of your, work, Mr-Estes, in the most
laudatory terms, and I agreAs3hat Government and bureaucracy has

,e, way of going around 'and around, as you say, to 'rediscover the
wheel. Mr. Chairman, it would appear to me that there should be an
independent issessnient of Mr. Estes' work. .

. I know you make reference, Mr. Kasen, to the National Data Bank. .
., _I presume that you provide. the National Data Bank with your
statistics. i .

Mr. KA;EN. -We get the, statistics from the schoOla.114 -,e
.. .Mr. Bush'. It confirms my priginal request, Mr. Chairdtan. An

Independent assessment, I think, would be in order as expeditiouilS,
, as possible. My infOrmation with 'relation to the,work being_ done ty

Mr. Estes has that it probably will be one of the more beneficial
things that we in the Congress could do.

Me, Helm, how were you related to Mi. Estes' program? ; I ,
Mr. HELM. Not at all. In a very, distant sense: We are inspiredby

the MS: Office olEducation. I um a minor leaguer. Dr. Estes is a
major leaguer.

Mr. Branw..Aren't yollbocii doing the same thing? i
. Mrs HELM. I have a cigar ef4our schools which only started the

program in Qctober, and-he has a:great:deal more experience with an
enlira school system, so the relationship is ope of friendship at this
point. . - ..,

Mr. BIAGGI.4 Mr. Helm, makes reference to an alternative, Mr.
k Estes,..which seems logical. How does that fit into your, pro m?

Mr. Ewes. That is exactly what we are about also. He has four .
teams. We have 42 teams. In addition to that, we ha,t,,e a management

. infOrmation system, .a data bank that probablY has more data than
any major School district in the Nation. We havp an R. & E. staff . ../.
which has been systematically,evaluating this now for 7 years "VI% do
an inventory each year. So,, I think you are right. We do have a great
deal of information. It might solve some df theproblemsyou [indicating
Mr. Helm] are talking about of disseminating infocmatgin so we don't'
continue to rediscover the wheel. .

4 Mr. BIAGGI. I.jUSt testified in another sybcommIttee with regard to
. crime and vandalism in schools. How does your program relate to that
goal? ' .. ..

i 0 . -/
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Mr. ESTES. It his reduced through our community action
-centersdaytime crime:for exempla-more than 50 percent, third' partysuspen:

sions down 40 percent. } think this kind of preventive program can
show significant improvement in a problem that parents relate as one
of the top problems. ,

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, you might like 'to' know 'I anticipated
that- response, because I had the information in advance, although
Mr. Estes did not know that, but for the record, this programand. .

that is why I posed the questionthis program has more than a

i
Me objective. Jt could provide the answer to many questions.
r. KAZEN. I think there is one last question. .

Mr. BRADEMAS. If the gentleman from New York would be kind
enough to yield, I'must go to another meeting, and I would be grateful
if Mr. Biaggi would be kind enough to take the chair and allow
me to say that I have the testimony of the other witnesses, which is
'very good testimony as'well, and I want to express my appreciation
to all_of the witnesses for having come today, and I would ask Mr.
Bitt:igi to take the,dhair.

Mr. BIAGGI -iptisiding). OK. One last question. You- ride ref-
erence to the success you bave had in New York, Mr. Hazen. \

Mr. KAZEN. oNot in New There is -a regional training center I
in NOW York, but I do not 'personnally work there. Tbat is hkeded
by .Gerald Edwards. I wareferring to the locations of the five regional /
training centers. One is in Chicago, which. we are hearing testimony
about. head the of in San Antonio, Tex. It is a system`with, five

L centers. -#4)--
-ik. =

MT: BIAGGI. Do_ypu have any knowledge of the eihacy of the .
training center in New. York?

Mr. /CAZEDf: -I know. about its workings. I do not know about
itauleily workings. I think probably Dr. ,Nowlin could give you-more
specifics about it. e -. .

Mr. BIAGGI. The last page of your testimony,- 1 think the job _ '
has been done well in the past 7 years in New York,phicagd; Miami,
'California, and Texas." Let nie tell y,oir why I raise the 'gulls-Eon.

---' Wail the notion was introduced to me not too longago, I was not
even aware that we had. one. .

Mr. KAZEN: It is one of the Government's best kept secrets, Sir.
. General laughter.) , -

=i

Mr. KAZEN. 'That these. training -Centers can operate and do 'the
jobs that they do, there are school districts in this country' tbat think

t) this is the most forward 'prograin the Federal Government has rever come up with, and nobody knows ahout'it. It saves gioney.. .
It is pest effective. It saves lives,. and no one knows that it Its there.
It is a great tragedy, and I would hgpe that got cant becdRecte0, -;

_,

.- .. because it should be. f.,...
. Mr. Sunni. Who' is in. charge ; of the iegionaf g.ainmg caller in
New",Arork? . ,

Mr. KAZEN. Dr. Gerald sEdwalisp- .. A
-Mr. Smear. I would .appreciate it if yoli co' uid- arrange Ter -nie \to ' 1

V '

get in touch with hith.. ' . .
Mr, KAZEN. I would pass that Ono . '.

...

T. BIAGGI. It might be a .revelation.Thank you very much.
,Mr. KYcZEri. Thank you. ., .. , - .

_ .

.., Mr. Esiss. Thank you. i' ..

.
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Mr. HARMAN. Thank you. .

Mr. HELM. Thank you. ,
Mr. BIAGGI. The next witness is Lester Przewlocki, the dean of the

School of Education, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. and
Lisa Sombirt-teacher at Parkade Elementary School, Columbia, Mo.

STATEMENT OP LESTER E. PRZiWISCICI, DEAN, SCHOOL OF EDU-
CATION; BOSTON coLuGt, CHESTNUT HILL, KASS., AND LISA
SOMBART, TEACHER, PARICADEIILEMENTARY SCHOOL, COLUM
BIN, .4

Mr. PlizzavLocitt.-Thank you, Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Do you have a prepared statement?
Mr. Pam/T.0cm Yes. It has been submitted, but I will summarize

my prepared statement.
Mr. &tam. Thank you.t ' Mr. PRZEWLOCKI. Boston College is essentially one. of the oldest

Jesuit institutions in the United States, founded in 1863. The School
of Edtication; of which I am dean, was founded some 26 years ago,
and I think it is very safe to say" as anoverview that we hadra father

. safe, rather secure, rather traditional curriculum for preparation of
I teachers, and it, is not to be pritical. That is the very nature of the

institution which I represent. So, when we Va.° approached sonien
-or 3 years-ago by Father Stirette of the Life ResonrcesAge,ncy in
Boston, which is an agency of the Archdiocese of Bostonhe, for
lack of a better term, might be called a street priest, working with
troubled youths, alcohol, drugs, and So. farthat ,may rate, he and I '-

talked about the possibility of getting together to be one of the
demonstration sites under this particular program, and Proust confess
that I was somewhat skeptical at the, time. I think some of our faculty
was skeptical', because I- think we were all channeled into the tratit- .
tional view about drug abuse, andlhat is that you have tb looat
ijs deleterious effects rather than its causes. _

We,had courses,'of course, which demonstrated drug abuse:'antl the
harmful effects of drug, abuse, and what Father Surette Ras explaining
in a sense as we went through our program is that what we, ought to
do in teacher education is take one step beyond that, and that is to
look at me of the root causes of alcohol and drug abuse, alienation;

> fear of failure, insecurity, lack of self-esteem, ,and all of those other
things that previous witnesses had talked 'about.

So, fundamental to our project was to say, Well, indeed, if we are
going to get at root causes of insecurity, alieati.tio n teachers would be
on the frontline., Then they must be able to in vide sotheltind of,
environment to not only understand but also cope with these particular
problems. So, in kind of a rosy picture kind of we rook at Sour -
program' something like this equation. We say, if we-can change pro-
spective teacheis, then indeed theymust go into the,ir'respective schoels
and cause change. If teachers and schools change, and have under-
standings';

-
standings'? then- thete.ought to De' a change .in'stu dents.

Then, the final outcome might be a reduction in alcohol and drug
abuie. . . .

As we looked ateur project, we that indeed it was -161. ferin.
..kw and perimps'eve,n more difficult Old beWays to evaluate an 'Miss--

_tire what we are trying to, , because change takes tithe, and swe I
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neede d followup,servica, and we had to follow the students as, they
proceeded through their varioga)ifeslides.

Nevertheless, we saw that *re' could indeed have a very unique way
of coming to grips wi% a social problem as well,as to bring new vitality,
and viability tooaur own teacher edneation programs.

There is no need to tell you that ,school* gf education 'today are
decreasing in number and applications atd, lfideed; faculty and re.
.sources, So, together. -and by together, I mean our stall of Boston
College and gate life resqurce peoplewe gskt together to determine
some of the olijectivls we would wants to aea.mplish and some of the
goals we, would want.--to accomplish;in our programs, and-I will just
quickly go o r some of them.

First sot ; we Wanted Co develop a new find creative approacletogz
preseryice drug education', which mould include not- only. trpditional
6urritulu and methodology and ffild experience. We hive thosh in
Our safe, ecure programs now, as I charactelized them. Indeed, we
wanted t r ect a nOw concept of the Itole effective dorsain; the

. feeling par of ow teachers cab,. whir Obildren who are having
problems, to .develop strategiesni. eed, fdi them wirthardooget

. out intorthe classroom. .419': - oAt-4"
Another objective 'As to utilize ayailfblE(esources for a program

that indeed woUld enhance our piojtctlilojectives, because we would 4
ggbaveythe oriportunity to coorafe and coordinatexith other-agencies

not Willy available in our traditional teachei edti-rItikin program.'
.Forexampls, we have one of ourVaining sites or field siteecalle

the Ikttilut-Omegiii It is a reside4tiarhome for 16 adolescent boys; 1
to 19 years old, 50 miles west of Boston. These' are youngsters who

' have been adjudicated in the courts -for various problems at'home and-
in school, and they are put into this residential setting for 9 'to 12
months, where they receive counseling, school*, peer evaluation, and
so on, and we have our students out there tow.

Another community is Gloucester, located north` of ,'Biiston, a
very chronically depressed community iyhere. the disadvantaged 4,

. Portuguese and Italian people who do not even...speak English Sad
their children to school. Eighty percent of thosestuditts choose not

' to go into college. Seventy-fixe.percent of them, by their owe adrnis-
- sion, have been involved in alcohol and drugs. '

Soi, there are soml alteriatiVe high ...schools in Glouceiter which
attempt, to meet the needs of their alienated kids who do not go to

. ,

trzlitional school. '
'Mr. BLOGI. Just a moment. .You'riitde r eterentkiWthis last .

district, in Gloucester, where they do not speak English or have diffi-
cUlty. Do youhave bilingual ...programs in those' schools?

Mr:TPanstvtacxi. Yes they do have pibgrams, butv,stillgheibalic
.-Italian population, tha mothgrs and fat erg, is .the pfriulation I am

- talking about. There ere- bilingual programs for..the students. They
do speak English. . - v. o

.4r;:
Mr. Briiicit: Thatikjou;
Mr; PRZEWk0C i"." We have another site in the heart.of the inner

city of Boston. It a Catholic St.,prancis de Sales Comriniptv. "
School. It is 1 per ent lalacr staffed mainly by black mins. We.
have our stud there, als5.

Another co triunity is Somerville, locatgd on the fringe of BOStOni
white, lower class, blue collar, not veryAikh' exektations for °dui

. ter 4:5
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cation. We have alternative p-
.***rograins there, and we havp our students

in tbose programs: We also wanted our students to have some idea
at least of the harrnifil effects. of drugs, so we have incorporated
that into some of our seminar settings, not really focusing on any
orie particular:drug, but more examining some of the reasons wily
kids get into &rugs, and we have meetings at which our undergradu-
ates learn how to talk to kids who have been on hard-drugs.

So, our students get that feedback, get that experience, get some
sense of what is happening to a youngster, who is really having these
types of problems, fear of alienation and so on. We wanted our stu-
dents also as another objective to understand their own values and
behavior,"becau§e our theory was, if one students didn't really
Understand himself, he could hardly' unde tand those who are having..
very serious- problems.

We had a number of programs within the curriculum at Boston
Collegein which students were able to express and sharp their values
and examine them and bb challenged; and indeed; not only were
they challenged, but they challenged us, the fasulty. and the ad-
ministration, about some of our own assumptiork about behavior.

Another objective was to provide them skills for intelligent decision-
makin and open communications, and we 'did this again_ through
seminar settings, which were held biweekly, 'noncredit, if yeti will,
for our students, and the seminars were structured not only to be
simply aeademio experiences, but really they -were spent in

. identifying, developing, practicing skills Ad developing strategies
so that our preservice teachers would be able to rope with those
problems they saw in thesenarious alternative site??

My prepared statement lists a number of other activities which I
will not mention now. There are several other objectives, and again,,
for the record, I think they center fairly closely round the things. I
have.spoken of earlier.

Well, how did we start? We started with a 'el f about 25. Our

freshman through senior year,. but we took t experimental
d 1,000 from

freg
enrollment in the School of Education hove

program. We began with 24 sophomores, in eir ram consisted.
of, of course, the traditional liberal arts, th ing methodologies
that were already within our programs for elementary and secondary'
teachers but the substantial difference was thp, field placement,
where tbese student.4 went:

In other programs, in traditional program.% our students may go
into suburban schools, or perhaps to a lesser extent to the inner-eity
schools. Mainly, our stglikints are upper' middle class, and for the
most- part really do not want the hassles associated with inner city
schools. I'd° got say that critically, either. It is just a fact of life.

Mr. Bunn!. I shbuld give you an 'indication we have little time
left.

Mr. PrizEtnocici. We -had student evaluations ttld feedbaoks.
We had seminar settings. We had them developiogs., and that is fine,
arid we gave them questionnaires, and they thought ours was a very
hot -shot program, but in a sense that is very subjective. It is important
to As, and -we were_ happy that they were happy, -but _yet the true
test,. we think, is yet to CompVOW they translate what they learn
through the life resources at Boston.Collegeprogrambinto their present

_
-
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All of those gradates did get positions. ,

We think that the projects had an impact: We really think it -has-
had an impact. We are going to sponsor some follovfup studies to our
graduates to really seewhat kind of an imiiact is happening, but'those
might be long range: Short range is one. Some other impacts are that
some of the other elements we have discussed in the life resources
program have-been-incorporated into another project which we have
in parallel at the same time, called the dean's project, which was
funded by the Bureau of the HandicappedN ____.

We have taken a number of the things we learned from drug re-
ources and put them right into this revised curriculum. Students were
rovided with opportunities to see a wide variety of cultural settings,
tm the depressed communities to residential settings to the all black
ool. They worked with community agencies. Undergraduates were

allinged to use skills and techniques and the understandings and
owledges in settings quite unlike their fellow classmates had, but I

think the most important thing for us at Boston College, we did learn
a very valuable lesson through this collaborative effort, and I might
indicate, Mr. Chairman, that out of the six demonitration projects,
we were the only one which was not totally university- based. We
associated ourselves with this other social agency, but the lesson was
this, that outside agencies, such as life resources in this case, can and
should provide a very articulate voice in preparing teachers for another
kind of real world.

Teacher education in the past, I think, has pretty much listened to
its own drum,"btit I think there are some other beats out there that
we must now listen to.

Thank you.
[Information submitted by Mr. Pizewlocki followq.4
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BOSTON COLLEGE /LIFE RESOURCES PRE - SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING MODEL

Alcohol and Drug Abuse EaucatiOn Program
U.S. Office of Education

lama the Boston College School of Education was approached by Rau. Melvin Burette

of Life Resources, an Agency of the Archdiocese of Boston, to participite in a
..1q

Pre-Service Teacher Training Program in Alcohol and Drug Abuse, all of us connected

wirh Boston College wets skeptical. Out:skepticism was based on the undergirding\

4
ptinciPle of the Office of Education that intervenriorrin the lives of students

by teachets tould leases drug and elcohol.usageby young people. Host, if not

all of our faculty, had been channeled by previous experiences to think that '

the watt., get at the drug problem was to show its harmful and deleterious effects

on **tatty. That meant programs idrug recognition and symptoms of drug usage; \

that.meant we were mote interested in effetts than causes.

.

The experimental program was, as Fathei &metre explained it an approeth which'

extmined/the root causes of drug and altohol abuser alitnation, fear if'-failure,

insetutity, a latkwof self-esteem, anomie. Fundamental to our projeti was to
* .

humanize pre-service teather education SO that those teethersilIgld, indeed,

/something like this: Change in teachers thange la schools -* change in

/le

9
teate a_humanistit environment lot their students. The equation would lookt

students teduction in drug abuse. It seemed to us that the project was

long-term and the results of it would be diffitult to measure or evaluate.

Nevertheless, we saw unique ways to come to grips with a gnawing social problem

mg well as to bring new viability to programa in teather edutation.

Together with the Life Rdiourtes' staff, the fatulty of the School of

_ .

Education deter mined objettives in developing affective skills and elvtnative

atdutational strategies to be demonstrated by individual pa tipants in a

.
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humanistic approach to drug education.,_

I.- To develop a new and creative approach ro preservice drug education
protrimi

When communities realize the schools tare an effective plate to deal
with the problems of substance abuse and other dysfunctional behavior, they
will demand more of teachers in the classroom. The university, in turn,
must recognize its responsibility to address the problem in its teacher
education programs. Traditional curriculum, methodology, and field
experience have not responded to these additional needs. Humanistic
or affective educational techniques and programs that take into account
the personal needs of young peopleand,provide opportunities for personal
growth and life-skills development Clin be effective prevention strategies.

ecomqp clear, then. that the university must incorporate these concepts
nto hod) academic and experiential preservice programs in order to unify
the entire ctachec education effort. 'It war from such a theoretical base
thatlife.Resources andthe Boston College School of Education developed
a preservice model Incorporating humanistic or affective educational
concerns through a mechanism of alternative field placements and complementary
academic programs.

2. To maximize the effects of available resources in meeting_ individual
redact ob ectives y enhanciqz,cooperation and coordination between
the participatin reacher education institution, Boston College; an
outside agency. Life Resources; and other cooperating field sites

.

A variety of'iSiouttes were brought togetlihr to achieve project
Boils:. Boston College School of Ed4cation, Lite Resources, and several
agencies, including preschool programs, traditional schools, alternative
education settings for junior and senior high school students, residential
group settings, and drug treatment programs. Rev. C. Melvin Surerte

,and James E. O'Cohnell? Jr., the Project'DiretLos_ed..Assisant Director
respebtively, bad contacts with personnel in many treatment programs and
tonmunity service agencies, as well as with persons in metropolitan ate&
community education-prev'eation efforts. These contacts facilitated the
inclusion of the agencies in the various options offered undergraduates
inteteited in otcalnift a clearer understanding of behaviouproblems and
the'role of edu ators An the prevention process.

Before the Inception of the preserviteecoJecf. a system of core
Lorain centers, using six public school sysehas, Provided.field placement -

opportunities flr most of the uadergtiduatq education majors at the Coliiie. .

These placements began in the student's sophomore year on a one ;hper
week basis, continued-through the junior year, and became IS-week practice
teaching settings for the senior year. Some students soughtand recePumf-
placements in private settings, some in the Museum School, aid others
out of state or abroad in England. in this traditional placement system,
the-College supervisors for undergraduates were usually taken from the
pool of gradesti students at the School of Education.

*-- -
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It mos coneistest with the goals and objectives of teacher

training st Bostoatollege that in addition to conventional or
traditional training sites, it sought plsceMent opportuhities for those
seeking teaching-rotated careers in non-y*111C school settings.

Several parochial, public, private, and alternative schools bier
near Boston were incorporated into the project's alternbelye program because
they were responsive to the objectives. Because the entre of tile
alternative placements varied from site to site, thosewhichvere most
representative are described below.

a. .

*Alpha Omega is Litrleton. Mass., is a residential, therapeutic
home for i6 adolescent boys. 1419 .yeess,of.ageN who sit exlerleocing ,

difficulties at home and at school. All are court adjudicated to the y
home and Ave there from nine months to ayear. Host receive help
through individual counseling and/or group and family-group therapy
to develop a fuller awareness of themselves, to 'gain the skills

'necessary to (*prove their self image and their ability to cope
itith reality, and to accept responsibility for behavior toward themselves
and society.

*Gloucester is a chronically depressed community,of nearly 20,030. -
1/nemployment hovers at IPpercent and is particularly heavy among the
"disadvantaged* Portuguese and Italian populace whoa native I Wise.
is not English. is the high school, almost $0 pore t of the st eats
choose not to to on to college; and, by .their own e tea. 75 eteent
have used drugs other than alcohol. Three sites ake:locatepin this
Borth Shore comeunity. .. /
Gloucester's Project Nuva staff supervises the alternative high ."

school sal preschool.peograms., The alternativ di provides an
educational system for young adults, 14-.21 ars old, who are looking
for s style of living/learning wbict eophasiree personal growth,
recognizes individual abilities, encouragts.seif-determination, supports
creative inquiry, and trains and reiftfories basic skills. Thelitaningful

, opportunities for students with these spebial_needs,are provided'
through situations, curriculum; tutompg,,andipidance which emite
at .cadent to develop valuable skills journal writing; group and
in expforation in reading, language; and communication; vocational
sod career development; and group and independent studies in livrature,
mathematics, history, science, physical education, human sexual y,
and health- Pageonal and academic growth are stressed equally.

' The 1.0e Refources and Nuys staffs proposed that a preschool be
established as II part of the alternative program; Student volunteers.
demonstrated their ability to build a program working with coneunity

. Agencies, conducting a needs survey, 30 research ng appropriate
licensing requitement": tmaddition, they sielsfi d their own field

placentae needs and gained valuable experience by orking in a local
Need Steel program. After curriculum development and parent,orienratide
meetings, the ymescidol *pelted in Gloiceater during the spring 1977 ,
semeetet, with a staff of seven undergraduates and a supervisor/teacher.

`Yen
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aSt. Francis' e Sales Community School is a uember of the Boston
Archdlocelan system. Located in the inner city, the school
serves and is administered by a predominantly blatk population.
Educational objectives include the encouragement of verbal expression
and feelings; deemphasis on competition; involvement of parents; and
growth in the ability of staff members to work cooperatively and
creatively' while encouraging individual thinking sad self-teliance

in all the students. these objectives enable the student to feel .

tonfidentandto support and trust other students.

*Somerville is a white, lower eiddli-class, blue - collet community.

which supports an active youth program. The Pilot and Pull Circle
Alternative Schools offer" integrated educational and eoun#Iing programs
to junior high and senior high school youths unable to cogle in the
traditional system. Emphasis is on developing the skills notessary

Human Development Program offers informal peer counseling and mlnicoursej
for responsible decision making and personal growth. The Somerville

on subjects of interest and concern at the high school. The staff also
provides inservice training and consultation to the faculty and to this
project.

These agencies/sites I were new resoterces and piovided Boston College
administrators and faculty assistance in answering theit'own students'
needs: Educational, counseling, psychologicala, and social work Staffs at
the sired enhanced the cooperative learning environment.

3. Toisrovideprojectmarticipanta with broad, leneral'hnouiedge about
substances, and perceptions as to the complex causes of *bete

Because the administrators, faculty members, and undergraduates do not
have pharmaceutical knowledge, the project staff experimented with different
say's to inform participants about subsranep use and abuse. There were
-discussions of the principal drugs used Ad abused by youths with whose lives
and lifestyles they would come into contact sr field sires. A seminar _

session was offered each year to deal specifically with this information, and
printed materials were made availible. The staff identified the range of
sutatencessopen to abuse without focusing on one particular drug.

Wile working in alternative education settings, most undergraduates
had to confront substance use that interfered with the lives of their students
and brought them into such programs. At center meetings, undergraduates
learned how, residents and staff together delieloped and enforced self-imposed
regulations abobt substance use. This proximity to problems helped the
unditgradustes examine their-preconceived notions and decisions about

.dtuBs: theft choices,,theit,Uisses,_or their'own use. Undergraduates
came to understand some reasons adolescents, choose to use these substances.

2
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4: To avelop.im proiect participants the capacity to understand
thelr owm values and behaviors as well as to respect the values °

of others a
Realisation of this objectivoreame not so such through cognitive

planning and educational schemes as through interactions among the participants.
As undergraduates sought to understand and appreciate values, behaviors,
and attitudes different from their own largely middle-class avarenesses,
sad to deal with these as merely different rather than threatening, they
made significant gains in teaching-learning. They began to consider how
differences came to hi, how these differences affected life and learning,
and how their own roles as teachers came into play.

The undergraduates brought insightsigained-through their teaching,
roles to their roles as students at Boston College. The realization thac

'they needed to respect their students' values caused them to seek within
the College environment the same kind of rispecr,for their ohm values.
Individual seeds were gpcogeited and oppartuniiieS to alter currculum were
made. . .'w

The impact of this recognition came full-circle when the faculty and
administrators at Boston College began reassessing the School of Education
tutriculum. Nog only were the written communications and person -to- person
discussions evidence that some attitude changes haebccurred, but behaviors

1

indicated that s mutual respect had begun to emerge. Students more
willingly accepted the'College as an educational entity, and the College
soughrwaym to change and expand because of this affective, alternative
education experiment. ,

5. la develop Is project participants the skills to work with young
People in the development of a positive self-concept, a workable
values system', skills for intelligent decision naking, skills for
open communication. aid other skilig thought to relate to a reduction
of drug abuse

The project sought to provide the theory and experiences necessary for
participants to develop an dnderstanding of interpersonal relationships, the
group dynamics Is a classroom, teaching/learning roles, and affective
life skills It was Mere than an academic program reviewing current social+
psychological, and political kavledge in the area of innovative, humanistic
education, and more too than an isolated set of alternative field placements.
The two were integrated in biweekly seminars.

4
Seminars. The seminar sessions--twice monthly, noncredit meetings

led, by the project staff --were intended to complement field experiences with
academic input about the essential knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be
attained. In these sessions faculty, site staff, and undergraduates were
encouraged to explore a broad rang* of information and issues. Diicussions
focused on the substance abuse issue - -its history, institutional response

A
to the problem. Its contemporary cultural/social context, and educational
strategies to deal with causal factors --as well as on generic educational
innovation*, such as the Magic Circic, Schools Without Failures, Role Playing,

.
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Values Cleritiestion, end Peer Counseling. The undergradnates were encouraged
to relate thf alienations to their personal end on-site growth processes.

-the.seminars'were not structured to be simply academic experiences.
"A significant portion of each session was spent in identifying, developing,
end practicing skills and strategles4selated to field experiences.

Site.4staff nephera ocessienallm conducted seilkar geseions et'
Boston College to *Sire theireducationl experlinces sni4hilosophiei ^ .1
and to relate these to,project sups.

4

Activities at Sites. The alternative field placement* offered.the
major opportunities for experiential learning. The eeninata201ined
concepts, stimulated thought!, suggested itrategies, and motflOnd action;
then, participants experimented with augiested strategies and activitiea

le in the field. Undergraduates worketIclosely with young people in such
' projects as determining the pollution level in a pond behind s residential

group home, plastering the walls of a resource center, end leiding a Black
history lesson at an inner-city school, 'Journals and logs reflect that
undergraduates became more aware of.themselves, their value systems, and 'it
their history, and were motivated and more able.co bring that undemanding
of self and others to the-learning environment.

Fear, anger, lrustration, and boredomUere issues to be dealt with...
An evaluation mechanism was devised from these identified areas and the .
personal, affective concerns of undergraduates taken into account. The
undervadusces'exhibited a high level of self-direction and responsibility
for what were essentially their of field experiences. &ideation was t: --
perceived's* a supportive, no:judgmental process which would describe-11nd
enhance growth rather than identify sod criticize shortcomings.

,The field placements themselves were intense, realistic, and often'
initiltly intimidating experiences where "survival" was very much a concern.
Many undergraduates held stereotypic views of juvenile delinquents, drug
addicts, mid their inner -city and ghetto envie:events. Such perceptions,
readily ahnunicated,in the classroom, often interfered with learning.
To effect a solution to the real or inagined..problees of survival, a

supportive advisory and supervisory system was developed.
Through experience, participants learned to recognise and solve

problems, and were constantly reflecting on and making.decisions about their
placements, char participation, and their career choiees, Site'studeata
were simultaneously encouraged to deal with the problfm situations in their
lives and :coke responsible decisions about choice, behavior, and 'future
goals. In one setting, minicourses were established on issues of concern:
human sexuality, weight control, alcoholism, and sexual stereotyping. A
another site, undergraduates led students through roll praying about, truancy,
vandalism, ancreum taking. Through this contact, project participants
learned to commarteate openly and honesnly with young people.

I.
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6. To combat-emote by developing_inprolect participants an
understandinebf how_grouti prides associated with ethnic or
cdsmunity roots, can influence the learning environment

The project, field sites often reflected.shroni gtoup and cultural

identification. Croup.pride was en importot issue in one iatgely
minority- populated school where the Malaga to students it"we ate od within
and for ourselves." Cultural apd group pride was demonstrated in othe$
pliements as well 7drug ptograms, residential homes, and alternative schools- -
where the education program was bulls around special needs of site students.
Boston College undergraduates came to appreciate how a direct response to '

special needs can combat boredom and alienation. Some undergtadiates
experienced a clearer sense. of theft own identity and flamed thAr
bbility to influence theducational program at Boston College.

7. To orovide_participad%,.weth the opportunity to expj re alternative
education concepts and to work with others to prat ce_gnd develop

life skills thatchallsne dysfunctional behavior

Averal facrors seemed particulary important in creating an environmeat--
specittiakly a teaching /learning environment - -whichpencouraged,alternatives
,to substance abuse and other' destructive behaviors. Five of ipese were
,considered: '

1. Challenci. Because the focus of the project was on affective
growth of participants and site studenrs, little has been said
about the standards of academic accomplishient. This omission
should not be taken to mean that cognitive achievement should be
mfnimited; indeed, high. academic expectations and a high

degree of challenge haViChad a:positive effect on)students.
An important part of th14.challenge, whether...the task be
shingling a roof, doluiBisa:dath problem, or presenting a
role-play Situation,lo-lis!Televance to the student's world.
Tor example, when site students in Gloucester testoreda
colopial burial ground they learned a great deal about their
community apl.their own ancestry. They helped draft legit,-

)"
lation Okla affected their efforts in Gloucester and solved

4i51math problemsinebegury to construceA buiOing

'114
_ 2.. Freedom. Personal and professional. growth needs arenvitonmcnt

where freedom of.eheice exifts. A student needs an opportunity
to make mianingful,choices in order to grow. In the inner -city

elementary school, the student or teacher raised value_
issues through discussions of pride, cooperation, or unity:
When the people sharIgg the classroom environment tad a
chance to affecif the* own development, theyilemcbed to trust
and respect each other's decisions. .

a.
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3. Respect. The worth and dignity of studen were viral. An
estketial element cif alternative eduiatieh as given recognition
in the individual student's right to respo tile decision making.

:whether In a classroom or in a reside is group home.
Stereotypes of "juvenile delinquent?! w e broken down when
undergraduates recognired, "I would have dismissed these guys
as bad, stupid.. . .just plain trouble. Now I knew they are
not . . . . Sometimas*they teach me."

4/
4. Control. %Theoreticians suggest that children who grew

up in a permissive environment tend to develop less self- ..

esteem than those read in a firmer, sere demanding awes-
.. phere. _Often, a direct association between alternariveand

'.permissive is assumed; but many alternative programs express
caring through comXateent to discipline, order, an growth. e

.

Structured.and /emending progtami clehrly define renonsibillry.
and encourage growth.

S. Success. Perhaps the sidgle'sg4k iMpgrtani step that teachers
._._ . ., --....-... ... .

..

-eau take is to provuk'an educational atmosphere of success .

rather than failure. Youngsters need to feel good about what
they cannot do. While Auden* Iearn to accept their Asrakes

k
.

andnor be embarrassed, they gi through their accomplishments.
. . ..,

, 4,
.

. .
1
.

:Studentswere Wormed 'about thi heY program--indeed they were recru
I.

fted.t
...

efid a cadre,of 25 beganthe program. Basi cally it
g
consisrid of the traditional

,

.
, *

tiberal artsfprofessional education core bur the field placement for observation

and teaching.was in oneof the particiPitIng schools or'agencies identified
di

...
. ' ...

above. 'In addlt,iojit the Lite.resoureei staff piZ2vided hi- weekly follow -up

seminars intwhichetudenfiLcould share experiences, raise questions. pot! ,

e. 4, 2

solutions. This format was folIowed..fotthe eeiftet, of the project. .

0

*Went evaauations and feedbacks were recorded regularly in deft logs,

.

and colftrating Boston College faculty made' frequent visits to sites, Deans,
1

faculty and Life gisourees staff net regularly to assess progress or its lack of.

It 'was clear from student responses that they.were ex pmely satibfied with the
. , is.

kind and quality of egiestIon provided by the BostonCol gefLife Resources
. ,. - 4
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collaborative. But satisfaction is only one measure of program evaluation:
,

' the true test is yet to come, as students translate their pre-serviteexperiences

s into their, presint positions. lie are sponsoiing a two day seminar in iptil:for

the first group of students who graduated from the Life Resources project to

toceivabljmpui frotalthem regarding the (raining they received at, Roston College.

Ire/believe that ibis impact of the Otojeet, if we have been successful in

accomplishing our goals, will be continuous and long - lasting. ^:

9;weve;.,,rhere have been immediate and short -range lmpricts to the School

of Education through Its participation in the program:

1. Reny of the elements of humanistic educatiOn Witte been incorporated
into the Integrated Curriculum Program - a program designed to .

integrate special education skills and knowledge into the
4 Preparatory prograd for elementaiy teachers. indeed, in the freshman

,

year, all students are required to enroll in a course entitd
"'bite ersonal Commynicatioe in thl Classroom," which bast ly focuses
oh.th students.themselves and on children and adolestint behaulor,
incl ng drug abuse. pitch student vial* teaching and .tesching
related agencies which extend his perspective of education. The Professor
respo4ible for tadevelopment_ot this course -was an integral member of
the collaborative.

4,

i2. Students involved,with this project were provided with opporvnities
Iiko see and Co work in a wide ..range of cultural settings andln a variety,
of formal and alternative schools. Thiy,were able to work with community
groups ind organizations as,those agencies sought to establish an
edugatIonal procesavtitch would attract not ilienare'youngsters.

3. Undergraduates were c(allenged to use the.skills and techniques.
understanding and knowledge, in settings quitt unlike those in which
Agit, Eello,I classmoes ware. in turn, they were able in a unique
way to challenge implicit or explicit assumptions about child -and
adolesdenr behavior. 3

0 t

4. Boston College'iearned a valuable lesson through this collaborative
'effort and le was this: that outsfde agencies (such as Life Resources/
can; and should p ;ovide an articulate %lice in prfparing teachers for
another "real worldr,Teachor.education, in the Oast, has listened
to Its own drummer but, especially now, needs to listen to other beats.

.: ,,,'
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Mr. BIAGGI. I have 'just one question. lipu said your students are , ''
. not inclined to go into the ghetto areas or the depressed areas, as you

put i t;Then who is going to do it? - _A. ,

$...
Mr. haw/Loon:That is problem, Mr. Chairman. It Is true. . :

1 Mr. Busch It is'a major area of concern. ".. -
Mr. Pnzeweocia. We do, however, have opportunities to work.with

the Boston schools, and indeed we do, and I do not want to characterize
. that statement asesaying,.all of our students iiefilse' to do that: That

A not quite ti.. lipt looking at the back.groundof our students, very-
Etch, upper cWaey are not too mtichinclined these days to go into
an in' ner city schlOols r

. ,
- Mr. PnEssixn: If I might interject "a. question, .Mr. Chairman, I
'note that you talk about Somerville is- a white lower raiddle-cjass ,

community. I am somewhat familiar-with Somerville. I know _that-
. there are not racial minorities there, bu(it is a low-income area. Is the

ability of teachers aneworkers to go into that area different than for
a black area Of equally low income? * .

Mr. PszEwtockr. I would say the ability to go into Somerville -.,
ivoul be just as grreat as the ability to go into, say, the citkof Boston.
Our students in Somerville were working in the alternative high school
and the alternative.junior'high school, and the alternative high school
is an abandoned firehouse" in Somerville, andthey really trying ,

to make great strides in deVeloping something that is very' pOrtant
to thesakids.

Mr. PRESSLIan-Thank you.' .'
Mr. B/AGOI. Lisa Sombart? ..

Ms. SONBAliT. Mr. Biaggi, it is indeed a privilege to be e to "..
lestify.before you today ontbehalf of, a very important program which

- I hope will be continued. I Elm Lisa Sorcbart,a recent graduate of the
'University(' of- Missouri anti 1 Ant-grade teacher in the Columbia
public schools in Columbia, MO. . .4.

My sophomore year' in college, in the winter of 1975r I' was chosen
0 .. one of 80 students to be a member of a pilot HIPhumanizing,

. individualizing, and perionalizingkrogi.am that was established.
through partial :funding of the DrueDivision of the U.S. Office of
Education and implemented by the University College of Education"
in the -Columbia public schools. lc

Within HIP; we learned many different things..It is en Alternate .

teacher education program, and is offeredin three semester blocks over
a 3-year period. During-this time, the semesters inekding the teaching
of reading, science, language .art, measurement and evaluation, social'
studies, physical education, literature, music,' and'ait. .-

In addition to these diclactic. courses, ihroighour-the semester'
courses and seminars addressed at media utilization, humanistic and

. .....,..- career education,
an

drug-and Slco6o1 abuse education were taukht.
All participants an the program are 'volunteers, students, faculty.,
cooperating schools;.an cooperating teachers alike:

If I may add, the-cooperatip_g schools a the &operating teachers-
hav'abeen quite pleasedwifli the progra , an the idea, .and with-the
aids workinglin the public schools. Moreover, st dents yin, the)program
spin 4onelbird ef each der, 2 to 3 hours, as aids in the elementary.

. - ' sch in addition to the regular 8 weeks of student teaching.

O .85-
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.. So, within P, prospective teachers are given opportunities -to
actually work ith children and experie4e instructional settings.
Furthermore, thr gh HIP, I was able to communicate very closely
with the other st ents, with the faculty, and with my pupils within ...

. the school system This faculty, consisting of specialists In their own
field's, taught tne he way they would some day. 'want me to teach, to
teach .on an ind lilualizel and personalized basis. Often adviser and
advisee. grow Vould met to discuss problems and to make sug-,

gestions: ' . . .. -
I always f t that. I could speak openliand express my opinion on '

matters cone ring the program and'problems I may have had in my
. teaching exp tinge. I. feel that this individualized and:persorialiied
, approach has. c ver'in my years of aiding in first, second, and
t rtd grade, my student.teaching, and now in my own first grade class.
I tried very hard to perionalize and individualize my teaching.

.._ _School greitly influence.sa,shild's life. If he can find_success_injohool,
then this is a great step toward building a good self-concept,for the
child to.carty through in future school' work and some day into the

-. business world. If a child feels good about himself, I fe 1 that he is less'
lkely to.ly.th--toliutside influences, such as drugs or lcohol. Often- .
tinievrachers are bound. to traditional wtys of to hing, as are
childrereto.trii, *one' ways of learning; but each eliild arcs diffr-
ently, I found is to be the casein my-teaching ex erien s.

Sometunes it isnearly impossible io stlinulate,a..c iglu t difional.
ways, but if a teacher, through, hnin4nizing and itglividua zmg a

. child's instruction, can stimulate 114. to learn, I feel that there will be
Access; -- ---.: r./. '' ..\-..-- ,..'; ' "4- ,. _. . .

. For example, of he of my first gr: .j., "Cerijily Eta trouble4/h a
. certain concept in math ; I knew o 1.1. ter6t in cars; so I brought
!slime of my brother's old matchbo : cars and Individualized this
011NA instruction. I gave_ hi thing concrete tO work with. He ..

irrimMiately became attuned to mil began to understand the cone f
. ; This was a AtepAntheriglit direction He understood ati
- enjoy this corre6ptnt math. A , 4

. I feel so f eturiate to have been "ti part of HIP. Thrbugh-it I have
lealiied the ldactics and also have been given li chance to leain. about
drugs ,an and alcohol prevention, through the 'seminars and.
courses that we took. I also learned ab #t career edticatiOn and about:
media and its allowing me to fully {utilize all 'the ilte-
soucces available to e, and giving my stylents success in school and
life. I ophoish tha more prospective teMie could be givenan op-' .porrunity to take part in such a. program thus 41 ogling Chem fo
:humanize and indiyidualize and personalize. , -

Ass teacher, I feel w onld not only teach chil en the adlidemics,
,but should also teach tlllcetn strength of fharac., , and= to ,feel good
. about themselves. In the ,HIP learning community, I alwayAlt one
day I would like to teach just a few people many and beauguPthings
that will help them,Ivherethey will :one day teach a taw .pKple. Thig
was from the. HIP learning conimunity, 1977, 14P8:Uank yoji. -

Mr: BrA4301. Thank you, Ms'. Sombikrt .
""

Naterial iubliiitted by Lisa Somfart tollows:1 , ". f
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AN 'ALTERNATE TEACHER EDUCATION PROpRA31." DT LW
SOMBAHT, TRACMIER, COLUMBIA INIBLIC-Eb14501.8-

r-S0,Lasa Sembeit7. a'recent graduite of the Odrversi of

I4 "fteseigr, w4g5e-i was chosen to be part of the pilot M.I. .

program, initiated there in 1475.

-.Through partial funding from the drug division of the.United
.

'States Office of 'Education; the Oniversig,ty o{ Missouri 611ege

/
4

of Education and the Columbia Public Schools implemented the

1 Mumenizing,#ndieldualizing and Personalizing Prograii. vs the
\

1975-wintersemepter. she program, an alternate for the pre-
\ ..-' \ .

'1

- - .
partition of eleme\44trry school teachers is offered in-three

semester blocks over a &Use-yea-L. period. Each of the three

semester's ciirit:pifis-sotlNdfdictIc and field experiences...Th1

thr'eo semesters'Aheentrav t4 upOn different.sets of content.
. . ..-

Semisteoone intrudes the teagbitip of ,reading, science and

laiguaga'aits,ith-an emphasis on Child ,kowth and developments
._

. . ...

also organization and management'of the classroom. As an integral
_ . . . A

part of this content congentrati;04.drdg abuse edudat)on was

pfesented-both through .ipeciiiiiet17.14aWS;:aild Special seminars. .

These semnars-Whrea0dra'seed to drug,tOuse.Okevention and -

:d4tection and.were«:nzegrgtee,hrOeghout'the three seagster_biochs.... . .
..--1>

along wIth earner aduCation. media utiliSaaLn..:.and_hum'aniiti44 . .
. ,

-. .a.,..:-.-; ., . -.
education. , = _ ... ,-- . ; ."

! . .
Semester two epphailzes the history and philo

...- .--
measurepenC and exn16"ions ltra teaching,of social

.....,

physicolted6daten. 11' this semester, both in theteaChing-of social .

scusties at4 physical education ways of reC09 zing thq-MOEgoVal
-.

user met' discht#ed and. methods of_p;event wereere shared among -.iv . I

students-an faculty. -

t"
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a - . ..The content of, the last- semester includes_the footling of - F.
i . .

-- t----Art, music and chaldren's literature. These are areas where
. .. ../- 4.- -. . . .

children can roloade many of fife's truseitiCiosit. TftretreprEse ." -.....v":
zise of value clarlf a ton techniques, a_child cars 'deveTOp .

a . , . ..- -
. -... . -

better understanding ant ,acceptance of 'self .' so necessary iii any.-- - -

. -- . _drug iseavontion program. - The fine arts area' lets main: and - - --;..-- --_,,--
a . .

varied opportunities for tliJ use of these techis goes. _
-.

14
. . - -

.., li1 Ali partsci.vants ore vol utacrs. 'finisis i Judos _faculty, --- . -, * - .- *-

student,s, school tor i nc 7 tia I $ an, "cOopera tit ng eacher,s.-.._ The II./ .4: ::-..--_,. . o--- . , ..faculty learnr\nuconensty fz.n-, school 'year 1477=19?-8' Includes: ..
a -- ., ... .

two dedns, department CJItrxman4. to lalpotatcity seliool prAci-pal -
- _. _ -

six professorb, $1- , (SSI/S43E4 pro essas, Ehree. assistant' pro-, s. .
-. , ..,lessors, one inst.roctor,-ttrree, graduate teaching assistants, 1,1141 -

s 4 * .._ *.
- . -one Yet consul Wilt. 111) st,.,:cial.zed "academic areas -required to.: ......--., .--

. ,- 7 - ,... ...... ..- I o . . .. ;... .. ,.. ;'. '
cortatrat the pregfoin ur,9 ropresoittecr: its. the. eoSnratin..ty. 'the f.ti ,-- "-

". ' 0 . .. . - . o ' ( . : : '. --
grata() of 11.t e. grad et.,i- ofyhich .I. am One., "a:re,-,t,eachkitg this "*

fail. ,. - -- -

_. .KuthCrm.oic,. titirstg 4.1n -1:fe 'pl'ogram spend one thi-rd oeAAdli....--:

day-'as aides, In ekainentory Sdltopls ring the first -t'stallisa,.P;:_-
. . - 4, II ' -7

A-:4;15deItti
semesters.. In the shsrd sasie.ster; stud t iiachtaig -aonstfettitex

the field exper-ickce. '4 Thus ,. wi Chili this ',1-Vrgranl* *R- . e":,. .,*-. _:'_*:- t,..,0.-"1--.: ':":
teacher is gayer' the, Onor taw ty to actuaLl7V Y0r,t 3tith:Ohll :4 ,: . ,.., -. - ..t::,17..s. -...--`,:* . c. - .-
and victim- ience- aristruct ozial ittingi ..tn,3foth,;.ttle"..tnii11ilrilally...

'7 : -%:- -- .:- .' _,;--.:"..../,":-:-":"-..1.4;::'..,
culdda ESjrZlina 1 Sch of s af1J.L.t he:".f Mai tAtoilli holgro.q.7, :-.---*`, ' : a* 4; -'''

4l. 1-"-.; ...- :: 2:.. ::,_;.r.",.. ' r '.::11:::.-°-',
There 4,re general goals in 11,1.-R. whicti. rag to.::' 4 re-ptegeN;fcr--.: --

.. - . s 'I.'. -. -- . . -. _ '. ,-1..2s. . ,.- . ' - .:..,-;-:.t7:-... ,, .developcaective teachers, the lear:nisig,e.o*ini,Eff`it,11-1-;ekt?Iigtin., .- . .-..
,, -. 4' .1-k.:-"- ,-,-; 07 't"- 'and maintain a-.1..srning environment gliiCks '' -- ':,:, --:._ ..: ... 1... t

31

.6:. .. o I . iti 1 li ';XI.Ili 1 OP stutit.?rits who w41 I i'los,1kalcitla;ft;tte:.%'kierf,t!"; : 4
., am Lc01,014ans appropfiatv for

. . .
- -.: :

.:'' ","-- .:-- i-: -
. . ;-,- ,;:;--_-- .-.

,-- ......,*,. - .-- ....--., . ...... ...- - I. -,....-.,
'. :. .": ': ,": S. ....7":.-. *I *: . ' :-- t .--;--*: -. , ----,,

.... . ,-,:--:,-. 4
., .. ..... ..''.''... -....k
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2. WM. use'learming procentirs-that _ara based, on-psychologically

sound principles.
- - -

-- :......-
. . ,

3. 44111 foster positive feelings and attitudes toward golf
And ottieri. '

. '..
4. Will promote'and stimulate /elf direction anti seltf iMprove=. . ,

.- ,ment . +
' The ast two goals, I feel are particularly important. If a''

teacher is able to foster positive feelings in a child toward him-. ..
self and others and if Chat teacher also promotes ehd stimulates. .

Am

self-direction and improvement, the child will feel, sucemss,in his
. ..

educational setting., -often times teachers are bound to traditional:.._. ...,.,... .,

ways,ok
.
teaching, as are children to traditional-ways pf teaming,

. ..-
but, each cl4ild letrqs differently. ,Somettmes it is .very difficult,.

.
or nearly

so

impossible to stimulate a olin traglitional ways,
but if.the teaeliar, through humanizing.and -.individue'rizingachild's

IliA. -
... - 1. x.--::

ants tun .can stimulate him to learn, thme will_be,success. -.
Por instance, if a child is having difficulty'in math and keels-
frustrath,n, a teacher who is attuned .to indeSiduitidtzing,.tnay seek.

. out the child's intere is and use that to,sti.mulAtsiiis -learning. ',

IE a child has ecess and is happy sh his educational _

enviromment,than I feel, he will be less likely o turn to drugs
,

and alcohol, than ii child who feels }eft out, frustrated add has..., -...-:
-,.'. .-0.poor felrconcipt ,v. - . . . a ..., ..,. ...

li,I.P; g ves a chance learn ibout drugs and drug and alcohol

c

-;

- ...

prevention,eventlon, a u career e ucation, -and about media a its ales:, ,
. - . _. . - -.
thereby, allow q the.teacher' to *a (ally utilize al respiirpes .6,..,...

. . . - .- .... ':
:in giving stude t success in school and in Me.. ': ..,-;

I

.
..nt
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The major purpose of the ILIA,. Vogram, thus, is to produde
%.

effectitie, self-clinfident elementary teacher's,, who through an
.. .. . ..

individualized field based program will have acquired not only
Jthe neeesiary skilas in the didactic areas; bu in addition,

lcwill have. stvbloped special gompetencies to pr ide expertise in

the key areas of career and drug education. It deals with the
... . _

.pro6lem.of sexism, racism., and drugs, by stressing humanization,
.

:.wind /area; and drug, education throughout the program.

in thak1440 . learning community I always felt, "one day I

"wetkid:1 Eke ,to teach st a few people, many, and beautiful thing
.

th0:.w,111 help when they will one day teach a few people.". .

(II. n g community -- 1977-78)

o`, ,.. .
I M. Ir. ,

..e.,... ,, N. 7.,- . . .
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HOW R.I.P. HAS HELPED me

Although we live in an impersonal and mechanized world, education is one thing

thatI feel should remain on a personal basis. .I -believe that.through the H.I.P.

Po:grant,- PrOspective tethers and faculty, alike, are able to communicate closely in

a very °anginal and workable situation. The faculty,'Consisting of specialists in

their field, taught we the way, that they wanted me to someday teach, on a personal gt

and individualized basis. Periodically we would meet within our advisee, groups, but

wore brportant the these icherauled meetings, were the unprcmpoi visits. At all times

I felt that if I had a.problem or a.suggestiser that I could express my opinion. Hal

txart.illt this is in a learning situation: If a.teacher can canstniette with her

students, learning can be a 3oy, and pupils will feel more satisfaction and

,

success
A '

%ethers:ore, has given.ne confidence as a teacher. 'Because of the many

hours of aid work, my student teaching was most prsductive,end the classroasand the

ways of children were not nVexperiences, but mare, -learning eves".- Hadever,

N....11pould.have elected to and ovide of the H.I.P. learning ccninuelty, but, feel, that

students outside of this program muss the most iiifOrtant Ingrepant - What the three

\lards staid for; Hubanizing, Individualizing and Personalizing.

I feel so fortunate to have been a part of thisILI:P. learning situation. I wish

that troreptospective.teackers could be allowed to take part in such.a program, or

.children need the Individualized and personalized touch.

School, to_a iar9dr extent, Influerk14. a child's life. If4tesacademic life can

be asuccese,.eoth in his schdol work and term-dr-building a_gccd self-cencept, thAn he

will te less likely to turn to outside influences, such as drugs or alcohol. .
. .

- . I hope that rni4riilind of teacher that my students can not only reading,

writirreard atethietietran , but more imeortantly. one tom which learn
4

emenizing,./pdividualizing and Peeponalizing:

, *

*.

-
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Mr. PRESSLER. I guess my question would be that your statement

has been vev idealistic, and certainly I commend you for it. I guess the
the challept: of the last testimony about those areas of communities
where we have a extremely difficult time of getting even the most
dedicated people' t go, that might be tree of some of our Indian reser-
vatipris in to Live South Dakota, and thete may be some other

° eras where p ple feel it is dangerous or unpleasant to be.
I guess the name of 'the garhe is, how do we reach those pqople?
IVls. SOMSARt. I mighadd that in-this RIP program, we of only

go to schools of middleclass and upperclass children, but within 'the .

Columbia Public School System there are schools that have a majority
of lowerclass children and .I was fortunate., enough to aid my first
year, my sophornore year, in one of these schools, and this was the

i/ beginning of the program. I only 41,- Id have tent back to. ,

that school after I had been through some of the urses as senbinars,
becaste it was a completely different t pe of chi that goes to his
tymkof school, and you do have to deal with this ild differently. - ,
Illfeel that now I would be more prepared to help this child in builil-

ing a gqpd serf.- concept than I was when I aided at the school at the
very,beginning of my aiding .experience. . .

M Paztv#4.06Kr. May Lock up on that a WI bits.sincrIVrirthe- -
one w o nil:toned that? This project enabledit uded with 75 total,
or 10 tudentsto actually get into those b o unities, to actually
get in o settings which were quite unlike thos from which they came,
where they would be able to understand, as me o our kids told us
later: They said ,they_were so 'aimed off by wh we dn drugs in
residential settings, or in these other setts said they had a
sense of revulsion when they saw these thi being cted out.
, However; through the opportunities to work with hese kids, to

. - really start dialoging with tiliemothey came to some. kinds of undei-
,.--*stantlings of where those kids' were coming from in terms eir own

--.......values and their own behavior systems. ..t ' .
Matey of those who have graduated poiv'r from this very small core

program have, chosen to work ,in just those kinds of settings, the
Somervilles, the St. Francis de Sales, the Gloucesters, the little towns,
and so forth.

t var

.).

You say, how can you encourage others to do. that? I think it is . -
through the continuation of such kinds of programs'as we have started,
very small, certainly beyond the experimental stale now, but cert inl
very small, and to capitalize, and I-think what. is endemic to most s
anti most people, that is, they want to do some kind of social servi e
rather than just strictly tackling, iv,hich is a social s rvice, so by pro-
viding greater opportunities to work, in a Much ded_area through
additionarfunding, I think that can be accomp shed. -
. It will not be accomplished by atkof our kids. .e..

..Mr. PRES4LER. 'SpecifiCal I) *hat kind s, ofrkrcater opportunities, ive
me.sorpo examples, to.gct someone into-Sainerville or soinq of these_

, areas? Give me an oxample.
Mr. RRZEWLOCKT. By greater.o portunitigs, Yivasthinking ekreater

. opportunities for placement ino er related agencies. These are illus-
trative of the ones vke.have lased, because we have had a very close
tiein with the Life Resource people, These w, in a nse, their
people, if 3 ott, will, or their sitt-e, and that wit-5;1141W our ent e through
the college made.

'at
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There are other social agen4ies in the greater Boston area whi are

too spons educational programs, a number of agencies, v 'ous
denominate 1- churches. There are some black communities, and
see this as a potential fotsnot only our own students, but to help those
communities wrestle with their own problems, which, are really our
problems.- ,

Mr. FRESsLER.,1 have no further questions
Mr. BIAGGI. Neither does the Chair. Thank o ery.much for your

testimony. * ' t ..
At this poirit, I ask unanimous cottsent that the testimony Of all bf

the witnesses today be included in therecor4 as-submitted.
'Without objection, o ordered. Thank yotrvery.much.4,ii
Bak, Jackson, illiam .13utyriski, president of the Alcohol and

Drug Problems A ociation of- North _America: Royfr. Forbes,- proj-
ect director, National Assessment of Educational Progress, .Educa-
tion Commission of the States, Denver, ColQ. '. :

I think it is unfitir,but we will have, I am sur4Psome constraints on
time. We are in session how,'and I *could appreciate it if you .could
summarize your stptemehts. Your lull sta ents will be submitted
into the record.; . : ,

Mr. Butynski? .
.

STATEMENT OP Virliggil B 1 " 'CI PRESIDENT, ALCOHOL en
DRUG PROBLEMS ASSOCIATION 0 , OATH AMEBBt, WASHING-
TON, D.C.; ROY H. FORBES,' pRorwr DIRECTO NATIONAL.
ASSESSMENT OF EbUCATION PROGRESS, EDIJCATION COMM-
SION OF THE STATES; D COLO.; An BAILEY JACKSON.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, MASS.

. 89

Mr. 'Brryssicb Thank you for the opportunity :to discuss with you
today the merits of reauthorization of.the ale.ohol.and drug abbse edu-
cation program of the Office of Edcication. As president of the Alcohol
and Drugroblenis Association of North Amerada, ADPA, I am privi-
!edged' to speak on behalf of the more than 200 agencies throughout
the Nation, both public and private, profit and nonprofit, and ap-
proximately 2,000 professional workers in this field of endeavor who,
represent the full range of effort-and interest in working for the reduc-

. tion of alcoh I. and drug related harm. -','One of ih 15 special interest'sections of ADPA is the education
section, co prised of. teachers and others with _interest in th6 gamut
of edueat al needs about alcohol'and other drugs, alcoholism, and
drug dependenec....4WPA. was founded in 1949 by State alcoholism
pro_gram directors. . . .

For any heatth or human 'need _pioblemir publi c' support first for
treatment, research, et cetera, for which delivery systems -are; put,in
place. This inevitably is followed by reoognition of the need, su_pport,
and demand for preveAtion programs by public policynikkers. We are
now in the era of prevention in the alcohol and drag problems field.

President Carter pointed the out during the 1976 campaign when
he said, "* * we now.must expand our vision to include far-sighted

, and well-conceived prograps aimed at the prevention of alcohol and
drug misuse. Prevention is a most important factor in the equation

'-
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of comprehensive programing, and it deserves major emph
all of uh."

. Other Federal authorities and Congressmen have made Si

by

ar
statements. We certainly hopeito see actions in the Congress so th
these words may be followed up by adequate appropriations.

' .We, a lea* to this day, have not seen that forthcoming. I think
this committee a Congressman Brademas have done a pemendous

-Lob. I k?ow in p t years, working ivith the administrations, it' has
been tough keep t, this alcohol-akd drug abuse program going. It

...has been tremendous.
, At the same time, I think we now have a new opportunity within

A)
or this administration to in. fact have the appropriations come closer to

the anthonzatiOne To have an authorization of $34 million and an
appropriation of 'only $2 million, it seems to me, is a tragedy, in terms
of what can, should, and must be done, and what in fact you can make
sure that we do. .: ..

In terms of summarizing and looking at the testimony that has been
. presented here today, and in fact the questions that have been pre-

sented, I think there hat been a consensus among three items: one,
'that in fact the programs established under the Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Educalien.A.c.Lhave:generall _been effective. Theve seems-to be
a consensus as I see it among everyone here 644 e programs have
;worked with young people, they have been eatti e in schools, and
yet, why can we appropriate only $2 million if in f t we are t9 make
a serious dent in the problem of alcohol and drug abu We muit-hae
that appropriation come much closer to the $34 milli n that has been
authorized, aqd we respectfully request on behalf of r constituencies
and in fact on behalf of your on to see and make this program More
of a teality than it has been. It has done tremendous things with the
little money it has, and et it is obvious that in fact we need at least
the $6 million that Dr. Notiis referred to earlier, that that is not really
a maximum. That $6 Million reference:is a minimum, and it should
be an absolute minimum recommended by this committee and in fact
appropriated by the Congress.

Second, I fully agree with, in fact,4your question,. Mr.' Biaggi, .... ,
earlier,, in terms of the need for an independent assessment. Possibly
the-ivay we can convince this administration.within OE that in fact

-thkre is, need for greater appropriations in the areas-in feet through
an independent evaluation, and thus we. encourage you to look at this.

very 'serious thing, and possibly ,through a line item or other appro
priate expression of l' intent, that in fact an appropriate evaluation be
mandated and devel ped for this program, so that this committee, the
Office of Education, and the Congress and the American public as
whole ettn see its effect darionstrated.

Finally, in terms of the third point, I think Congressmiin Jeffor
karliea referred lo, and I would like to support his comment in ter s
of the need for this program to be expanded into nonurban, rural areas.
In the pait, and in fact through the efforts of Congressman Jeffords
when he vas Attorney,General in Vermont, he led that Sttite in alcohol
'and drug education programing, 4nd in. fact had support tromp. team
trained at Adelphi University under this act. .

.1. Howe.er,,overbthe past year, this act, has, through thenecissit.), of
small funding, concentrated .on dusters in urban areas'. In no way do I
'mean to demean that effort. `In fact, I throughly support that effort.

4. c
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However, I want to reiterate and' reemphasize the need for an expan-
sion of 'that...effort into rural areas. Approximately one-third bf the
States are not now served by this.program. It is essential that rural
States and rural areas in urban States in fact receive the services
generated by this-effort.

We strongly encourage you to in fact expand the effort and do
whatever yttu can in evouraging this sAministration,, and %rough
your efforts in in fact; making the apprdpriations to see that this act
'in feet receives the,appropriations,it so clearly degerves.. -

Thank you.
[The _prepared statement of Williantutynski
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BUTTN8111. P11. D., PItESIDIINT. ALCCigOL ANI)
DRUG PROBLEMS ASSOCIATIO;r4 OF NORTH .A3fERICA.

Ar -11 -
Mr.Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

sc.Think Su f opportunity to discuss with you this
:nor g the merits of rea horisation of 'the Alcohol an Drug

use Ec3uWatioribrograse of e 'Office of Education.
10.

As President of the Alcohol and Drug. Probleris Association

of North 'America (ADPA), T am,privi eged to.speak on behalf

of tie more than 200 agencies throu oui the Katie., leatrb
and privee, profit and non-pitcit - and approximately '2,300
professtonar workers in this field o eavor ;Oho represent .

. .
.9e full range of effort and interest in prking,for the

I,
. reduction of alcohol and drug. relaftipelPharm.fpne of the fifteen

tit
Special Interest Sebtions of ADPA is the Education Section,

cc- ?rised otjteafhers and other; with interest in the gariut
of educational needs about. alcohol and Other drugs,, alcoholism

and drug dependsnce. ADPA was founded in 1949 bylestate alcoholism

program directory.

'For any health or humant need problem, public support is

necessary for public programming. Naturilgrogression is fsr
public recognition an4 'legislative serri.rtlfer treatment,
research, -etc., ,for which delivery systems are put in place. *

I

This inevitablx is followed by ricognition of the need, support

and demand for prev)1.-ion programslby notlrers.

C -
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We are nay in the era bf prevention in the alcohol and

dreglproblems field.
. '

Presidefit arter pointed this out during the 1976 campaign

he.said ". . .we now oust expand our vision to include

far- sighted and well conceived programs aimed at the prevention

o4,alcohol and drug misuse. Prevention is a most important
.

Jester in the equation of comprehensive programming, and it
t )

,

desprves ma)og emphasis by all of'us." Other federal authoritie5

4vm made timilarctitenents.,
I I

in the field of* alcohol and drug probleps are deeply

appreciative of the Congress and of this Subc6mitle for its

,early recognition of the importance of the schools' role in

0 pre ntion, when in 1970 you passed the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

4.7.1-74tion Act, This Act provides the basis for a sound preventiOn.
.

approach. Despite the drasticapi curtailed appropriation of

$2.million annually since FY 77, against a barely adequate

authorisation of $34 million, the ADAEP, under the far sighted

leadership of its d4rector, Dr. Helpn Nowlis, has made signi-
.

ficant progress. Reports of the results of "School Team efforts"

from a variety of communkkies, such as Antonito, Colorado;

Ripley, Oklahomi:'Aberdeen, South Dakota; Willow Run, Michigan;

Gary, Indiana and Reno, Neyoda, are indeedencouraging..

I
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&41eciteely in these cases problems. related' to alcohol
*a .... - .4. . ,.. '-'1,

and drug misuse have been greatly reduced, wAfli positive t

. .

' )attitudes hav4 e fesulted in increasidrecreational-oPportunities's
....

.

and ilternativi, vo Lcitiowa and.tvocttio6l'instruction.
&

.1 .

Efforts at prevention for tuch massive and complex Problems

as those related,to alcohol'and drug misuse necessarily must be

far ranging and must involve all sectors of society. Schools

are a focal 'Scant an aggravating or in solving many problems

involving students Schools and other educational groups are

the natural constituency of the Office of Education. OV has'
.

.

access to4 and-credibility wits! this important constituency that

no-other agencies have. Schools have more access to more parents

than any other system and parents must be a major part Of the

process.

Since its inception ins1970 the Office of Education.program

operated cj the assumption that promotion of positive *

physical. psichologicaland social growth and development is the
rj

best approach to preventing destructiVe behavior, 'Initially, v

this was neither understood nor supported. W ithin the past

several years, however, it. has been widely accepted around the
.

country and within the Administeation. We appland thisapprOach

and feel thht it should be thoroughly explored and iMplemented,

along with other alcohol and drug prevention efforts.of oche r

agencies, including some that are alcohol and drug specific.

ft.
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We urge that the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education program

be extended for at !east an additional three years and that it

remain within the Office of Education. Because of the increasing

demands for prevention programs in this area' of concein, we

Ourther recommend that more adequate funding be authorized to

provide:

1) full implementation of ofOAEP programs. It now is

restricted to piogzam; in the urban centers.

the-rural sector and a vast number of American:h:::

not being exposed to this important part of the

national prevention strategy;

2) a comprehensive program of evaluatiod to demonstrate

the..UEectiveness of ADAEP programs.

Thank you, Mr. Cheirmanv

. .
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Mr'. tt aliali
Think

. I will byel3u. xt.Mremr.efyorbbrisektaM not appearign today.in '
y capacity as DIvector of the Nationil Assessment of Educational

gress, but as an individual supporter of the Alcohol .and Drug
Buse ,Education Acts I have had the opportunity to work with this .

grans forseveral years while I was in the Louisville, Ky., Educe-
ional Center. rii my present Capacity, I hale donated My time to

feting in the, efforts of the program. R

Common sense of the program;; at is, attempti to tteat caused of
abuse rather than reacting to their ults of abuse, isAvhat drew.me to .

he program, and that maintained-rux-irtterest andstmppit oveNbese
ears. Other programs have been aimed at providing students with
formation about the dangeroils effects of alcohol and drug abuse.

*me ,of them obviously are cotikributing to an increase in studen1
ltnowledge.
, Fox some of the information that we collect through the National

- Assessment, we found, for instance, that 90 percent of the Nation's
17-y ar-old students knew that alcohol repressed gm body's functions,
and hen 90 to 96 percent knew that continuimb and heavy vise of

. alcoh 1 ca es damages to -the liver and brain, but has' increased.
know edge the dangers of aldohol and drug abuse resulted in sole-

. inV t e prop ms of abuse? Apparently riot, bectule the incidences of ., "'

abuse j remain igh. ' , .
.

I believe w mead to fqpisnore effort on programs designed to treat ,

. the csiliees abuse. We need to help students understand their 031)- '-
lems, their ue,s, their goals in life. Th,ey;need te he taught 0 recog- 4
lime that a erent courses of action are open to them, and how to'
select tha most appropriate and self-fulfilliiig course that matches their
own individual needs. .

.

These skills are essential-if we expect stndefits not to follow !Albs
ofself-destruction. The efforts of thesalcohoPand drug abuse edubaticin.
program are tohe applauded in this area. Small sums' of Money have
effectively. been utilized 'to reach many students and educators. I
strongly support legislation both at tk authorizing, and appropriations
less' which will enable these efforts tsycoritipue. -.e.Another point, the Education Commission of the States,Illiorga-
nization for which I work, recently ,completed a 3X-year study to
determine what policies are necessary to reduce the incidenctof slco-
hol abuse, and alcoholism. Benliet Cates, a State senator-from MIMI)
and viee.,:chairnfai of the Education Commission of the States Task
Force4sponsible for the study, has submitted by. letter,copies o( the
group% Udine to this subcommittee.

. In his letter, Senator Cates urges. that preventive educational ,ap-
proaches become a priority.

I recommend your subcommittee consider the ECS Talc Force
re ort. I totally agree with the emphasis placed on the preventive
e ucation approach which is consistent with the st and present
efforts of the U.S. Office of Educe ion's alcohol and drug abuse edu-
cation program. Thank you, Mr. hairman. .:,

[Statement by Roy Forbes folio st-,
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tangent of Dr. Roy N. Forbes, Director, National Assessment- cif
SducatiOnai Progress, Education Commissiolrof the States*
appea

saes merle of Ed

.
oday not in my capacity the Director oLthe Rational

tional Progress, but as as individual supporter of the

A, Iva and Drug Abuse Education Act.

I ye had the opportunity to work with their S.*Office of Education

of nd Drug 4buse Program twer the past seyeraa, years. While I was

with he Louisville (KetitiCkyi Urban Education,Ce r, t'worked with this

1.

p m asa 1;onsultant for three years; since beco ng director of National

Asses 1baye contributed my tinte.in assisting he efforts ot Oils proz_ti

gram.
.

T mammon It-approach of this program, w
:o'A' 4

.

the en liforattitse zatheriban simply ieacting 'to the
. .; I

the nig
.

stare which originally drew ir to the progra and wit* main-/ . i
tainedoiy" rest feud support over the years. Other prog rata have been aimed

.4 1 .) ierproyid listude.4* with information about the dangers and ffects of alcthol
- ,

A' 1
,

to aancrease

t

bh
$

attempts to treat

as of abuse, was
ti

, /

./ and drug ab Sorne of these programs may be contribitin

In students'

"coud,dcted d

fag and 96%

.

-

owledge about the dangers of alcohol and drug ab e. jn a survey

ihelspring of 1977, National Assessment found bid, 90%o
;

'r-old students knew that *Choi delessed the

t
that continuous and,heavy use of alcohol causes Image to the

's 1;1'
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liver and brain. In addition, four-fifths of the teenage studetts imeiv that'

i- . ,,
Or .

"speed ", ,rappers",, o'r dexecfrine 'resulted in eiverativity and jitteriness, I
ant two-thirds knew that increasing amounts of speed were needed to math-

. . .
,..,-...

coin a personss lerel of energy. "-'
ii b

But has increased Imowledge of the dangers of alcohol and drug *use

resultraltn solving the cOttcatprolAems of abuse? Apparently poi, for the

a
.

Incidences of abuse remain *high.
. ,

li, I believe that we need to focus 'more effort on, programs disigned to treat the
: , - . _

.
causes of abuse' We net:ci Co helprtudents understand their iitoblems, theif

values, add t goaftr Mel iitly need to be tdugbt to recognize that different.
courses ilf,e4tion are opeato teeirronthow to selectithe most, appiroikend.
self-fulfilpar course thht, matches thekr own individbal needs. These skil/ls.
are assent. if we expect students to not follow paths of self destructian.

-The efforts of the Alcohol and Drhg Abuile Education 'Program are to be
$

.

applauded in this.area. Small sums of monkliave been effocilvely utilized

to'reach.many students dad educators. I strongly support legislation, both
.

authorization and appropriation, which will enable these efforts to continue.
4 q

The Education Commission,of the States (ECM, the organization with. .

which the National Center for Education Statistics contracts to conducril; -,

(National `easement of Educditonal Progress and for which I work, hai-recently
L. . .. -

completed a three and a half Itir study to determine (what policies are maces-
.

ssry to redtce the incidence of alcohol abuse and alcoholism. Bennett D. Katz,

0 '
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State Senator from Maine and vioe-chai- rat a. et of the = Task force re-

nPonsible for this study, has submitted by letter copie of the group's

"I

findings to your subcommittee. In hieetter, Senator Katz urges that

' ..preventativo educational'opprosobc s beCome a priority. I rnionn&end that

your subcommittee consider the ECS Task force's report. I totally agree
t

with the emphatie placed alien the preventative educational approach, which

is consistent with the past and present efforts of thell. S. Office of education

Alcohol and Drag Abuse Edtmotioti Rragrata.

.

.Thank you, Mr. Chahrian.
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\- Mr. &Atom. Mr. Jackson?
.

Mr. JactsOar. hdrBiaggi, mpm'hers of the SubcomrnitteeOn Select
Education, it is indeed an home to have this opportunity to appear
before you'd 'your consideration of the extension of the Alcohol .
and Drugi.buse ucation Act. it is also my hope that the testimony
I will provide to this committee will provide a perspective mi the ...
activities' of the alcohol and drug abuse education program' that will
insult in an affirmative' decision relative to the recommendations of
Dr. Nowlis. i

. .
In my judgment the activities' conducted by the Office of Educa-

tion's alcohol and drug abuse .education program under this act have
' been nothing less than exemplary. This judgment is based on my >

experience as an educator, teacher, and counselor trainer, director
of the University of Massachusetts juvenile justice program, con-

. . ft,sultant to drug abuse prevention programl,, and a Variety of other
'related activities. It is also based on an understanding of the nature

and complexity of the issues being.addressed by this
profram.After mutt investigation, it is my here(lthirt the satis action gained

from chemically induced experiences or from engaging in other forms
of pegsonally. or socially destructive beh ior, for example drug abuse ..
aid delinquency, can appear to provide itype of answer for it. broad
pehrtim of human needs and concerns. Rom this perspective then,

the recognition that,vatious forms .of.destructiVe behavior are only .
'symptoms, require,, a prevention program that can address the real'.

..,- .problem. . ._....- et.,- GenerallSr-speaking, the problem behind the many forms of de-
4 structive behavior an be described as unmet human needs. Spe. 7.

cifically, the needs are for a positive sense of self or identity, asenso of.
connectedness with one's environment, and a sense of power or fate
control. Only by providing processes that enable 'people to address
these needs can we hope to remove the pressures that can cause one , s
to choose one of the many, fornis of destructive behavior.

1 .
Having a set of goal a and objectives that address the problem is fast -

the first step-Of equal importance is the selectiqn of an appropriate
intervention process and strategy Mt delivery. It has been my ex- '.

perience that education and training are far more appropriate than
moralizing, punishing, or treating. 1-$y expanding our concept IA

. education to include and legitimize the personal need and concerns.
-that we all experience,

that
and only then can we hopeto prevent the

destructive behavior that one can be forced to resort to an order to .
get, those hupian needs and concerns met. N

Along with the selection of an appropriate process for achieving the
desired ends, one must also ,design a strategy for iestructuring the
learning environment so'that it is conducive to growth and able to be
responsive to diverse human needs. More specifically, the strategy
must enable school systemeand school personnel to develop and main-
tain a nurturing climate for students, teachers,. ai1l adtinistrators. .. !
This can only be accompliked when...the blocks to a healthy climate
are removed and replaced with the , necessary incentives and supports. '

Stated in general terms, the above represents the perspectives and
operational components I believe to be necessary for thedevelopment ,....---

and implementation of a prevention program that addresses- the-many
A formsof destructive behavior. It also describes the extremely Chet-

lenging scope of work that the U.S. Office oit Edutdtion, alcohol and
'drug abuse education program,is-tattempting to address. .

. .
.,
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This program, through its inservice and preservice training pro-
(gams, has, -with limited resources, directly and indirectly had a
significant impact on literally thousands of students. The prog.am
has done this 13y, on, introducing humanistic concepts and teioliing
methods le hundred's of tea-dims, counselors, and students; tato,
training teachers, counselors, and. administrators in the design and
implemeritation of ,humanistic curricula in their sohools ;*three, pro-
viding technical assistance to scho9ls starting programs of ateir own;.,
four, providing the necessary ongoing support systems 4tiii trainees
using team building techniques; and five, instituting chanies III teacher
training institutions which will better prepare teachers to promote
positive growth and deyelopOent.

n addition, the program is in its second year df implementation of
a cluster concept.. This concept 'cab; for the groupifig of three to five.

'teams from a given location to, orm a larger support' network for
change. The program is also involved in an extensive evaluation process

. of its training efforts. It is expected from all initial indicators that the
results will clearly support the impact that the program has
bad on reducing destructive behavior in participating school districts.

Although the results from the progoam's evaluation are not in yet,
I can report on the success of the program based on fn y visits to
schools around the 'country as well as from discussiorts with students,
teachers; counselors, and administrators who have participated 'in
the program's training aciivities. Specifically; I would like to report
on just a few indicators of success. .

Students, teachers, counselors, and administrators have reported
thaetheir schools are in fact better places to work and learn. ,

Students have expressedom increased awareness of alternatives for '
'dealing with their growth and development concerns'as well as with
their frustrations.

Participating schools seem to be. better able to address; both tradi-
tional subject areas antr student concerns using creative techniques
that are growthful for all concerned.

Educators anti students have. found that the training that they
have received from program-related Activities has enabled them to
addreso A wide variety of social. ills that have caused students to
resort tO destructive behavior. 1

In closing, I would like to say that one of the most signifipant out-
- comes of the program's activities fbr me is its positive impact on the

frontline victims of destructive behavior patterns. Examples f that
to me are, quote, end qubte, minorities, women, the,poof, ti e young,
and the aged. Thank you.

4Prepareil testimony by Bailey Jackson 111 follows :I

TESTIMONY Scouirrno, or BAILEY IV, JACKSON HI, AsstsrAsT PROFESSOR,
SCHOOL OFADUCATION, UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

CRSIMISH gradernas and members of the Subcommittee on Select Education,
it is an honor to have the opportudity 0 appear before you during your cOn
sideration of the extenAioir of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act. It
is my hope that my testimony will provide this Committee with a perspective
On the activities of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program (ADAEP)
that will result in an affirmative deeiNion. Iterative to the, recommendations
made by.11r.Nowlis,

In my judgment the activfties'eondueted by the Office of Education's Alcohol
and Drug Abuse -Education Program under this act have been nothing less than
exemplary. This judgment is based on nly experience as an educator, teacher and
counselor trainer, Director of the University of Massachusetts Juveenile Justiee
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Program, consultant to drug abuse prevention programs, and a variety of otlifY ,

related activities. It is also based on an understanding of the nature and complexity
of the issuelibeing addressed this Program. k . -

After much investigation, it is ow 'belief that 'the satisfaction gained from
- - chemically irgluced-ew.riences at front engaging in other forms of personally or

socially destructive peUvior is usually relative to the level of satisfactiowor frus-
tration lams person's. life-experiences, The various forms of deettuctive behavior
(e.g.; drug **buss aqd delinquency) can appear foProvido a type of ags!for for a
broad speetrum.of humbn needs and concerns. From this perspective then, the
Oct/gag= that variouslorms of destructive behavior are only symptoms, requires
a prevention program that can address the real.problem. - 3

-,. Generally-speaking, (the pfoblem behind the, many forms .of destructive be-
havior can be descriW a/s. unmet human needs. Specifically. Abe eeeds are for
a positive sense of self or identity, a sense of ;connectedness with one's environ-
ment, and a sense ofpower or fatecontrol. Only by providing proceseet that
enable people to addoss these needs can we hope to remove the pressures that
can cause one to chfte one of the many forms of destructive behavior.
"Having a set of ,goals anobjeetNes that, address the problem 18 just the

first step. Of equal importance is the selection of an appropriate intervention
process and strategy for delivery.:It bee been my experience that educatiog and

. raining are fftr more. appropriate than* inoralising, pubishing, pr treating, By
expending,our concept of educe to include Aid legitimise the personal needs -
and concerns that we all expo ce, then and only then we can hope to prevent
the destructive/ behavior that ne can be forced to resort to in order to get those

. human needs abd'eincerns Met: 1
- ... ,

Along with the selection of an appropriate-process for achieving thp desired
ends, one inust also design a strategy for restructuring the learning environment - -

., so that W is conducive to growth and able to be responsive to diverse human
needs. More specifietilly, the strategy musk enable school systems rood school .
personnel to develop and maintain a nurturifig climate for students, teachers and

. administrators. This can Only be accomplished when the ,blocka to a healthy
climate are removed and replaced, with the necessary incentives and supports.

Stated in general terms, the .above represents the perspectives and operational
-components I believe to be necessary for the development and implementation .
of a-prevention program that addresses the many forms of destructive behavior.
It also deimribes the extremely challencing scope of work of United States Office
of Education-Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education.

The ADAEP, through its in-seevice and pre-service training programs, has,,,
; withjimited resources, directly and tedirectlyhad a significant lapact on literally ey thousands of students. The program has done this by (I) introducing humanistic

concepts and teaching methbds to hundreds of teachers, counselors and students,'
. (2) training teachers, counselors and administrators In the design and lei*.

mentation of humatistic curricula in their schools, (3) providing technical mast'
aim to schools starting programs of tbeir own, (4) providiug the necessary on- .

going supports ys.s. to trainees using team building 'techniques, and (5) in: t .

..

stituting chabges in teacher ;training institutions which will better
teachers to promote positive growth and development. 4

In additiori, the Program is in its secou4 y'ear of implementation of a clus .
concept. Th% concept calls for the _grouping of 3-5 teams from A given location
to form a larger support network for change. The Pro ram is also involved in
an extensive evaluation process of i training! efforts. t is expected from all -..
initial 'deflators that the results clearly support the positive impact that .
.the Program has had on reducing destructive behavior in participat g school

. districts
Alt ough the results from the Pro 's evaluation are not in yet, I report

on the success of the Program based on my visits to schools around the country
at well as from discussions with students; teachers, 'counselors and administrators
whohave participated in the Program's training activities. Specificelly. I would- like to report on just a few indicators of success: . . ...

' 1. Students, teachers, counseloritand administrators have reported that their
Is are in fact better paces to work and learn. , it

2, Student, have expressed an increased awareness of alternatives for dealing
with their growth and development concerns as well as with their frustrations.
...3, Pertielpatingoschools seem to be better able to address both traditional,

subject areas and student concerns us creative techniques that are grovrtigul
for all concegied.
. 4: Educators and students hairs feu that the trafaiig that they have received

from Program related activities has enabled them to address a wide variety of r
.
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-a ills that hove caused students to resort to destructive.behavior. In closing,
I w d lite to say that one of the most significant outcome of the Prograiwo
ecti es for nt is its positive Impact on the front line victims of deettuctive
beha or_Tattorns. (drug abuse, alcoholism and delinquency), e.g. "minorities",-- --- -womear-poorrth-young-ancl-the aged. '

. Thank you. . . .,

Mr. Brauer. Thank you for your testimony in support of the
. program. Obviously, you know the 'sentiment of this committee. We . .have authorized $34 million in the last session. and I agree that

approPriating $2 million is hardly a fair response. '
The chairmen has indicated his strong support, and I think he is a

little disappointed at the $2 million also. From testimony we have
listened to so -far today, there has been some evidence that it is
working. It could Cork more effectively. We also know that the
problem continues unabited. Unless we try something new or give it
a fait shot, we will be plagued with the problem as infinitum. Mr.

'.Pressler?
. Mr. flansusi. Yes, I have just a couple of questions, but first

of all I want to commend the witnesses on their testimony. I do want
to get this. point into the record. Maybe I should be submitting it

. over in one of the agencies very briefly, but we did haaomention of
reaching some of the rural and small town areas...lam fig interested

.. in your philosophy of drug and alcohol abuse Iireiention, and I
-have heard good-reports from two schools in my district, Ellsworth
and Aberdee regarding_ the use of teams in the schoots.:11o"wever
in checking 'ther the Division of Alcoholism or the Division of
Drug.Ab in South Dakota, which are the main State coordinating
agencies for education in these areas, neither have taken:advantage
of the programs. That might be our fault, but it is my understanding
this is because they are not aware of what services are available.

Peitaps this is not the "proper place, but what could be done to let
the States and pudic kilo* about the, drug abuse and alcohol:pre-
vention programs? The South Dakota Division of Drug Abuse noted

*it vies difficult to get prompt responses from the Region 5 Center in
Chieago when ther wanted to set up training courses. This may be a
problem of staffing, but the 'question seems to be, how Oran some of :

. the smaller State drug and ticohol preventing agencies better com-
municate on these mattes? f
.Maybe this is not a fair, question for. this group, but I will be.

. submitting these questions in writing tb theagency, and maybe one
' ;- of you would want to respond. .

Mr. BUTiN8Kte When I was State director in Vermont, we in fast
worked with the State director in South Dakota, and a number of

.: other States; tryiiig to establish a task force of rural State directors,
in trying to.in fact encourage attention to those needs. Now, terms
of this act, there certainly has been some attention to.rural needs.
However, most of it has been in the past. Although the new concept
of _pan

areas, in fact, as I understand the guidellusters

is in fact encouraging for t e positive things it can do forurban
. poPulatiore needed to qualify for clusters, many the smaller States

eles, because of the

and rural areas are not able to get the services thet need.
Thu's, there needs to be some expansion of services to rural areas.

In terms of communication,1 think in the past there have been some
difficulties, both fir ithin the Administratjon fs well as at the State
level between individuals located In the U.S -Office of Education or the,
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State Department of Education, the, NIAAN, the State Alcohol
Authority, or NIDA, the State Drug Atithority. It seems ittnight be
worth this committee recommending to all three of those. agencies at _

the Federal level, NIDA, NIXAA, and OE, that there should and could
behgreater communication, cooperation, and coordination.

1 certainly knot that 'Dr. Nowlis and some of thei other representa-
tives do Feet occasionally., and yet it seems th itImight be helpful .
to reinforce them in that joint effort, and in terilts'of looking at how
they can learn from one another, so that fully support the questions-.
They do need to be ad,dres,sed, and the human factorgivei some man-
date to the Federal agencies to do more in terms of coordination. That
would also help at the State level.

Mr. lE_ITAOGT. Thankyou very, much for your testimony. The meeting
is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subCommittea was adjourned"
a ,
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Omen or Juniata JUSTICE Air, DELINQI/ENCY,PREVENTIO .' Washington, D.9., April 13, 1878.

HOE. JoaN BRADZMAS,
Chorines; itubrommitto on Select Education, Committee on Belucagon and

ingAf11.8. House ofRepresentatives, Washington,.D.C.
,DEAR R. CIIAIRbiAN: I *OUld like lb make some additional comments re-

-lord the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention* relationship
to the Office of Education in the prevention of school violence and vandalism.

During the hearing of the Subcommittee on Select Education bf the Co_pimittie
_d on Education and Labor on January 241978, the following excerpt front Dr.

Thomas-K. Minter's prepared statement was presented concerning the, currst
interagency agreement between OJJDP-LEAA and OE -HEW. .. .

"On the basis of repeated reports that successful alcohollind drug abase pre -
yebtion programsoften reduce Vandalism ?. drop-outs, truancy, racial confiict,
diticiplinary problems and other destructive behavjor, the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Deli.nquency Prevention in the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration suggested a cooperative effort with the Alcohol aped Drug Abuse Educa-
tion Procam utilising its system and strategies on the problem of prevention of
school crime and violence. The Office of Jimenile Justice provided 21,233 million all
in FY '76 and 32.8 million for FY 17-18 for this effort. l'rainin4 and technical
assistance were provicTed to seveir-inember jams from 81 schools In January and
February of 1977 under an interagency agreement. In November 1977. this was
extended to support the training of 35 clusters of four school teams (130 teams,

, from major urban school districts in the 77-78 school year and an additional 20
blusters (80 teams)-in the '78-'79 school year." , ' 4.

. This accurately summarises our involvement, howevei, I would like 0)3111111e some .
specific comments. .,

We expanded school teams from five to seven members Wallow participation ..
-OA youth, and representation of a person from school security and the juvenge

e',justic sysni. % -. ., .
.

, - We expanteded the technical assistance effort from one year to two years to pro:
vide more Intensive assistance to local school teams in implementing and refining,,
crime prevention _programs. We are also supporting an indepodent evaluation
of this approach to determine its impact on school crime and vioIente, which is

j
e- currently being cobducted.by the Social. Action Research Center.

V. . I hope these =ailments concerning the interagency agreement are' helpful toe
the Subcominittee. If 1 can be of any further assistance, please contact me.

With warm regards, . .
' . /, ., Joan M. Remo; .,.

- 1 .... Administrator, Office.of.fuveniis Justice and Delinquency Prevention.,. .
.

*---:. . ..s.
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?

SANTA-QM,
%,, .. s 8 a le la Cruz, Calif, January 83,1 978

.

mi.toftt-Bakztish ` . ,.
; 4ervviAllieflan iabcommk-Rewbuen OfflotBuilding, Washington, P.C

'... tigsmorEnyinibx SUBCOMMITTEE: , . :- -- A..

i 'As I was not able to personadytestdi before your committee as planned on
Tuesday, January 24, please find my testimony enclosed. Pleise includritlirtbr
Congressional .Recofds for consideration before drafting new lelyelitkn.

I would also very much appreciate a copy of the rocord in which Ws tlatimony
amps. " . I . 2 6 1

Thank you.verz much.
1 .

.1 .

Sincerely, .
....

1
. 'Jon Benuni,.
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*nem is Joe Berney. I am currently employed at Soquel High School. I am
one of tour voting faculty members whn sits on the School Site Council &t Soquel;
a group charged with the responsibility of developing a comprehensive School
Improvetnent Plan for our schooi as required by Calif mia's AB 65. I am currently
developing high school economics' curriculum h Dr, Arthur Pearl, which
addresseo the global crises of war, racism, povert , environmental depletion and
destrtiction, and decreasing government credq41 many young people. I can
honestly bay that the motivating factor for all hese involvements, as well as my
presenee:at the school, is a direct consequence of my involvement with the O.E.
funded' Drug Education Program at VC, Santa Cruz.

Obviously I am a stlong believer in the need for legislation which funds a
. variety of programs for_preventing substance abuse in schools with components in

them similes to Santa Cruz Program. I would like to address that concern in this
testimony. I was originally scheduled to testify before this select subcomffnittee.
While I understand the logistical reasons for time constraints which will prevent
the committee from personally hearing my ' testimony and responding with
questions, I believe it to be crucial to consider the concerns and position thi* gaper-
advances. ' lirI *ant to address to four main points:

, I. A theoretical stance on youth alienation and delinquent activities; -.
-X' Description of the Santa Cruz Program; .
3. lensulta: .
4. Implications for Legislation (the types of experimental programs which

need to be funded.
The theoretical perspective on affenation in Schools that leads to delinquent

behavior and substance abuse which was advanced hy the Snata Cruz Program, a '
perpectlye which has guided my activities and whose results appeal to its success,
can be summarised as follows:

"From the user's view, drug use is neither pathological nor abhorrent; the user
is neither sick nor stupid. To the contrary, drug use is seen' as logical and grat-
ifying within the social context of the user. Thus an effective program must alter
context, must change the' relationship of the individual to the society, by genes-
sting opportuniqes for people to be a parr of the system. From this perspective,
persuading or coercing students merely to refrain from using drugs is futile and
brutal; rather, an effective program must substitute for dn.% usageor other
self or socially destructive behaviorssockaly, constitictive *old personally grat-

... 'tying activities that do not require the use of drugs." ,
The important theme hire is that people behave in ways which falfill basic -

psychological needs. The assumption is that hunt= decisionlnaldng in all 'life
arenas is rational and conscibus. Students choose to become involved in dru
because the benefits; for them outweigh the costs. Conversely, they do not been
niceconforming citizens because the costs of those behaviors outweigh the benell

"The/UCSC program identified eight gratifications that underlie all hum re,
. endeavor: security, comfort, meaning, belonging, usefulness, competence, hop ,
and excitement.. Unless students obtain a meas6re of these gratifications throw
socially desired behavior, they will avoid such behavior; conversely, the m e
student. obtain these gratifications from druicuse or other proscribed behavio ,
the more difficult it is to discourage their use. To reduce the alienation of t e
individual, it is essential that projects and activities be initiated to provide grat-; IficatiOns where them is now only frustration."' .

"Since eur society offers few opportipities for the investment of energy within
the systedi the only options available for many young people are asocial and anti-
social behavior. Drug use may. offe other kinds of security;cfor example, ponr '
youths who are deprived of a legaimcans of obtaining economic security y)
see drug trafficking as a way to rapid accumulation of wealth and also, to "so

, security," participation in a "community," access to .power, and protection hat
is not otherwise available to them. Schools can be miserable, painful, unfriendly
places; drugs can be comforting, drugs can relieve pain. About the only change we
have seen in student drug used recent years has,been a periodic shifting in their
choice of,drtigs; students appear to be drifting, back to alcohol and away from .
heroip.for anesthetization."

r ,"The failure to address in any meaningful way the primary economic, political,
..- and cultural institutions in our society can lead to distortion of reality, disillusion-., .. ment, and epidemlaafosubstance abuse and violence, Yet school authorities are

"T, . unwilling and, inmost cases, unpble to eonceFturdize a school which is totally
integrated into society.7 '

. '
S '
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''''.. In a'nutshell; the UCSC Drug Education Program urged its students to:
1. Analyze pupil behavior;
2. Assess existing 'gratification systems;'r - , 3. (Itinerate projects which provided for pupils, especially alienated youth, .. '

psychological gratifications; '
4. Generate curriculum and 'projects which would strengthen bonds between

the student's school life and other EN arenas of:
(a) Work situations., .

. (b) Family life. . .

(c) Cultural activities. -
.

(d) Political agencies.
. .

The 1.1080 Program attempted to prOvide a program to its university students
where concerns and ideas could then be translated into the public school sites
where university students worked as teats eight-to ten hours per week.
Results t.

This program give those of us who were involved in it, as university students, I .
an element I have found unique in my three years as a high school teacher. Our 1

. presence in schools is a direct result of our social respqnsibility and community I.
commitment. Our impact extends far beyond our classrpom and our theory directs
us to develop relevant curriculum and involite ourselves in policy decisiods; always
mindful of the substance abuser as a rational actor in the.scheol environment.

In Interviews with key Santa Cruz and Watsonville educators at the seven
slgtooi locations and program placed students, I found unanimous agreement that
ak a result of the presence of UCSC students involved in this program: 1) The
problems of alienated youth have been broltght to the attention of schools, A
Relevant and needed school projects implemented by UCSC, students and their
public school students would not have otherelse been available to those youths.

Some examples of programs implemented due to the UCSC Drug Education
Program are:

- 1. Project HOLD--appogram in the Watsonville High School to keep pupils '
from droning out before graduation; .

2. The Group Dynamics Classnow an established part of the Watsonville
' High. School curriculum; , ,3; The WatsOnVille bilinsual-multicultural program sponsored under the

% Emergency School Aid Act (RSAA); 1 ..

4. The Student Rights and Responsibilities Project now incorporated in Santa
Cruz School Board of Education policy;

6..The alternative high-10110d in Santa Cruz, now under the direction of a...

UESC ogram.graduate;
6. CEn de Mayo celebrations and cross-age tutoring at Watsonville*High

' School;'" ,- 1,

7. A iliUdeatti-WorIcing,For-Students group which is So popular. it is now an
established course offered in the Social Studies Department at Sequel High

- School.
Again, all these are examples of addressing alienation by changing the school

context to better provide personally and socially constructive opportunities for
gratification, Tliey recognize the fact that substance abuse does 'lot disappear
through- increased enforcement. It does'not decrease by coming down hard on
'symptoms. It does decrease and disappear when gratificatign systems exist in' .

school life and bonds are strengthened between the schoninxperiance aid the
arenas of' life. .. I

. 1 ;
' OTMER AESULWDEMONSTRATING VALUE OF THE PROGRAM

. . . . .

"Aft* 'tiiree years of project operation, 110 students Jive partiCipated inthi.
tret;4iitveceivedgrteatingeredrklsnf-the a4vhoTlrted ingd-owarepdasteematioainduatelchoi.

. .

IMPLICATIONS FOR LEGISLATION
. ,- -

This select committee has now the opportunity to draft legislation
benefit university programs and potential teachers, public tends, pubs ice

. abusers and ,school-community
and

,
Programs funded should, in their ,lectures, supervision, seminars, and field ex-

periences, include: '-- - .... . . .
.

: t

. ' i \
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"les

'end regulations and
The

of ale
The teacher with an telledual rearms provides rosali. for existing g laws

es for no who wish to chest_ ge system. Ifiltliout,
such ig presence, it is hispossible to derstond alienation. WI ut understanding,
finding remedies is prso impossible.

.. . 'A
, 2. A dedication to. working with alienated youth in a &icier Rhea.

& Development of educaUonakprojects in the field: . ,,,,- .

Tangible protects whose outcomes people can feel, see, or touch ow partici-
pantete-evate the importance ofthe` activity. Projects should: T . .Address real problems;

-

a)
Identify resources to help those who are confined or scire

o) Define each person's responsibility; ..
clkBaild listerdep =deny into suCcessful outcernes.

Such pests will build in gratificationslor plirtielpants whjh can tic-ally
compete with delinquent activities. . d .

4. Community Involvement: ,S.
For schools to be more relevant, schoo.i.clonsinunity relations must be changed.

Projects should be signed to involve: . r
'-' Private an yen% . '

a Senior eitisen.s.\ti, ,
Government' ofilciuls. -:

pluralism)Paten: ts. .
.

---.
. ,

Projects should tietiVely trpto bring together antagonistic groups and generate
feelings of competence, belongingneas, and usefulness acmes historical divisions.'

.,0 This Amid be reflected . *-
Stafiing; ,

(b Recruitment of universitje students;
: . 4

.,
s ito OvirdietityIllIdeVe100. Iir:iyi

e 1 : " 'a . .
.11i

r urge' this committee to include these, five components in the operations-of
futhretuniveosity. and public school -based programs it funds for the purposes of
funding subibince shine anions' the nation 0 Youth- , --..

Thank yeufor your consideration. ".:-..r , ,-
, >

inli the quotes were taiga ireia an article entitled, "The Drug EdiwntIon Program."
by.4krtlinf Pearl.
. -- t. .
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